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ABSTRACT 
The present dissertation describes some of the 
ground movement problems associated with tunnelling in soft 
groundo A possible response of pipelines to such ground 
movements is also studied in the context of a case history 
of pipes lying parallel to a tunnel centre lineo 
Analyses of tunnel excavation with and without 
lining installation, and of the pipe behaviour, have been 
performed by means of the finite element methodo Four 
examples of analysis and their results are presented, with 
the main characteristics related the each 
highlightedo 
being 
Field observations of ground movements caused by 
tunnelling in soil have been gathered together and added to 
those presented by Peck (1969) and Attewell (1977) in order 
to attempt to define empirical relations that could 
describe a geometric form of settlement profile and to 
predict its magnitudeo 
A three-dimensional finite element program has been 
written in order to carry out the style of analysis that 
two-dimensional models cannot accommodateo The 
isoparametric hexahedral rectangular element has been used 
in view of its facility in programming and discretising the 
medium of interesto The computer program has been 
developed to allow for different loading conditions and 
calculations to be carried out using linear material 
behaviour onlyo Features which have been considered in the 
tunnel-ground-pipes analyses include simulation of 
incremental constructiono 
Because it was clearly impractical to model the 
entire system of interest by means of a single finite 
element mesh, an alternative analytical-numerical hybrid 
technique is describedo 
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24" pipe (parallel to and above the tunnel 
centre line. 
- 12 11 pipe (parallel to and 1.7 m from the 
tunnel centre line). 
- 18" pipe (parallel to and 6.5 m from the 
tunnel centre line). 
- element stress/strain matrix. 
- undrained shear strength. 
- element elasticity matrix. 
- external diameter of the pipe. 
- internal diameter of the pipe. 
- nodal displacement vector. 
-vector of nodal releasing forces variations. 
-modulus of elasticity of materials. 
0 equivalent' modulus of elasticity of pipes. 
- pipe stiffness. 
- 'equivalent' pipe stiffness. 
- vector of nodal releasing forces. 
- moment of inertia for pipes. 
'equivalent' moment of inertia for pipes. 
-inflexion distance (i=z /2). 
0 
- coefficient of earth pressure. 
- element stiffness matrix. 
~ 'material' constant. 
- empirical constant. 
- Simple Overload Factor. 
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- tunnel radius. 
- excavated surface. 
- are the cartesian coordinates. 
z is vertical and perpendicular to xy plane. 
y is horizontal and perpendicular to zx 
plane. 
xis perpendiculat to yz plane. 
Tunnel and/or pipe axis is always positioned 
parallel to the x direction. 




are displacements in the 
directions , respectively. 
is similar to that 
coordinates. 
- ground loss. 
- volume of settlement trough. 
- maximum settlement. 
y(+) 
x , y and z 
Sign convention 
for cartesian 
- depth to the point of ground displacement 
interest. 
depth of the tunnel axis. 
are the normal strains in the x, y and z 
directions, respectively. 
Tensile is positive and compressive is 
negative. 
- nodal strain vector. 
- applied stress. 
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- stress at failure. 
- nodal stress vector. 
oy, oz - are the normal stresses the in x , y and z 
directions, respectivelyo Sign convention is 
similar to that for strains. 
- effective friction angle of the soil. 
- Poisson 1 s ratio of materials. 
- soil unit weight. 
lateral - means y direction (horizontal and 
perpendicular to the tunnel and/or pipe 
axis). 
vertical - means z direction (vertical 




longitudinal- means x direction (horizontal and parallel 
to the tunnel and/or pipe axis). 
transverse - means in the y direction and usually defines 
a vertical (yz) plane. 
horizontal - means in the y and/or x directions and 
usually defines a horizontal (xy) plane. 
settlement - is related to vertical movements on ground 
surface (negative w)o 
Distances preceded by a negative sisn means behind 
the tunnel face (opposite to the direction of tunnel face 
advance). 
INTRODUCTION. 
1.1 THE NEED FOR TUNNELLING IN SOIL. 
It is generally believed that tunnelling was one 
of man's first construction activities in enqineering. At 
an early period, he found necessary to enlarqe his cave in 
order to improve his living conditions and to protect his 
own environment. Later, the collection of water and 
minerals provided a major reason for men to bore through 
the ground. Today, tunnelling has been used for many 
purposes, such as drainage, sewerage, storage, 
transportation and so on. 
Social development and mobility has contributed 
to increasing demands on passenger and goods 
transportation. These demands are particularly serious in 




increasing with the growth of 
1.2 THE NEED FOR UNDERSTANDING TUNNELLING IN SOIL. 
Increasing use of tunnels has created a 
requirement for improved design methods because they are 
regarded as one of the most expensive civil engineering 
constructions. 
In recent years many tunnels have been constructed 
in densely populated areas. The construction of tunnels 
in these areas is particularly critical because ground 
movements must be kept below some allowable limits in 
order to avoid damage to overlying or adJacent structures. 
Considerable research effort has been devoted over 
the past few years to understanding movements caused by 
tunnelling in soft ground and its effects on structures. 
Although many advances in design and construction 
have been so made, the prediction of ground movements is 
still regarded with major concern. The prediction of the 
magnitude and distribution of ground movements still 
depends largely on the skill and previous experience of 
the engineer to apply an appropriate method of calculation 
- 3 ~ 
based on a simplified view of the ground medium. At the 
present time, predictions of settlement are somewhat 
speculative because of the complexity of the problem. 
made to Because of the many simplifications 
predict these movements, the 






process of tunnel contruction, to define the extent of 
pre-tunnelling structural surveys, and sometimes tb 
apportion responsibilities for damaqe. 
The reliability of the forecast of ground 
movements bears on the overall cost of the project because 
it may affect construction method5 additional calculations 
and the investigations required. There are basically 
three methods for predicting the ground behaviour caused 
by tunnelling in soil : theor«~tical ( incl nding numerical) 
analyses, laboratory models, and surveys on case history 
data leading to the formulation of empirical relations. 
The choice of the method depends on the accuracy desired, 
and mainly on parameters available for the analysis. 
A tunnel design cannot be considered successful 
until the magnitudes of the expected qround movements are 
adequately known. 
As a starting point three requirements must be 
taken into account by the tunnel designer. The first one 
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is that the local geological and groundwater conditions 
must allow the excavation face to advance safely and be 
able to preserve the integrity of the opening at least 
temporarily until primary support can be installed. The 
second requirement is that the tunnel should be able to 
resist all predicted adverse ground conditions to which it 
may be subjected during its lifetime. The last 
requirement is that the ground movements caused by 
tunnelling should not excessively damage any above-ground 
and/or in-ground structure in the tunnel vicinity. 
1.3 EXCAVATION AND SUPPORT PROBLEMS. 
It is a normal procedure in soft ground tunnelling 
to excavate the tunnel to a certain distance in advance of 
the shield body first, and then erect the lining in two 
stages to complete the sequence. The creation of the 
cavity in a stressed medium at first, and then the primary 
staqe of support installation, allows the qround to move 
until the whole system acquires a new equilibrium 
condition. The magnitude of these movements depends on 
the time that the qround is left unsupported, the rate of 
shield advance related to the deformation rate of the 
soil, and the flexibility of the lining. The objectives 
of the most modern open-shield tunnelling techniques are 
to reduce to a minimum the time between excavation and 
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placing of the lining. In doing so, the entry of wat®~ 
into the tunnel is inhibited, and the loss of ground 18 
reduced. The loss of ground is a parameter which i~ 
defined as the difference between the volume of materiu1 
actually excavated and the design volume as represented by 
the cut surface of the soil. 
The purpose of the second stage of linirt~ 
placement is to provide a permanent finishing for the 
inside of the tunnel if the function of the tunnel so 
requires it. This secondary lining should have no reai 
effect on ground settlement in particular, and on grourtd 
movements in general. 
Precast concrete or cast iron bolteC segments ate 
usually employed for the primary lining of most circular 
soft ground tunnels. They are bolted together, caulked, 
and erected within the tailskin of the shield. An annular 
void around the outside of the assembled lining is 
inevitable in this procedure. Later, this void is filled, 
usually with grout but sometimes with grouted pea gravel 
or its equivalent (for example, Lytag), but any areas left 
ungrouted will contribute to the ground settlement. In 
the case of using a conventional bolted lining for tunnels 
constructed with a shield it is usually de~ided to over-
cut the tunnel slightly in size in order to assist 
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steering of the shield. This procedure can also increase 
the amount of contact grouting required behind the erected 
lining. 
An alternative method of tunnelling is pipe-
jacking. This process is more suitable for extremely soft 
ground because of its cutting method. This method has the 
advantage of avoiding the degrees of settlement caused by 
more widespread excavation 
techniques. The only significant 
with this method is the intrusion 
and lining placement 
source of ground loss 
of the soil through the 
face, and it is noted that there might be some associated 
ground heave ahead of the tunnel. The first applications 
of this procedure have been restricted to short drives 
because of high skin friction between lining and 
surrounding soil. Nowadays, this friction can be reduced 
dramatically by the use of bentonite as a lubricant, and 
the drive lengths have been increased considerably. 
1.4 STYLE OF GROUND MOVEMENTS WITH THE T~NELLING PROCESS 
AND METHODS OF LIMITING GROUND MOVEMEN~S. 
1.4.1 SOURCES OF GROUND MOVEMENTS. 
Several phenomena take place during the tunnelling 
- 7 ~ 
process in soft ground. The following may be related to 
the process soil disturbance during construction, 
drainage of ground through water seepage into the tunnel, 
loss of ground, squatting of 
limitations of grouting, and 
the 
so 







conditions. In the following Sections some of the most 
important causes of settlement will be emphasized and an 
alternative solution for displacement prediction will be 
given. 
1.4.2 GROUND LOSS. 
A very important variable for any settlement 
prediction is the ground loss (V), if the initial ground 
loss is assumed to occur under undrair.ed conditions. In 
this case the volume of the settlement trough (Vs) can be 
taken as equal to the volume of ground loss in the tunnel 
because there is assumed to be no volume change in the 
ground. 
The value of Vs depends upon both ground 
conditions and construction method. Ground instability, 
construction procedure, shield design, and lining design 
are the main factors contributing to the volume loss. 
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a) Ground instability. 
Soil instability can be distinguished in soft 
ground tunnelling according to different types of soils. 
In cohesive granular soils ravelling may occur in the face 
or more usually in the roof of the tunnel. The effects of 
ravelling can be mitigated to some extent by the provision 
of support to the ground, notably by the use of forward 
poling plates on the shield. 
Running ground is a typical occurrence in dry sand 
or loose gravel. Peck {1969) pointed out that, if 
unconstrained, these materials run into the face until 
they reach their angle of repose. Even using special 
techniques to excavate this type of soil, large 
settlements may occur. There is also the problem of 
collapse of such material on to the tail of a shield. 
In the above types of ground, the problem is 
aggravated if seepage pressures are permitted to built up, 
because the soil particles will run into the face in the 
manner of a liquid, filling the entire heading (Peck, 
1969). This type of failure can be avoid~d by the use of 
compressed air, by stabilising the ground by drainage 
{usually well-point de-watering in advance of the face) or 
chemical grouting, by temporarily freezing the ground, or 
- 9 -
by the use of an enclosed-face type of slurry shield. 
If a tunnel is excavated in cohesive soil, plastic 
shear failure may occur at the face when the shear 
strength of the soil is exceeded. This type of failure 
could result in very large settlements, consisting of 
rapid movements of ground axially into the face. The most 
general practice is to stabilise the soil by the use of 
compressed air, a technique which is technologically most 
simple but which has well-known physiological drawbacks. 
Broms and Bennermark (1967) developed a type of 
stability criterion to analyse the behaviour of cohesive 
soil relating to openings in vertical 
Attewell and Boden (1971) developed 
retaining walls. 
this criterion 
further, extending it to tunnels and takir~g major account 
of the soil deformation rate, a feature not considered by 
Broms and Bennermark. 
The two types of soil discussed briefly above are 
those having well-known properties. However, most cases 
of tunnelling (for example, in glacial clays) concern 
mixed faces of cohesive and granular soils and the 
judgement as to choise and feasibility of different 
(temporary) ground improvement and construction options 
becomes much more difficult than for faces consisting of a 
single soil material type. 
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b) Shield design. 
Ground loss occurs around a shield in several 
ways. The most evident one is the soil movement into the 
excavation face proper. 
At the tail of the shield, grOllild losses are 
caused by the soil intrusion into the tunnel through the 
surface left unsupported until a primary lining offers 
full resistance. 
Ground loss also occurs due to the cutting of the 
excavation area slightly greater then the ~unnel circular 
section in order to counteract among other things the 
natural tendency of the shield to dive off level into the 
ground under its own weight. 
round the whole of the leading 
shield, or around the upper 
The use of a bead, either 
edge of the hood of the 
180° of the hood, also 
facilitates steering the shield on line and around curves. 
Another source of ground loss is the disturbance 
of the soil around the tunnel when shield moves forward. 
The remoulded soil is then compressed under the existing 
ground stresses and so contributes to additional 
settlement through its reduced shear strength and its 
ability to deform inwards more easily. 
~ 11 ·-
Cording and Hanmire (1975} and Attewell (1977} 
have analysed the effects of shield tunnelling on ground 
settlement and have presented 
subject. They have derived 
detailed discussions on the 
several expressions to 
calcul-ate the total ground loss around a sh.leld. 
c) Construction procedure. 
For bolted lining construction, the void formed 
around lining rings and behind a tailskin is an inevitable 
consequence of this method of tunnelling. This void is 
generally grouted after the shield has passed, although 
further inward ground movements can occur as the grout 
'bleeds' during setting. The effect of this occurrence 
during the excavation can be reduced by increasing the 
mean rate of shield advance, reducing the time during 
which a particular element of ground remains unsupported, 
designing a guick-set, low-bleed grout, grouting as soon 
as possible, and using a shorter shield. 
d) Lining design. 
Real linings are neither perfectly flexible nor 
perfectly rigid. Because of this property the lining 
deforms when it interacts with the surrounding soil. 
Typically, the vertical diameter tends to decrease (squat) 
- 12 ~· 
while the horizontal diameter tends to increaseo The 
magnitude of these deformations depends directly on the 
stresses in the ground, the strength of the soil, and the 
flexibility of the liningo It is noted that tunnel 
linings in the · Lbndorf Clay still squat even though K--at 
0 
typical tunnel depths tends to 2o65o 
lo4.3 GROUND DEWATERINGo 
several problems arise when tunnels are driven 
below the water tableo The principal problem concerns the 
face instability which becomes particularly serious when 
the tunnel is constructed in granular soils. Another 
consequence of excavation in such a condition is the 
inevitable seepage into the tunnel through both the face 
and the tunnel wallso Two distinct phenomena can be 
identified : the first is the generation of seepage forces 
within the soil, the force acting in the direction of 
flow,and towards the excavation. The second effect is the 
dilation of the soil adjacent to the excavation, the 
creation of a zone around the tunnel having reduced or 
negative porewater pressures, and nearby the entrainment 
of groundwater from above and from the sides towards the 
tunnel, so leading to a situation of enhanced effective 
ground pressures caused by drawdrown at and in the 
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vicinity of ground surface if re-charge facilities are 
absent. 
Seepage into the tunnel can be reduced by the use 
of ground treatment and/or compressed air. However, if 
compressed air is used it is usual to remove internal 
pressurisation after re-caulking and before the 
installation of a secondary lining. From this stage, and 
with inadequate caulking until completion cf the secondary 
lining, the water may continue to seep into the tunnel. 
It is also possible that the tunnel continues to act as a 
drain through the zone of disturbed soil around the tunnel 
that has dilated and been only partially re-compressed by 
lining resistance to inward soil deformati0n. 
1.5 EFFECT OF GROUND MOVEMENTS ON STRUCTURES. 
The response of structures 1:o the ground 
deformation is complex. It depends mainly on the shape 
and stiffness of the structure, and the magnitude and 
distribution of displacements. Many researchers have 
considered this problem based on an observational approach 
and they have proposed tolerable values of deformation 
parameters for particular types of structures. For 
buildings, they divided settlement damag~ into categories: 
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architectural, functional and structural. The first 
category involves only the panel walls, floors, or 
finishes, and the structure itself is quite safe. An 
intermediate, functional,level of damage involves only the 
frame-, and it can- be regarded as unacceptable -by -its 
occupiers, or intolerable in 
hospitals, public buildings, 
some 
and so 
places such as 
on. The last 
category, structural, must be avoided because weakening of 
the building or part of the building can render it unsafe. 
If this third possibility is predicted, decisions will 
have to be taken with respect to the t~nnel design or 
strengthening of the structure under consideration. 
Ground deformation may also damage services such 
as sewers, gas mains, and so on. Usually, pipes are 
provided for these services , and damage \llill also depend 
upon the nature of the movements and material used. If 
the pipe is made of brittle material, such as cast iron or 
concrete and is old, it may then become more vulnerable to 
failure, and may have to be replaced before tunnelling 
proceeds by a more ductile and durable pipe material such 
as polyethylene. Table 1.1, after Attewell and Yeates 
(1984), shows different materials and th~ir respective 
typical properties as used in Britain. 
For the point of view of the structural engineer, 
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failure can be caused by joint leakageu excessive pipe 
yielding or pipe fracture. A joint leakage type of 
failure, which is the most common failure in old iron 
pipelines, is accepted as an almost routine maintenance 
problem. Pipe yielding failure sometimes occurs without 
immediate fracture and only becomes apparent later when 
the fracture has developed due to the increase of static 
load and/or reduced fatigue strength. 
It has been established that fo~ pipelines made of 
brittle material, the primary sources cf fracture are 
related to differential displacements and/or corrosion. 
The former source arises from traffic loading, ground 
temperature and moisture change, and ground movements 
associated with any adjacent construction. The latter 
source is related to the age and type of the material, to 
the (variable) ground moisture content and the ground 
chemistry. 
Surveys on gas and water distribution systems made 
in the United Kingdom and 100 largest cities in the United 
states revealed that over 90% of the distribution system 
consists of grey iron pipework. 
Before analysing the damage that may occur in the 
structure, it is necessary to predict with some degree of 
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reliability the ground displacements that may induce the 
damage. So far, there has been little research performed 
on structural (building) or pipe response to the soft 
ground movements caused by tunnelling. In this thesis, 
Chapter 2 is concerned with both the character of ground 
deformation and its possible consequences with respect to 
structures and services. The detail of building 
deformation is not considered in this thesis. 
TABLE 1.1 Typical pipe material prot~rtics (~ttewell and Yeutes, 1984) 
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1
-l::lPE: ~ype 2 a.t l0°C - U.T.S. = 2.5 :1/:;:.-:-.2 • 




METHODS OF ANALYSING GROUND DISPLACEMENTS. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION. 
Several problems arise when a tunnel is excavated 
in soil. The most important of these concern the 
stability of the excavated surface, displacements and 
settlements at and close to ground surface, lining loads 
and the effects of ground movements on in-ground and/or 
above-ground structures. Each problem is interactive with 
another or others, and is affected by parameters such as 
loss sources and the magnitude, distribution and rate of 
displacements which occur when the face advances. Many 
theoretical relationships have been developed to deal with 
these problems, but at present they are only 
approximations of actual problems. Hence, every result 
obtained by theoretical means must be verified by tests 
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and field observations, and appropriate adjustments must 
be made by using empirical factors. 
There are basically three approach8s to analysing 
soft ground behaviour caused by tunnelling : theoretical 
methods, laboratory models, and surveys on actual ground 
movements. None of these approaches can take into account 
the quality of workmanship which can have a major effect 
on the final state of the disturbed medium, particularly 
in the case of tunnelling in granular 30il. It thus 
follows that any calculated displacements must be treated 
with caution, the actual factors likely to contribute on 
site to the ground movements being given very careful 
weighting at the site investigation stage. 
2.2 THEORY. 
All theories dealing with surface movements begin 
with the size of the depression left in the wake of 
excavation. 
Several empirical mining formulae have been 
developed over the past years, relating the amount of 
surface subsidence to the size of the excavation and to 
the depth of the cover. Martos (1969) investigated the 
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problem of surface subsidence based on statistical 
evaluation of actual observations. Late~, he developed 
further the assumed mathematical model in order to 
consider not only vertical but also horizontal 
displacements of the subsidence trough. 
An interesting estimate of surface settlement was 
worked out by Litviniszyn (1955), and by Sweet and 
Bogdanoff (1965), based on stochastic theories of ground 
movements. The model developed by the latter authors has 
enjoyed some large measure of acceptance, and it is also 
used in this work. 
The stochastic approach assumes that the ground 
material is represented by discs or spheres, if the 
analysis is carried out in two- or three-dimensions, 
respectively. All the model particles have the same size. 
The removal of any particle within the media is regarded 
as analogous to the tunnel excavation process. This 
removal creates a empty space that could be filled by 
either of the two particles above and adjacent to it. 
These particles, however, would have to be replaced in 
turn by the particles immediately above them. The 
downward movements of particles (each particle movement 
downwards having an obvious and simply-specifiable 
probability) will take place until the void reaches the 
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ground surface. As a result of this mechanism, a 
settlement trough will develop in the surface. Case 
history evidence has shown that the settlement trough 
formed by this process can conveniently be described by an 
error function, or normal probability curve. The 
variation of surface settlement (w) at a transverse 
distance (y) from the tunnel 
expressed as 
centre line (y=O) is 
( 2 D 1) 
where wmax is the maximum settlement which is assumed to 
occur above the tunnel centre line, and i is the standard 
deviation of the error function. 
Equation 2.1 is completely defiited if both w 
max 
and i are known. Sweet and Bogdanof (1965) have suggested 
the following general expression to calculate the standard 
deviation i, 
where R = 
z = 
Ka = 
and n = 
i/R n = Ka· (z/R) 
half-width of the opening, 
depth of the opening, 
'material constant', 
empirical value. 
( 2 D 2) 
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By integration of equation 2.1, a general 
expression of settlement volume, Vs , per unit advance is 
obtained ~ 
Vs = 2.5·i·w max 
Given a value of Vs and adopting appropriate 
values of Ka and n , the settlement p~ofile can be 
evaluated. 
Equations 2.1 to 2.3 give no indication of lateral 
ground movements or displacements parallel to the tunnel. 
Attewell and Woodman (1982) developed a method of 
analysis for a full three-dimensional ground movement 
profile, based on a cumulative probability function for 
the longitudinal settlement distribution on the tunnel 
centre line. They have shown reasonable agreement with 
case history data for a range of ground conditions. 
The stress path method (Atkinson and Branby,l978) 
is another analytical approach well suited for examining 
the actual ground conditions around a tunnel in clay. 
This method is a procedure that may be used to estimate 
either the strength or the deformatior. of representative 
elements of soils in the deformation field. The basic 
idea involves determining in the laboratory how a soil 
element behaves when it is subjected to specified in situ 
loading conditions. Thus, the procedure followed in this 
method of analysis is to remove several undisturbed 
samples of soil from the ground, and subject them to the 
estimated changes in total or effective stresses that 
occur in the soil element in the ground during the various 
stages of the construction process. Botl1 the deformations 
and the failure strength are observed and they may be used 
to estimate overall deformation of the ground. 
It is important to notice that the effect of 
drainage in the field can be modelled by allowing the soil 
sample to drain between each stage of loading if 
construction is slow, or only at the en6 of loading if 
construction is rapid. 
Although the stress path method presents several 
advantages, there are certain difficulties with the method 
which must be faced. The major difficulty, if not an 
impossibility, is to simulate the actual field loading/ 
unloading conditions in the laboratory. Nevertheless, 
despite many difficulties, and accepting that the method 
provides only qualitative and generalized solutions, 
certain results and conclusions can usefully be noted for 
practical purposes. 
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The finite element method is a powerful instrument 
for solving engineering problems and it has been 
successfully applied to tunnelling analyses over the past 
few yearso This method of analysis is considered in 
Section 2a7o 
2.3 ON SITE MEASUREMENTSo 
Results from field measurements, their compilation 
and their empirical use provide a pow~rful means of 
analysing ground movements caused by tunnelling in soil. 
They may also be used to control the tunnel construction 
process and they serve as a primary source of information 
required for estimating ground movement3 with advance of 
the tunnel face. The acquisition of rel.,_able field data 
is an essential prerequisite for any successful study. 
The first major review of field data records of 
tunnelling in soft ground was presented in Peck's State-
of-the-Art Report at the International Congress on soil 
Mechanics and Foundation Engineering held in Mexico City 
in 1969. In his work, he grouped observed surface 
movements for four distinctive types of soils and he 
indicated several factors that govern the surface 
settlement. As a rule, he pointed out, the settlements 
above a single tunnel are more or less symmetrical about 
- 25 = 
the vertical axis of the tunnel and they form a depression 
with a shape roughly resembling an error function or 
normal probability curveo 
Several other workers 
1978~ O'Reilly and New, 1982) 
case history data and they 
(Attewell, 1977~ Glossop, 
have carried out surveys of 
have suggested different 
empirical values for parameters Ka and n in equation 2.2. 
In the present work, it was dec:i.ded to develop a 
little further the bank of case history data reported in 
previous works, from which specification of new values of 
empirical parameters in equation 2.2 could be attempted. 
This matter will be discussed later in Section 2.5. 
2 . 4 MODELLING o 
Physical models are used in an attempt to 
replicate, observe and record the actual deformations that 
take place in the soil around an opening. This method 
involves construction of a scaled model of a real tunnel 
and then observing the nature of the soil deformation when 
the tunnel experiences a range of internal and/or external 
stress variations. The major difficulty in this procedure 
is to reproduce all details of the tunnelling process in a 
model. However, several tunnel model tests have been 
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carried out in clays and sands.and from which the observed 
data were used for comparison with existing methods of 
calculation" 
From model tunnels, Atkinson and Potts (1976) 
derived two expressions for the point of inflexion io 
and, 
i = Oo25 (z + R) for sand without surface loading 
0 
i = 0.125 (3z0 + R) for dense sand and overconsolidated 
kaolin, both with surface loading. 
Where is the depth of soil cover , and R is the 
excavation radius. 
Cording et al.(l976) have also used physical 
models to study the relationship between the volume of 
ground loss into the tunnel, the shape of settlement 
trough, and volume changes developed in the soil. 
The laboratory experiments have been performed on 
models under normal gravitational acceleration or 
accelerated in a large diameter centrifuge in order to 
increase the stresses due to body-weight forces. The 
latter type of model has been tested in grRnular soils and 
a constant acceleration applied to induce stresses in the 
model equal to those in an equivalent prototype structure 
larger than the model. 
0 
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It should be emphasized here that laboratory 
experiments are basically plane strain models. 
Another type of model is also used to analyse the 
ground behaviour during tunnelling operations through 
soils. When a tunnel is excavated the major problem is 
the uncontrolled intrusive movement of soil from the 
working face. This movement is transmitted to the surface 
and consequently a settlement trough is formed. 
The intrusion of the soil into the tunnel is 
directly related to the ground loss. Consequently, the 
rate process is an important factor, since when taken into 
account with the rate of tunnel face advance they 
determine the volume of ground loss at the tunnel. 
Broms and Bennermark (1967) studied the extrusion 
of clay from a small vertical opening in the side of a 
cylinder. This was deemed to be analogous to the soil 
extrusion from a hole in a retaining wall. They found a 






= 6 to 8 
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where CJ = applied stress, 0 
CJ = confining pressure, c 
and c = undrained shear strength. u 
In the context of the clay soil intrusion at a 
tunnel face, Deere et al. (1969) termed the relationship 
'simple overload Factor' (OFS). Broms and Bennermark 
found an OFS value of 6.28 (Glossop, 1978) from a 
theoretical analysis of semi-circular shear failure at the 
tunnel face, and this value showed good agreeement with 
the experimental results. However, Moretto (1969), Peck 
(1969), Ward (1969), and Kuesel (1972) have noted unstable 
conditions at lower stability ratios. 
Attewell and Boden (1971) have proposed another 
stability ratio based on extrusion tests. By examining 
the failure concepts upon which previous similar works 
were based they suggested that a ratio derived from the 
maximum acceleration of intrusive movement more 
appropriately defines the critical depth of interest in a 
practical tunnelling situation. It was found that 
acceleration of when cref/ cu 
exceeds 4.5, where cref is the stress at failure. These 
intrusive movement starts 
authors, and Attewell and Boden (1972) have attempted to 
relate a f/c to the liquidity index. e u 
The advantage of the extrusion test is that it 
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facilitates prediction of the rate of soil intrusion at a 
tunnel face for any depth of tunnel axis, and, by 
measuring the actual extrusion movement, prediction of 
levels of criticality. This prediction is an invaluable 
parameter in any attempt to relate . ground loss to the 
tunnel construction process. 
2.5 SURVEY OF ACTUAL GROUND MOVEMENTS 
RELATIONS BETWEEN VARIABLES. 
EMPIRICAL 
The main purpose of this Section is to attempt to 
define empirical relationships from case history data in 
order to describe a geometrical form of settlement profile 
and to predict its magnitude. 
Several researchers (Peck, 1969~ Attewell, 1977; 
Glossop, 1978; and O'Reilly and New, 1982) have presented 
several conclusions from the analyses of case history data 
and given general guidance for predicting the surface 
settlement when a tunnel is excavated. All of them have 
demonstrated the reasonable validity of the normal 
probability curve for describing the transverse profile of 
the settlement trough. 
In the present work, field data were gathered 
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together and added to those presented previously by Peck 
(1969) and Attewell (1977). This work is summarized in 
Table 2.1. 
One of the methods for estimatin0 the parameters 
of the normal probability curve is based on earlier 
stochastic arguments (equation 2.2). Peck (1969) has 
suggested a Ka value of unity and an exponent n equal to 
0.8 for clay soils, both estimated from tunnel diameter 
2R, and axis depth z 0 Attewell (1977) in his State-of-
0 
the-Art Review suggests that the exponent n may itself be 
closer to unity. This means that i is equivalent to half 
of the tunnel axis depth for clay soils. 
O'Reilly and New (1982) grouped field data on U.K. 
tunnels for both cohesive and granular noils. Multiple 
linear regression analyses were 
presented the following relations : 
perfm:med and they 
i = 0.43z0 + 1.1 for cohesive soils, 
and, 
i = 0.28z0 + 0.1 for granular soils 
where, i and z 0 are in metres. Although these equations 
were related to a particular range of tunnelling 
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conditions, it has been suggested that for most practical 
purposes they be simplified to a single expression of the 
form 
i = K*· z 0 
with K* = 0.5 for cohesive and K* = 0.25 for granular 
soils. Reviewing the same field data; O'Reilly and New 
(1982) suggest that K* varies between 0.4 f.or stiff clays 
and 0.7 for soft silty clays. For dry granular materials, 
K* varies between 0.2 and 0.3. 
Schmidt and Peck (1972) have proposed a more 
general relation : 
where n is an empirical constant. They have suggested the 
value of 0.8 for this constant based on empirical studies 
of several case histories. 
In order to estimate the value of the standard 
deviation parameter i, ninety field data have been 
searched and assembled in Table 2.1. The study was 
carried out separating these data in two groups according 
to the type of the soil. Dimensionless values of i/R were 
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plotted against another dimensionless value z/2R, for both 
cohesive and granular soils. A linear regression analysis 
was performed for both plots and the results shown in 
Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The linear regression lines obtained 
by O'Reilly and New (1982) were also drawn in these 
Figures. Nineteen data cases from Table 2.1 were not 
considered because some of the information necessary for 
this study was not found. 
Analysis of data from 41 case histories for 
cohesive soils showed that the linear relationship is not 
unreasonable. Figure 2.1 shows that the regression line 
intercept with the i/R axis is close to 0.5 and its slope 
is steeper than that suggested by O'Reilly and New (1982) 
from U.K. tunnels. 
~ ---Al"though -3~0 ~ data ~ cases for granular soils~-were_ 
used, the relationship between variables is not confirmed. 
As seen in Figure 2.2, 23 data points from the total of 30 
are located within an area limited vertically between 0.5 
and 2.0 (z 0 /2R), and horizontally between 1.5 and 2.5 
(i/R). However, a linear regression analysis was also 
carried out and it was found that the regression line 
intercepts the i/R axis close to unity. 
As can be seen in Figure 2.2 for granular soil, 
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the two regression lines are approximately parallel and 
the separation of intercept points with the i/R axis is 
approximately equal to unity. 
Based on data shown in both Figures, it seems to 
be more appropriate to generalise and suggest an n value 
equal to unity for both cohesive and non-cohesive soil. 
This evidence confirms the suggestion made by Attewell 
( 1977) 0 By adopting both K and n equal to unity, i=z /2 
a o 
which is also compatible with the expression suggested by 
O'Reilly and New (1982) for cohesive soils. 
Once knowing the value of i (and the maximum value 
of the settlement, assumed to lie on the tunnel centre 
line), the geometrical form of the settlement profile is 
established. As was discussed in Section 2..2, the maximum 
settlement wmax can be evaluated (equation 2.2) once the 
value of ground lost (V) is estimated. 
An alternative approach to ground loss is to 
attempt to find an empirical relationship between the 
observed volumes, V , and some obtainable parameter. 
s 
Glossop (1978) made an attempt to relate 
percentage volume loss (V %) to the Stability Ratio (OFS). 
Both values were plotted graphically using log-linear axes 
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and the regression analysis has given the following 
equation 
V (%} =- 1.14 + 1.33 OFS. 
Obviously, this equation gives the first member 
negative if OFS is too small, but, as an approximate 
guide, he suggested that OFS values should be greater than 
1.3. Glossop attempted also to develop a ~odel that takes 
into account the tunnel advance rate, tunnel diameter, 
rate of soil intrusion and time elapsed between excavation 
and contact grout injection. However, the model seems to 
be tenuous because it has bGen tested on only few data. 
Attewell (1977) has reviewed with detail the 
sources of ground loss and the contribution of each of the 
- factors to it. For dense granular soil, wi-th good ground 
control at the tunnel, vs was estimated to be 1% to 2% of 
the tunnel face area. In clay soil, V may be estimated 
s 
at 1% of the tunnel face area if OFS(4 and 1% to 5% if 
4(0FS(6. 
O'Reilly and New (1982} examined case history data 
and they have suggested a range of values for Vs according 
to soil type and tunnel construction method. For stiff 
fissured clay, driven with or without a shield, Vs varies 
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between 0.5% and 3%, and for glacial deposits excavated in 
free air with the use of a shield, 2% < Vs < 2.5% and 
1% < Vs < 1.25% if compressed air is used. For recent 
silty clay deposits, with shield excavation in free air, 
30% < Vs < 45%, and if exca~Tated with compressed air, 
5% < vs < 20%. 
In order to estimate the value of ground loss, V, 
an attempt was. made using data from ~able 2.1 assuming 
that no volume change occurs in the ground during tunnel 
excavation. Again, the field data were separated into two 
groups, 41 for cohesive soils and 30 for granular soils. 
For each of these. groups, the values of Vs were separated 
and have given the following figures 
Number of cases 
conesive -- non.·--conesive 
vs ~ 2 % 23 17 
2 % < vs ~ 4 % 8 6 
4 % < v ~ 6 % 2 2 s 
v ) 6 
s 
% 5 2 
Total 38 27 
As can be seen above, the percentage of the total 
number of tunnels having a ground loss below 2% is high 
for both groups. If the upper limit of ground loss is 
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increased to 4%, this percentage goes up to 81.5% and 85% 
for cohesive and granular soils, respectively. This 
difference may be attributed to the basic mechanisms of 
ground movements in both types of materials. 
Values of ground loss volume (log axis) and 
overload Factor (linear axis) for cohesive soil have been 
plotted and shown in Figure 2.3, in order to examine in 
some detail the potential ground losses. Logarithmic 
regression analysis has been performed using these data 
and the resulting curve is presented. When the overload 
Factor is smaller than about 1, the theoretical potential 
ground loss is less than about 1%. For Overload Factors 
between about 1 and 3, the potential ground loss might be 
up to 2%. For a value close to 8, the Vs is approximately 
5%. Clough and Schmidt (1981) have reported higher values 
of Vs for the same range of Overload Factor values. 
2.6 INTERACTION BETWEEN GROUND MOVEMENTS AND STRUCTURES. 
Buildings and buried services respond to ground 
movements by different degrees of deformation according to 
their rigidity and the position of their constitutive 
elements. 
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Several workers have studied the effect of 
movements on buildings and presented recommendations on 
allowable settlements of structures. Among these, perhaps 
the best-known studies are those of Skempton and McDonald 
( 1956), Pol skin and Tokar ( 1957) and Burland and i1roth 
(1975). More recently, Wahls (1981) has also studied this 
matter in some detail. There is, however, a basic feature 
in the tunnelling process that is not entirely compatible 
with these recommendations : buildings impose long-term 
self-weight settlement and deformations, and much of any 
potential damage can be prevented by taking up deformation 
during the construction stage, while tunnel construction 
induces most of the movements in a structure very quickly 
and prevention against damage cannot thus be achieved. 
once the ground deformations due to tunnelling 
have been estimated, their effects on nearby structures 
and services may be predicted. The analysis of 
interactions between structures and grvund are invariably 
yuite complex because of the uniqueness of conditions at 
each site. The problem is inherently less difficult for 
services because of the relative geometrical simplicity of 
the system. Buildings vary so much one from another and 
seldom perform as designed because the actual material 
properties are different from those assumed in the design. 
It is well-known that ground movements may be modified by 
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soil-structure interaction, but the behaviour of 
structures or buried services subsequent to initial damage 
is not usually considered in analyses. Such complexities 
cannot be taken into account in any analytical solutions, 
and these ~e~hods can be used only -for certain simplified 
situations. 
In order to tackle the problem of soil-structure 
interaction it is necessary to have a clear and consistent 
set of definitions describing the types of movements and 
deformations experienced by structures or services. 
Since the response of above-ground structures to 
ground movements is out of the scope of this study, only 
the case of in-ground structures will be considered. It 
is noted that Attewell and Yeates (1984) have recently 
studied the two dimensional ground-structure interaction 
problem of an open frame structure affected by tunnelling-
induced settlement. 
The stresses and displacements developed in a 
buried pipe during nearby tunnel excavation are very 
difficult to predict theoretically because they are 
strongly influenced by the nature of the soil-pipe 
interaction. The problem is further complicated by other 
factors such as the age of the pipe, its in-trench 
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construction, traffic loading, other long-term quasi-
static stresses , and so ono 
When a pipe is laid in the ground it will 
obviously be affected to some extent by the movement of 
that groundo In the context of soft ground tunnelling the 
area where the ground is under tension is of the greatest 
concern as regards the possible failure of pipelineso The 
level of risk to a main is, in practice, very wide because 
of a large variations of material properties. In many 
cases, old pipes might be highly stres~ed because of 
deterioration in material quality and changes in past 
loading conditionso 
Although during recent years the effect of ground 
movements caused by tunnelling in soft ground have been 





problem has been 





progresses, buried pipelines within the ground settlement 
trough may respond by compressing, stretching, bending, 
shearing, warping and twistingo Such a complex response 
will depend largely on the relative stiffness between pipe 
and surrounding soil, and the relative position of the 
portion of the pipeline to the tunnel drive. 
In an initial study it may bE assumed that the 
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pipe deforms conformably with the predicted ground 
deformations which develop without the presence of the 
pipe. A pipe on or close to and roughly parallel to the 
tunnel centre line could thus fail in bending, 
particularly if above a shallow tunnel where the induced 
radii of ground curvature could be small. This same mode 
of failure could apply to a jointless pipeline at right 
angles to a centre line. Additionally, direct horizontal 
tensions towards the limbs of a settlement trough could 
suplement the induced bending tensions to facilitate 
failure. The ground-structure interaction associated with 
horizontal movements is somewhat analogous to the skin 
friction problem in piles (Poulos and Davis, 1980). fJ!ajor 
difficulties in such kind of analyses relate to the 
definition of fixidity (zero movement) points on the 
pipeline and to the definition of appropriate soil 
physical properties. 
Once the result is obtained usi~g a selected 
method of calculation, comparison is then made with 
appropriate allowable pipe deformations in o~der to verify 
if damage may occur. Generally, axial tensile stress 
(compounded from components of direct tension and bending 
tension) may be chosen as the most appropriate limiting 
criterion for failure of brittle pipe material. 
Occasionally, limitation of extension on a pipeline joint 
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FIG. 2.3) Volume of surface settlement trough vs Overload 
factor for tunnel in cohesive soils. 
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IC~J:::·:-~,·,·.::·c· ;2. I I I I I I I I I I I !Silty alluvium/alluvial with sane anul 
i •:.c,·~::c· .. ·c:.l & i I I I I I I ! I I I !.gravel lenses contair.ing water at I 
I ?.:1;:, '"::, !_c-;;:_ l I I I I I I I I I I I I artesian pressure. 1 
I------·--·------ i ------1------ ----- 1------ i ---- l ----1------1--·---1-----1----- ___ .. -1---··-1- --··-··-1---------····----- --- -----------------·-1 
1~. ~.~.A. 114.18 I 3.625 3.91 I 11.2 I 10012.981 0.37 10.1941 1.9 I 6.9 I 3.81120.7 I 17.25 IShieldless construction. 5 segment! 
I ,;;~'.,·:-::,\?·.G': I I I I I I I I I I I I <p=4 7'') I pre-cast concrete lining per rin<J I 
I;·::-:·::· :•:. ·_ ':"!C:- I I I I I 1. I I I I I I I erected up to the face. Annulus: 
! ::y~, ::(' .... :.)::. I I I I I I I I I I I I !behind rings contact grouted every! 
/(G:csso,:,::.:??S)I I I I I I I I I I I I !three rings. Boulder/Stony clay. 1 
----------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------~----------1 




T~ble 2.1 Continued. 
I I I I I I 
I I Ttr.'!NEL DA'!'A I SETTL. I GEOTECH. I VOLUMES I TROUG:! 
1 · 1 1 I PHOPERT. 1 1 1 TUNNELLinG M.t::THOD Alm 
I T:.JN<IE:. l-------------------1------l---------1------ -----------1-------------------------1 SOIL CONDITIOllS. 
I !Depth I :Jian.l I I c,J 1..,. I vexc V5 I V5 I i I i/R I Ji lw=2.5i I I I z I 2R lz/2R I (mm) l(ktJ/Iv·Z/ I (m3f I I I I I I 
I I ( m l I ( r:l) I I I m 2 l I cu I ( m 3 /rn) m) I ( % l I ( n ) I I ( m) I ( :n ) I I 
l--------------l------l------l-----l------l----l----1------ -----l-----l-----l-----1-----l-------l-------------------------------------l 
15. LOiWOJ! I 20 I 4.15 I 8.2 I 7 1230 11.70113.52 0.181 1.3 110.3 I 4.96130.9 125.75 !Shield construction.Expanded concrete! 
I TH.l,:ISPO!'.'l' I I I I I I I I I I I I (~=50" ) I segr..ental lining. Stiff fissured, I 
i ?Ll·:!·:'l' LI~;•:; I I I I I I I I I I I I I over-consolidated Lonucn Clay. I 
I :>..:~G:::r:TS p~,RK, I I I I I I I I I I I I I . I 
l::ol~':'"!:JO:.nn I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
iTur:;;:.:r.(ou.rrattl I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I & Tyler, 197 5 l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1--------------1------1------ -----1------1----1----1------ ----- -----l-----l-----l-----l-------1-------------------------------------·l 
16. LOI1cJo:r I 34 I 4.15 8.2 I 5 1230 11.7 113.52 0.19 1.4 115.2 1·7.32145 .• 6 I 38 !Shield construction.ExtJanded concrete! 
I '!'?J.!I.SPOI~T I I I I I I I I I I <(3=4 7" J1 segr.'lental lining. Stiff fissured, I 
I FLr;ET LU:S, I I I I I I I I I I over-consolidated London Clay. I 
i F.:3GE~:TS 1'-'\.RK, I I I I I I I I I I I 
l SOU'l''!30:.J~m I I I I I I I I I I I 
!T'J::;mL(3urrattl I I I I I I I I I 1 
I& 'l.'yler, 1976)1 I I I I I I I I 1 
1--------------1------1------ -----1------1----1----1------ ----- -----1-----1----- -----1------- -------------------------------------1 
17. LOtlD<Yl I 10 I 4.15 2.4 I 21.5 I - I - 113.52 I 5 I 1.82 15 I 12.5 Slurry (benton.ite) shield. Sandy! 
I '.lw\:!SPIJl~T I I I I l I I I I <{?>=46D) gravel. I 
I =:·:P:.::rn:.:~·:::·~·,·,L I I I I I I I I I 
I '!'<"'''"L !"''" I I I I I I I I I lc;o~s .. (~~~en·, I I I I I I I I 
I & .'1CCi!Ul ':!. 9 7G )I I I I I I I I I 
i----·-----------1------1------ -----1------1---- ----1------ ---~-1-----1-----1----- -----1------- -------------------------------------1 
I 3. T~!'.r" I 8 i 5 1.6 I 8 I - - 1: I I 7 I 3 21 1.17.5 Full face tunnelling machine , I 
! Tm:NELJ.It!G I i I I I I I I I I I (~=7°) cruciform heau with drag ?icksl 
I 'L'2I,\LS .c!; Im!OR I I I I I I I I I I I jacking against a two - section I 
I ( ::.:.r:;:,•:tt & I I I I I I I I I I I I reaction ri!l<J . Lining conpriscd I 
I :lo<lcn ,1~74; I I I I I I I I I I I I r.tining arches at lm spacing. Highly! 
I! lct:Qul ct. ul, I I : I I, ; I I I : I I C::i:;.::cntir.;HYlS :UOHer Chalk fo:r: lita t.icm. L 
! l:J?G l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
l--------------l------l------l-----l------l----l----l------l-----l-----l-----l---~-l-----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
19. ~iAS:n::GTON I 11.6 I 6.4 12.25 1112.8 I - I - I 4.60 I 1.211 3.8 I 4.5 I 1.4 I 13.51 11.25 !shield consfruction \lith bucket! 
1 :..J.C. i·t~:·mo, I I I I I I I I I I I I 1(~=35° )!digger. Primary liner of steel rills! 
1 IJ.l·'AYE'r'l'!:: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I and hardwood lagging boards expanding I 
I :]O'JJ\P.E. { r.utler I I I I I I 1. I I I I I I I during and after the shove. Sand-I 
I& :!.:l::l;..lton, I I I I I I I I I I I I I !cement- bentonite grout injected! 
1 1975) I I I I I I I I I I I I' I I originally throuCJh liner but v~ter I 
. I I I I I I I I I I I I I throurJh of shield at the front. .S<:md I 
I I I I I 1. I I I I I I I and gravel interi..Jcucd silty ,;c1nd, I 
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I santl an<l clay. I 
1---------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------l--------------------------------------
.. Esti1::ated valur~. · (Continu-=d overlc.:Jf) 
"" Ul 
7able 2.1 continued. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I I I I 
TUNNEL Dl•TA I SETTL. I GEOTECH. I VOLUHES I TROUGH 
l I I PRO PERT. I I I TUNNELLING 11ETHOD AND 
TU?WEL l-------------------1------l---------l------------------l-----··--------------------l SOIL CONDITIONS. 
IDe?th I Diam.l I I Cu 1-r- 1· Vext I Vs I Vs I i I i/R I 3i lw=2.Si I 
I l z I 2R lz/2R I (r=) l(ktl/la·Z/ I I (m3/l I I I I I I 
I I < m l I <'" l I I I '"2 l I cu I ( m 3 /m l I :n l I ( % l I C m l I I C m l I ( m) I · I 
l--------------l------l------l-----l------l----l----l~---~-l-----l-----l-----l-----l-----l-------1-------------------------------------l 
110. VI;;.S:IH!GTOtll I I I I I I I I I I I I I Shield construction with bucket I 
I:::> .c. !-ETP.o. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I digger. Primary liner of steel ribs I 
I ?;:oJEC'l' h-2 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I and timber lagging expanrleu dur in<JI 
llst. TTJ:a:l:L. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I and after the shove. Partial de-l 
I c LI::S I 14.6 I 6.4 I 2.3 I 152 I 75 I 4 I I 1.7 I I 4.5 I 1.4 I 3.5 I 11.25 f.,.atcring \<ith t·:eHs 6C:.1 u.pnrt onl 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I (~=28• ) I centre line. Hediur:1 dense silty ann l 
l 3 LH!E I 14.6 I 6.4 I 2.3 I 139 I 75 I 4 I I 1.5 I I 4.2 I 1.3 112.6 l 11 !gravel, interbedded \:ith sancy, silty! 
I I I I I I I l I I I I I I I clays. 1 
I A LitlE I 14.6 I 6. 4 I 2. 3 I 76 I 75 I 4 I 4. o I 1. o I 3-5 I 5. 4 I 1. 7 116.2 I 14 I 1. 
I I I I I I I I I I I I . I I C (3 =3 5• l I 1 
l--------------l------l------l-----l------!----l----l------l-----l-----l-----l-----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
Ill. HJI.SIIINGTONI 11.6 I 6.4 I 1.8 I 280 I 75 I 3 I 6.02 I 1.4 I 4.3 I 1.9 I 0.6 I 5.7 I 5 !Shield construction with ripper! 
I!J.C.!E'rRo. I I I I I I I I I I I I 1(~=9") !bucket digger. Primary liner or steel! 
I TEEl,SUHY YARD I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ribs (four-section) placed on 4 ft 1 
I ( H.:1ns::lire, I I I I I I I I I I I I I I centres with full timber la<J':J'ing. 1 
I B75 l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Lining expansion during and after 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I !shove. 1·1ediur~ dense silty sand unt.ll 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I gravel interbedded with sand, silty 1 ~ 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I clays. . 1 0'1 
1--------------l------l------l-----l------l----l----l~-----l----- -----l-----l-----l-----l-------1-------------------------------------l 
112. i'iAS!liiiGTON I I I I I I I I I I I I Articulated shield 111ith b'.lcket di<JCJer.l 
I u.C. 1st I I I I I I I I I I I Steel segr;~ents erected in tailskin 1. 
I TUm:s:. I I I I I I I I I I I and grouted before shove. Dense sand 1 
I s:::c'l'IOil A I 20.9 I 5.4 I 3.3 I 6 I - I - I 0.1 I 5.1 I 1.6 115.3 I 12 and gravel , very dense , slishtlyl 
I I I I I I I I I I I I (~=23" l ce1ncnte<l sand. 1 
I SEC'l'ION B I 23 I 6. 4 I 3. 6 I 3 I - I - I< 0.1 0. 3 I I I I 1 
l--------------l------l------l-----l------1----l---- ------1----- -----1-----1-----1-----1------- -------------------------------------1 
llJ.F'P.A:lKFTjRT I 12.4 I 5.5 I 1.9 I 70 I- I- 2.23 I 0.86 2.6 I 4.9 I 1.5 114.7 I 12 Shield construction. Bolted concrete! 
IJ:rr:;r.:J, I I I 1 I I I I I I i 1(~=35") seg1.1ents. Sand witn some limestone 1 
I ?O:'EGr\:;sE ( T-9) I I I I 1 I I I I I f.' and clay marl lensl'!s. 1 
:(Chii,,:~o~.~>c, I I I ! 1 I I I I I I i 
il~U2;3<l'.ler & I I 1 I I I I I I I I 1 
II"<:: 1'-' , 19 7 3 ; I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
l ~1re t.h & I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
I ,-:iti.Hl:.;ossc, 1972}1 I I I I I I I I I I 1 
i--------------l----~-l------l-----l------l----l----l------1----- -----1-----1-----1-----1------- -------------------------------------1 
:H.FHJ.tl:·:F<JR'J:' I 15 I 6.5 I 2.3 I 23 1130-10.6-l 0.47 I 0.39 1.2 I 6.8 I 2.1 120.4 I 17 Shield construction. Dolted concrete! 
! C:{l:·!?LX:'Z . I I I I I 550 I 2. 51 I I I I • I (~=42") segments. Frankfurt clay marl with I 
I ( ;,uthor:; as ~n I I I I I I ( 1. 51 I I I I I I some l~mestone and sand lenses. 1 
I 13 l I I I I I I av. l I I I I I I I 1 
* ~stir,at,~d v~lue. (Continued overleaf) 
Table 2.1 Continued. 
,--------------,-------------------,------,---------7------------------,-------------------------,--------------------------------------
l I TUNNEL DATA I SETTL. I GEOTECH.I VOLUMES I TROUGH I 
I I I PRO PERT. f I I TUNNELLING !J!ETHOD A.>.JD 
I T~lNEL 1------------------- ------1---------~------------7-----1----- -------------------1 SOIL CONDITIONS. 
I !Depth I Diam.J I Cu I I Vexcl Vs I Vs I i i/R I 3i Jw=2.5i I 
I I z I 2R lz/2R (mm) l(kn/11·z/ 11 I (m3/l I I I I 
I I ( ;n l I < ;n l I I m 2 l I c u i < :n 3 /m > I m l I ( % l I < :n l I < m l I I I 
1--------------1------1------1----- ------1----1----1------1-----1-----1----- -----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
115. ET .. ;,,:::?0'H? I 10.3 I 6.5 I 1.6 140 I - I - I 5.58 I 1.361 4.1 I 3.9 1.2 11.71 10 !Shield construction. Bolted concrete! 
I s:n:-:r..::~ I I I I I I I I· I I <(!1=33~) I segments. Sand ~lith some limestone 1 
i r:o:n:·:r :~::::?.- I I I I I I I I I I I and sand lenses. 1 
I q.ssr:: (.'\uthors I I I I I i I I I I I . I 
I a;o in 13 > I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1--------------1------1------ ----- ------1----1----1------1-----1-----1----- ----- -----1-------l-------------------------------------l 
116. F&~~~?URT,I ~3.3 I 6.5 2.1 13 1130-10.6-l 0.16 I 0.231 0.7 I 7.1 2.2 21.31 18 IShieldless construction : heading and! 
I t:o s:aELD,I I I 5501 2.51 I I I 1<(!>=48°)lbench. Soil anchors; shotcrete and·j 
I 3AULOS 17 I I I I ( 1.51 I I I I' I I light steel ribs for support. I 
I (l,u~:-,crs as I I I I av.} I I I I 1 Frankfurt Clay narl with some! 
I in 13) I I I I I I I I I limestone and sand lenses. ; 
1--------------1------1------ ----- ------1----1----1------ -----1-----1-----1----- -----1------- -------------------------------------1 
117. FPJUlKFURT,I 13.3 6.5 2.5 I 10 1130-10.6-l 0.09 0,181 0.5 I 7.1 I 2.2 21.31 18 shieldless construction : heading andl 
I !!0 SHIELD, I I I 550 I 2. 51 I I I I I (~=43° ) bench. soil anchors: shotcrete and 1 · 
I s;:,lLOS 13a I I I I ( 1. 51 I I I I I light steel ribs for support. I 
I '.:'iJ:::::::r.. 13 I I I lav.)l I I I I I Frankfurt Clay marl with some! 
( At:.t;1c:::~ as I I I I I I I I I I limestone and sand lenses. I 
I in 13 J I I I I I I I I I I I 
1---------~----1------ ------ -----1------1----1----1------ ---~-1----- -----1-----1-----1------- -------------------------------------1 
118. ;n:x:::;mo·,.; ·I 13.3 10.9 1.2 I 12 172- 11-4 I 0.04 0.191 0.2 6.5 I 1.2 I 19.51 16 Shield construction and hand 1 
I Ci\.RGC Ti.P.!lll:L I I I 2951 ( 2. Sf I I I I (~=38° ) excavated~ No tail to the shield -1 
I ( ·.-:oou & Gibb, I I I I I av.) I I I I I concrete segmental lining expanded I 
I 1971; s;:::,·th- I I I I I I I I I behind shield. Upper section of I 
I Os0ou:::nc, I I I I I I I I I I Lon<lon Clay with 3 .6rn of clay cover I 
I 1971) I I I I I I I I I I Iunder wet gravel. I 
1--------------1------ ------ -----1------1----1----,l------1-----1----- -----l-----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
119. ::;;,o P,'\ULO I 11.8 1 5.5 2.2 70 I - I -II 6.0 ! 1.2 I 5 6.9 I 2.5 i 20.71 17 !Shield cor.stru.::tion with compressed! 
I ::=:-:::c., r;o;; I ! I 1 ,I I I I I I (~=50" ) I air. Sand and cla.y len·ses. I 
I '/IS':'?~. (Costa, I 1 I I .I I I I I I I 1 
let al, 1974) I I I I il I I 1 I I I 1 
1--------------1------1------ ----- ------1----1----11------1-----1----- -----l-----1-----l-------l-------------------------------------l 
120. >n;;~;ssLS 1 16 I 10 1.6 150 I- I -I 5.0 I 2.0 I 2.5 5.5 I 1.1 I 16.51 13 !Shield construction, hand excavated.! 
I :·STP,O. ('lin. nell I I I I I I I I I <(3=26° l I Lining segments built in .tail. Upper I 
I& Her:.w.n,l969ll I I I ·I I I I I I !half of tunnel- uniform cohesionlcssl 
1 1 I I I I I I I I I I sand; lower half of tunnel - clayey 1 
I I I I 1 I I I I I, I I sand. I 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
v =:sti:-·kltcd value. (Continued overleaf) 
,s:.. 
-..J 
Tabla 2.1 continue~. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I I I 
TUNNEL DATA I SETTL. I GEOTECH. I VOLU~1ES I TROUGH 
I I I PROP'SHT. I I I TUNNELLING l'1ETHOD AND 
TIDIMEL !-------------------l------l---------1------------------l---~---------------------l SOIL CONDITIONS. 
!Depth.! Diam.l I I Cu I I Vexc I V5 I V5 I i I i/R I 3i lw=2.5i I I z I 2R lz/2R I (mm) l(kN/10-z/ I I (m3/1 I I I I I 
I I (ml I (rr:l I I I m2li cui {m3;m}l ml I(%) I (m) I I (m) I (m) I 
l--------------l------l------l-----l------l----l----l----~-l-----l-----l-----l-----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------
l2l.11SXICO CITY! 11.7 I 2.9 I LO I 105 I 40 I 5 178.9 12.1 I 38 I 7.8 I 5.4 123.4 I 20 !Shield with oscillating cutters.Steel 
I SYP!!c:-: II, I I I I I I I 1 1 1 I I <()=58") I lining. Lining grouted 8rn behind 
I GO:JzAL::z. I I I I I I I I I I I I I shield. cutters offer support to 
i('::'iCJ.ajero & I I I I I I I I I I I I !three- quarter of face. Ground 
I".J::.ei tez, 1972 l I I I I I I I I I I I I I dewatering before tunnelling. Plastic 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I lacustrine clay. 
l--------------l------l------l-----1------l----l----l------l-----l-----l----- -----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------
122. LQ;-~O:R I 19.0 I 5.5 I 3.4 i 36 I 40 I 14 I 1.73 10.64 I 2.7 I 6.9 2.5 120.7 I 17 !Shield with a rotating cutter wheel. 
I ilhRXI:T S'-'., I I I I I I I I I I I <(3=37• l I compressed . ~ir support. . Grouted I 
1'3.,'\.R.'I'.,SA:~ I I I I I I I I I I !segmental 11n~ng. Soft plashc clay.! 
I ?HNICISCO I I I I I I I I I I 
I < ::ucsel, 1972 l I I I I I I I I I I 
1--------------1------1------1-----1------ ----1---- ------1----- ----- ----- ----- -----1-------l-------------------------------------l 
I 23. ·.:ASxr:-lGTo:: I I ·I I I I I I I Articulated ( 3 segment ) shiel<i 1 
I :::>.C. F2a-ll I I I I I I I I construction. Excavation by large, 1 
l RO:JTB '.:':Jt:::s:..s. I I I I I I I I I half moon shaped, hydraulically -I 
I. (Curding ct I I I I I I I I I operated digger spade. Tunnelling 1 
I al, 1976). I I I I I I I I below the water table, but ground de-l 
I 1 In I 20.3 I 5.5 I 3.7 I 5 - I - 0.06 10.12 0.5 I !watered by de~p well pu~piny inl 
I 3 :::::> I 20.3 I 5.5 I 3.7 I 3 - I- 0.02 10.07 0.3 I !advance of tunnel construction. 
I 9 I:l I 22.5 I 5.5 l 4.1 I 8 - I - 0.16 10.2 · 0.8 8.52 3.1 25.561 21 !segmental steel lining erected i:1 
I 1 I I I I I (~=39") I tail of shield. Serves as both a 
I 10 IS I 2l.4 I 5.5 I 3.9 I 13 - I - 0.42 10.32 1.3 ·26 !primary and secondary or te1nporary 
11 I'1 I 22.0 I 5.5 I 4.0 I 10 - I - 0.23 10.23 1.0 9.90 3.6 127.7 25 !support. Very variable :ncdium stif£-
1 I l I I <(3=45" } I to-hard clays ; clayey sands-sandy 
I I I I I I I I clays: coarse sand and gravel. 
1--------------1------1------1-----1------ ----1---- ------1----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -------l-------------------------------------
124. ~ISSie~ I 10.971 5.33 I 2.061 10.5 - I - 22.3110.11 0.5 4.2 1.57 12.6 10.5 !Mechanical shield tunnelling with 90 
ILriS. '2.7\.R.':'.I ! I 1(9-1.2)1 I I I I lkH/rn2 compressed air. Dense, silty 
Js;,;.' FP .. ?.::-::scc I I I ! I I I I l lfine sand (N=30) 1..-ith occasional thin 
I ( ?eck, l% 9) i I i I I I I : I I lenses oi p~il~. Del.;atE!ring by deep 
I I I I I I I I I I I wells. 
l--------------l------l------l-----l------l----l----l------1----- -----1----- ----- ----- -------l-------------------~---------~-------
125. ':'Or.o::·_·o I 11.89130.5 I I I I I 21.071 0.21 1.0 I 2.7 1.04 7.1 6.7 !Shield tunnelling, hand excavation.{ 
I sun~·:;,'; 1(13.411 I I I I I I I I l~ledium-to-fine uniform dense sand 1 
!(?eck,l969l llO.J6)1 I I I I I I I I i(N=40to60)abovethewatertable. 1 
l--------------l------l------l-----1------l----l----l------l-----l-----l----- ----- -----l-~-----1-------------------------------------l 
126. ~!I3SIC~l I 10.971 5.33 I 2.061 1.5 I - I - I 22.311 0.031 0.131 8.0 3.0 •24.01 20.0 1:-lcchanical shield tunnellinc; uith 621 
!:.I'·lE. :"1.1,.~.':'.1 I I I I I I I I I I I lk!l/:n2 air pressure. Slightly ce:ncntedl 
! ::;;,:: FRl.·:crsco I I I I I I I I I I I I I uensc silty fine sand ( ~=1 o to 60) .1 
I (Peck. l%9) I I I I I I I I I I I I I Dc\·latering !.Jy deep \·:ells. 1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




Taole 2.1 Continued. 
l l l I I 
I TUNNEL DATA I SETTL. l GEOTBCH. l VOLW!ES I TROUGH I 
I I I ?ROPERT. l I I TUNNELLING METHOD rum 
Tm:~:SL 1-------------------l------1---------l------ -----------1------------------~------1 SOIL CONDITIONS. 
I !Depth l Dian.( l l Cu I I Vexc V5 I V5 l i l i/R l 3i lw=2.5i I I I z l 2R lz/2R l (rnm) J(kN/l<l'·z/ l (m1 /l l ·1 l l I 
I I (m) I (m) I I l m2)J cul(m3/m) m)J (~)I (m) I I {m) I I . l 
l--------------l------l------l-----l------l----1----l------ -----l-----l-----l-----l-----l-------1-------------------------------------! 
127. WIL~OH I 15.24110.06 I 1.511 21.3 I - I ·- I 79.48 I I I I I !Horse-shoe shaped small drifts, hundl 
I TU!·J:IEL. "AWli.II. I I I I I I I I I I I I excavated with ribs and lagging. 1 
I (Peck, 1969) I I I I I I I I I I I !Residual saprolitic tropically- I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I weathered volcanic granular soil, 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I readily cut by compressed air spades. 1 
1--------------1---~--1------1-----1------ ----1---- ------ -----l-----l-----l-----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
128. IH!...SON I 30.48110.06 I 3.031 61.0 -I - 79.48 I I l I I lAs for 27. 1 
I TU~:!lEL. H.l\Wli.II I. I I ! l I I l I I I l I 
I (Peck, 1969 l I I I I I I I I I ·I I I 
1--------------1------1------1-----1------ ----1---- ------ -----l-----l-----l-----l-----l-------l-----------------~-------------------1 
129. Gli.Rr:ISON I 36.88110.97 I 3.361 18.29 95810.77 94.51 I I l l I !Ribs and lagging support. Full-face! 
I TEST ·ru::rmL. l I I I ("6 .1- I I I I I I blasting in a clay shale having an: 
I (Burke, 1957)1 I I 124.4) I I I l l l unconfined compressive strength of! 
I l I l l l I I I I 958 kN/rn2. l 
1--------------l------1------1-----1------ ----1---- ------ -----1----- -----1~----l-----1------- -------------------------------------1 
I 30. SU'li"IAY I 23.471 7.31 I 3.2 I 36.6 38- 18.09" 41.97 0.081 0.20 0.9 I 0.251· 2.7 I 2.55 Hand excavated , horseshoe- :>hapedl 
I COllTRACT 03, I l I l 781 I I I I cross-sec~ion tunnel.Face benched and 1 
I CHICAGO. I I I l I I I I tunnel supported by rios and liner 1 ~ 
I (·Peck, 1969) I I l I I I I I plates. Compressed air pressure of 301\.0 
I I I I I I l I I kN/m2. Bottom half of tunnel in haru 1 
I I I l l I I I I clay. Stiff clay ( unconfined I 
I I I I I I I I I. compressive strength=96-192kN/mZ) for] 
I I I I I I I I I 3m above crown. ~oft-to-medium clayl 
I I I I I I I I I (u.c.s.=36-96 kN/m l above that. 1 
1--------------1------1------1-----1------ ----1---- ------ -----1----- -----1-----1----- -------1------------------------~------------l 
131. G.N.R.R. I 37.491 11.891 3.151 18.3 - I - 111.03 2.88 2.6 €3.0 110.59118).0 157.5 IHand excavated using small drifts! 
I SE.\':'TLE I I I I I I I I with a central core. Timbered support 1 
I ( ~!ussl'Y et I I I ! I I I I for hard clayey till. navel ling at! 
I al, Bl5) I I I I I I I I . lthe crown: poling bars used. 1 
I-··-·'"--- --··----1------1------1 ~---··! ------1----1----1------ ----- -----I -----1-----1----- -------1------------------------------------- I 
132. KY0'-"0 I 22.551 7.ull 3.221 12.2 I 77 15.851 38.591 1.66 4.3 154.4 lE.521163.2 132 !Hand c·.t.:~~vated sectional shield. rc:.=el 
I '.l'OKYU, :;uBVlli.Y I I I I I I I I I I I I breated and lining seg1~ents erected I 
I ( ShiraL;hi- I I I I I I I I I I I I I in shield. Normally consolidated I 
lpersonul I I I I I I I I i I I I !sensitive clay ( u.c.s. = 72 k,n/r~2)J 
I COI."U:JUaication I I I I I I I I I I I I I requiring no cOinJ:'resscd air support. I 
I to Peer: l I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
l--------------l------l------1-----l------l----l----l------l----- -----l-----l-----l-----l-------1-------------------------------------l 
133. !3.]\.R.T. I 17.981 5.481 3.281 46.0 I 77 14.61'! 23.671 1.02 4.3 I 3.9 I 3.241 26.71 22.2 !Shield tunnellino with breasted face.! 
I Si\ll FiU'.l!CISCO I I I I I I I I I I I I I Liner scginents erected in t~IC shir~ld.: 
I(Pccl~. 1969) I I I I I I I I I I I I I lr1oderately sensitive clay (u.c.s.=. 771 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I kN/m2) relJUirin<J no CO~<lprcc;~;r.d air I 
I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I support. I 
* E:;tiJ.l;:,tet.l value. (Continued overleaf) 
~.:iSle 2.1 continued. 
I I I I I I 
'I'UHHEL lJATA I SETTL. I GEOTECH. I VOLUtU!: : I TROUGH I I 
1 1 I PROPEr.'.r. 1 1 I T:.HlNELLING HETHO:J lJm I 
•r:J::!::::L l------------------l------l---------1------------------l-------------------------l SOIL CO~JDITimlS. I 
!Depth! :Ji.:m.l I I Cu I I vex I "Js I Vs I i I i/R I 3i. lw=2.5i I I 
I z I 2R lz/2rt I (mmJ l(kt:/IT-z/ I . c I (:n3/l I I I I I I 
I I ( r:l) I { :n J I I I r~ 2 ll cu I ( m 3 /Ia l I m J I ( '!! J I ( m J I I ( m > I ( m l I I 
l---------------l-----l------l-----l------l----l----1------l-----l-----l-----l-----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------l 
3.;. O'i.":,·.~IA 11.29 I 3.05 I 6.001 6.1 I 354ILO.fl 7.31 I 0.121 1.6 I 7.9 I 5.18123.7 I 19.7 l:1echanical shield excavation. Liner! 
~;s·.·n.:;~~ ( ::cien I I I I I I I I I I I I I I segments erected behind the shield. I 
I ,. :Jo7.0zuk, I I I I I I I I I I I I I !Sensitive Leda clay {u.c.s.=354k:l/:.12)1 
i :!.%3) I I I I I I I I I I I I I !required 28-34 kN/:~2 co1nprcnscd air! 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I support. I 
l---------------l-----l------l-----l------l----l----1------l----- -----l-----1-----l-----l-------l--------------------------~----------l 
ilS. ':'O?.O:lTO 113.111 5.33 I 2.461 22.0 I 67 l3.9lfj22.3l I 0.21 0.951 3.8 1.42111.4 I 9.5 !Shield tunnelling, h<:~nd uxcavation.l 
!;;}'~'.lAY:( 1atish I. I I 1{0.13-l I I 1{0.13 I I I lAir pressure of 69-~3 k~J/1~12. silty! 
i':i c.-.. rl.J.ny, I I I I0.29l I I I 1-0.3) I I I !clay (u.c.s.=77k:-1/:n l at ~nvert level.! 
li.::~.,u~;li.[;h~dl I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
l---------------l-----l------l-----l------l-~--l----1------l----- -----1----- -----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
!3G.CHICV~O D-5 111.891 6.10 I 1.951 39.6 I 67 13.55129.22 I 0.28 0.951 2.8 0.921 8.4 I 7.0 llland excavated benched hea<.ling \lith! 
L (?eck, 1969) I I I 1(18.3-l I I 1(0.23 I I I !rib and liner plate support. Glacial! 
I I I 161.0) I I l-0.3) I I I !lake clay{u.c.s.=57k:l/::l2at <:~xis level! 
I I I I I I I I I I I and. 33ktl/xn2 at 3m depth l. Nearer I 
1 I I I I I I I I I I !surface, ground is stronger. I 
l.---------------l-----l------1-----l------l----l---- ------1----- -----1----- -----l-----l-------1-------------------------------------l 
! 37. iO:'o~rro I I I I I I I I I I I Dense sand above ground water level. I U1 
i · 3L:'l',1;\Y I I I I I I I I I I I I o 
I < ?ec~, l% 9 > I I I I I ! I I I I I 
;~·.:-:.:s·.· ~::;:zc:s:::. 110.361 5.33 I 1.941 85 I- I- 22.31 I 0.421 1.9 I 1.9 0.73 5.7 I 4.7 I 
1:-7.CC'::il r_',J!:NEL 113.411 5.33 I 2.521 140 I- ! - 22.31 I 0.851 3.8 I 2.4 0.92 7.2 I 6.0 I 
i---------------l-----l------l-----l------1----l---- ~-----1-----1-----1----- ----- -~---1------- -------------------------------------1 
J]~.:>:,o p;,iJLO 130.481 2.711 lll.i21 204 I I '·5.9 I 2.97150.391 5.8 4.2 17.4 I 14.5 Tunnelling .in stiff clay with taanyl 
!:<.:e~z<l<_;hi,l950 I I I I I I I I I I I construction difficulties.. I 
!---------------l-----1------l-----l------l----t---- :------1-----1-----1-----1----- -----1------- _______ ..:, _____________________________ , 
IJ-j . .:-,r:::s:!I!'!S 1 1 I I I I I I I I I Shield tunnelling, hand. excavation I 
:J,;r;:':' _•r;?.rll\.G::: 1 1 I I ! I I I I I I through water-bearing raised beach I 
i ;_:::n:;•s '.i".J:Ill!..::L I I I I I I I I I I I :;c.:nus of Clyde Estuary, Scotland.! 
j (:..:ac;ie, 1:.:76) 1 ! I I .1 J I I I I I I TL:t0er breusting \lith face jacks.( 
:~r~s·:: ·:•'J':·:sr.. 16.3 I 2.5':l I 2.431 :;.3,!:; i- I- I I : I I I In'ternal prcss-...:.;.:e 1.4 to. 1.6 I 
1·--;::"::C:O~::J 'l'·J:•::::L 15.2 I 2.59 I 2.391 16.0 I- I- I I I I I I at::tos~lwres ai.Jsolutc. tJon-m:panuinyl 
1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I concrete lining set;jl:Jents v.'ith cc:.\Cnt-1 
1 1 I I I I I; 6.89 I 0.061 0.871 1.411 1.091 1.231 3.52 bentonite grout injected into vuid, at I 
1 1 I I I L_ I I 6.89 I 0.061 0.871 1.601 1.231 LSOI 4.00 cnu of each 12hr shift. I 
1---------------l-----l------l-----l------t----l---- ------l-----l·-----l-----l-----l-----1-------+-------------------------------------l 
i-~:::.,,c·.co•I (:!lA!,GEI I I I I I I I I I I I !Slurry (bentonite) shield, machine! 
i :3::·.-:::r., 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I excavated throuc;h a 1.1ixcJ face I 
1· :;,;..,.!,r::c·~·fc 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I co:nrrisinCJ r:1ainly sand v.;ith sm1e I 
j.:;:~c·rc:: c-c' 1 5.751 2.44 I 2.361 19.9 I- I - 6.16 10.0861 1.371 1.731 1.421 5.191 L37 liJouldcrs but 1...-i.th a s1~all t.>ro_,)ortio!11 
i.:·:c·~It•:: D-D' 1 5.751 2.1,4 I 2.361 14.2 I- I - 6.16 10.0711 1.101 2.001 1.6~1 6.001 5.00 lof nunt~r SilrHlstonc in thr! inv•:!rt.l 
1 ; 0' ~i.!i 11~· ct 1 I I I I I I I I I I I J•,;ater tal.llc luvcl is [>ilrt\Jay Ut> face~ 
;.ll., :9::·:·) 1 1 I -1 i I I I I I I I lnolted precast concrete :.cy1.1. lining.! 
----------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-... :~sti: ,.T~~~d value. (Cuntintic~ overleaf) 
Table 2.1 Continued. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I I I· I ' I 
·ru:-HIEL DATA I SETTL. I GEOTECH. I • . VOLU!1ES I TROUGH I 
I I I PRO PERT. I I TUNNELLING METHOD AND I 
TUmn:L l-------------------l------l---------1------.------------l----------- ------------- SOIL CONDITIONS. I 
I Depth I Diam. I I I Cu I I V I V I V I i I i/R 3i I w=2. 5i I 
I z I 2R lz/2R I (mml l(kN/11:z/ 1: exc l(m:37 I 5 I I I I 
I I (m) I (m) I I I ra2)J cuih3/m)l m}l (%)I (m) I (m) I (m) I 
i--------------l------l------l-----l------l----1----l~-----l-----l-----l-----l----- --~--1------- -------------------------------------1 
141.1</HITE '·IUD I 15.251 6.05 I 2.521 I - I - 1: I I I I I Two moles without shields (each 6.05ml 
I CREJ-:K 'i'•J:!NEL I I I I I I I I I I I I diam. l. Poorly indurated clay shale I 
I ED:lO:Y:.'(Jt·!, I I I I I I I. I I I I I interbedded with thin sandstone 1 
I ,\L'JEH'e·. I I I I I I I I I I I I strata. Bolted steel segmental ribs in 1 
I (:'hanson & I I I I I I I I I f I temporary lining and replaced by I 
I ::::1-~!ahhac;, 1980 I I I I I 1: I I I I I I plain concrete lining. I 
1--------------1------1------1-----1------ ----1----t~-----1-----1-----1-----1----- -----l-------1-------------------------------------l 
142. 170 STREF.TI 21.5 I 2 . .56 I 8.401 12 - I - !' I I I I I I !Mole vlith shield. Temporary lining! 
I 'i.'U!·:llSL, I I I I I I I I I I I I I con!listed of segr.1cntal steel ribs and I 
I :::D~:o:l':m::, I I I ! I I' I I I I I I I later replaced by · pla.in concrete I 
J,\LBEH'rA. I I I I I I' I I I I I I !lining. !>!ajor portion of the tunnel( 
1(.1\s in 4ll I I I I I I' I I I I I I !excavated through till. 1 
1--------------1------1------1-----1------ ----1---- ------1-----1----- -----l-----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
143. :·11\.GCY.'\ I I I I I I I I I I shield tunnelling. Twin circular I 
ISUBvll\Y. I I I I I I I I I ltunnelsof6.4mdiameterplaced side! 
I ( Kuwar~oto & I I I I I I I I I I by side. Tunnel constructed through 1 
tokuzono, 1977)1 I I I I I I I I I lthe alluvium deposit. 1 
.sr::cnor: ;" I 17.4 I 6.4 I 2.721 48. I I I I I I I I 
SECTro:! B I 19.2. I 6.4 I 3.0 I 45 I I I I I I I 
I s.scno,; c I 16.5 I 6.4 I 2.581 46. I I I I I I I 
l--------·------l------l------l-----l------1----l----l:------l----- ----- ----- -----1----- -------1-------------------------------------l 
I44.S'rOc~O'i)N-OtJI 6.281 1;26 I 4.981 43.7 130.512.7 1; 1.25 I 0.38 30.4 3.48 3.471 5.51 8.70 !Mini-tunnel syster.1. Hand excavation! 
1-'l'ZES. s·.::;.-,:;E I I I I I I I 11 I I I from shield. Three-!3egment, smooth, 1 
! I!·i'l'.SECEI''~'OH I I I I I l 1; I I I precast concrete lining. Soft, silty, 1 
I Sc,'.IEH I ! I I I I I I I sandy clay. 1 
i:::Oi\Slm~::;~:::rT. I I I I I I I I I I 
I ;;::c·rr, );i c I I I I I I I I I I 
l(:!ccaul, 1973)1 I I I I I I I I I 
l--------·--.. ---1------l------l-----l----·--l---- ----1------1----- -----1----- -----1----- --------.l-----,--------------------------------1 
I45.S':COCX:TON-OI-!I 5.86 I 1.26 I 4.651 56.3 141.7 2.2 I 1.25 I 0.52141.5 141.7 3.681 5.84 9.7.2 IHini-tunnel system. Hand excavation! 
1-':·::;:':.s. -::·~·i~.GE IV! I I l I ! : I I ! I from shield. '!';,ree -!le>gment, smooth, I 
I Iei'i'SECl: cJ'~OR I I i I I I I I I I I I precast concrete lining. Soft, silty, i 
I s"·.:ER. I I I I I I I I I I I I sandy clay. 1 
! :;",;.s:J!cE !:::rT I I I I l I I I I I I I I 
I ::; !;C'l' 10 · 1 D I I l I I I I I I I I I 1 
J(<·lcCaul, 1978)1 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
l--------------1------l------1-----l------l---- ----1------1-----1-----1-----1-----1----- -------1-------------------------~-----------l 
i·l6.~!BI·l cr~oss I 10 I 4.15. I 2.4 121.5 I - - 113.52 I 0.271 2.0 I 5 I 1.821 15 I 12.5 !slurry (bentonite) shield. sandy 1 
I L.T.s. I I I I I I I I I ·1 I I !graveL l 
I :c::.:?sln::r:r:·r.;;r. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
i'I''Y!!!I:: •• (3pdonl I I I I I .1 I I I I I I I I 
/.:. :1cCad, 197·1 l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
----------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"l'r 1-~stillt1 t~d Vd.! .. l-lC. (Continued overleaf) 
U1 
1-' 
Table 2.1 Continued. 
-------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------~--------------------------·------------I t I 
TUtiHEL DATA I SETTL. I GEOTECH. I VOLUMES I TROUGH 
I ! I PRO!'ERT. I I I TUNNELLING METHOD AND 
TU:::IEL l-------------------l------l---------l------------------l-------------------------1 SOIL CONDITIONS. 
!Depth I Diar.1.1 I I CuI IV I V i V I i I i/R I 3i lw=2.5i I 
I z I 2R lz/2R I (rnm) l(kll/tO.z/ I exc I <rrfll 5 I I I I I 
I I (ml I (ml I I I m2)t cul<m3/mll mll (%)I (ml I I (m) I (m) I I 
l--------------l------l------l-----l------l----l----l------l-----l-----l-----l-----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
1~7. HA::~:mG- I 19.241 4.48 I 4.3 I 0-10 I - I - I I ] I I I I !Well bedded,sharp sand and gravel(0.2i 
1'.-iiL~lELt·!::JnG I I I I I' I I I I I I I 1-lOOmm),boulderstoBOcm overlain! 
iCOLLEC'X'C:. I I I I I I I I I I I I !by clay, peat and fill. Natcr table! 
I(Jasob, 1978) I I I I I I I I I I I I 116m above invert. l!ydro-shicld. I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I P.einforceu concrete lini.:1g. Air I 
I I I . I I I I I I I I I I I pressure 1. 6 rn. I 
l--------------l~-----l-~~---l-----l------1----l----l------l-----l-----l-----l----- -----1-------l-------------------------------------l 
148. A!lT'nmP I 24 I 6.56 I 3.7 I 6-7 I- I- I I I I I I (Hydro- shield. Reinforced concrete! 
I I·!E':'RO. I I I I I I I I I l J I llining.Fine alluvial sand,interlayersl 
!(Jacob, 1978) I I I I I I I I I I I I !of clay, overlying overconsolidatedl 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I clay. vlater table 12r.~ above invert, I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I llov;ered to lOrn before tunnelling. I 
l--------------l------l------1-----1------l---- ----1------ ----- -----1-----1----- -----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
149. AGAS~GAiiA I av.lOI 5.05 I 2.0 125-90 I - - I I I I lslurry mole , concrete segr"ental; 
I sr::~EH :v.IN !lo21 I I I I I I I I I primary lining. 11ixed face of fine I . i 
t:<A?SUS!II:<AKU, I I I I I I I I I ("quick" sand and silt and clay, N(20.1 
I TOKYO. ( i..:a<J. I I I I I I I I I I Water table 7m above crown. I U1 
! !Jews r.ecord, I I i I I I I I I I I l'..l 
ll974 l I I I I I I I I I I I 
1--------------1------1------1-----1------ ---- ----1------ ----- -----1-----1----- -----l-------1-----------------------~--------------! 
I 50. TAKU 1JO I 27.8 I 3. 55 I 7. 8 I 21.9 - - I I I I I Slurry mole concrete segmental lining.! 
(liATER :.:.-.I~l, I I I I r:aax. I I I I· I Cemented dense sandy gravel (2 - 150 I 
ts;JGUitll.::I-!<tJ, I I I I 1.4 I I I I lr:un), N ) 50, overlain by clay , sandyi 
I TO'<YO. ( '1aki I I I I av. I I i I I I gravel and silty. 'dater table 11. Sr.t( 
let al, 1977) I I I I I I I I I I Iabove crown. I 
1----~---------1------1------1-----1------ ----1----1------1----- -----1-----1----- -----l-------1-------------------------------------l 
IS:... YO'.;':;:JGUI I 7.4 I 2~40 I 3.1 1:?0 r.1ax - I- I I I I I !Slurry r.tole, steel segmental lining.! 
Is:::·.;~:!~ !3!:.>,llCi!, I I I 115 ;w, I I I I I I !Loose alluvial sand vith silt; N=S-20.1 
I :-:1\T.SUS ill .<11.-:w, I I I ! I I I I . I 11-later table 5. 4m above crown. I 
S.'Oi\'..:'0. (':iki etl I I I : I I ~ I I ·j 
al, 1977 l I I I . I I I I I I I I 
--------------1------1------1-----1------ ---- ---- ------1----- -----l-----l-----l-----l-------1-------------------------------------l 
:52.SOU'~''ER~~ 119.40-l 6.2 I 3.1-1 27.55 - - 10.3- l-2 I 4,381 1.41113.13(10.95 !Fully mechanized .shield with full! 
:.n;c P•zc PO SAL I 9. 85 I 11.6 I I 0. 6 I I I I I face support. Hedi ur.1 to very dense I 
;-,::S'.;'SRDi\:1 118~50 I (3.0 I I I I I I I I (sand and silt, overlain by clay, peat! 
:L.::TRO. ::;E:CTIONI av.l I av.l I I l I I 1. land fill. water table 2.0r.1 above! 
CHURCHE!1A..~!- I I I I I I I I I 4 I I invert. I 
SHiGELGi~ACJ!T I I I I I . I I I I I I I I 
1 ( Pulil. \;orks I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
! J0pt. I 2.975) I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
~ ~sti:.I-.J. t.et.!. value. (Continued overleaf) 
Table 2.1 Continued. 
I I 
TUNNEL DATA I SETTL. GEOTECH. I VOLill!ES I TROUGH 
I I PROPER":. I I I TUNHELLING METHOD AND 
TUNNEL 1-------------------1------ ---------l------------------1-------------------------l SOIL CO~DITIONS. 
l!'Je;::>th I ::>iar.t.l I cu I I V I 'J I V I i I i/R 3i lw=2.5i I 
I z I 2R Iz/2R I {mm) (kt.VIo-z/ I exc I (r#/1 s I I I I 
I ( ;~. l I ( :n l I I . m 2 l cu I ( rr. 3 /m l I :-:t l I ( fl > I ( :n l I ( m > I ( :n l I I 
1--------------1------1------1-----1------ ---- ----1------1-----1-----1-----1----- -----1-------I--------------------------------------
ISJ.CH:::cAGo S-51 10.971 6.10 I 1.8 I 25.6 S-7 3.85"129.22 0.151 0.5 I 2.3 I 0.75 6.9 I 5.7 !Hand excavated benched heading with! 
I {Peck, 1969} I I I I ( 15.0- I I I I I I rib and liner plate support. 83 kN/m2 : 
I I I I 136.6) I I I I I I compressed air support. Glacial la}:c I 
I I I I I I I I I I !clay {u.c.s.=57 k:-1/mZ at axis level! 
I I . I I I ! I I I I and 33 kN/:n2 ut 3m depth) • ~rcarcr I 
! I I I I I I I I I surface, ground is stronger. . I 
1--------------1------1------1-----1------ ---- ----1------ -----1-----1-----1----- -~---1------- -------------------------~-----------1 
I54.LHE:R PLl:.LEI 8.0 I 3.6 I 2.221 25.0 250 4.031 10.5 0.21312.03 I 3.0 I 1.67 9.0 I 7.5 Full face hand excavation withl 
I 'rU!J:·:EL, S.!\BESP, I appr. I I I · av. I I I I I circular steel segmental lining I 
I :JRAZ II.. (~<eyre I I I I 1 I I I I I plates erected immediately behind I 
I & Eise:1steir., I I I I I I I I I I the face. Tertiary soft porous clay I 
il98ll I I I I I I I I. I and clayey dense sand. I 
l--------------l------l------l-----l------l----l----1------ ----- -----1-----1----- -----1------- ----------------~--------------------1 
IS5.Ho:~s:2-SHO': I 9.00 I 3.6 I 2.5 I 15.5 1250 14.031 12.5 0.171 1.37 I 2.5 I 1.38 7.5 I 6.25 Sarne as above. I 
I 'c''J~t::~.::.,, SABESP, I appr. I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
i ~Ji:J,z !L. I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I C l\ut:1cn as in I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I 54 l I I I I I I I I I I I I 
l-------------~l------l------l-----l------l----l----l------1----- -----1-----1----- -----1------- ------------------------------------~1 
156.!-F'..':''! '!'tr.·:ti"LI 8.5 I 3.96 I 2.141 5.0 1250 14.281 12.8 10.048 0.37 I 3.0 I 1.52 9.0 1'7.5 !Hand excavated in three s.tages :1 
I ::>i\B:::SP, SP.AZIL. I appr. I I I I I I I I I I I heading, bench and invert. Shotcrete I 
1 ( 1\utho:...-~ as in! I I I I I I I I I I 110-13 em thick, ;,;ith 10>::10 em steel! 
1 5·:) I I I I I I I I I I I I wire mesh. Soil conditions as above. I 
!--------------l------l------l---~-l------l----l----l------1----- ----- -----1----- -----1-------l-------------------------------------l 
!.37"'·..:-it,LI:\..'{ I I I I I I I I I I !nand excavated in shield; lined with! 
1 c<N.l:SR ! I I I I I I I I I I concrete scgmer.ts ; compressed air I 
I r.UT'c!OHI7Y I l I I I I I I I I I applied "tb'Jnt 20 days after ! 
! :::,y:;?.O!"':' I I 1 I I I I I I I I (!Xcavatiou ; lower 60% of face stu{J 
1 ::ELE? :;c;\·:Er. i l I I I I I I I I I I stony clay ( Grhlsby r1arinc Harp l: 
!Co'r:cilly & I I I I I I I I I I I loverl.J.in with 2.5 kl of stiff clay. I 
1 : !<..!\·; , B i32 ) I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 al I a.o I 2.7 12.96 I 95 I 12 113.41 5.73.10.905 15.8 3.8 I 2.811 11.41 9.5 I I 
1 !:ll I 5.5 I 2.7 12.04 I 60 I 12 I 9.21 5.73 10.481 8.4 3.2 I 2.371 9.61 B.O I I j cl 1 5.5 I 2.7 12.04 I sa I 12 I 9.21 5.73 10.1107 7.1 2.8 I 2.071 8.417.0 I I 
1 ~l i 6.5 I 2.7 12.41 I 97 I 12 110.81 5.73 11.046 18.2 4.3 1 3.19t 12.9110.75 I I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 
"2st i: : . .: t·.!ll val t.:c. (Continue~ overleaf) 
7able 2.1 Continued. 
I I li I I 
TUNNEL D.t\TA I SETTL. I GEOTECH. I VOLUMES I TROUGH I 
I I I PRO PERT. I I I TUNNELLING METHOD AND 
TU~~~L l------------------l------l---------1--------------------------------------------l SOIL CONDITIONS. 
!Depth! Diarn.l I I Cu I IV I V. I V I i 1· i/R I 3i jw=2.5i 1· 
I I z I 2R lz/2R I (mml l(kN/I"tz/ I exc Crrf/ 8 
! I (ml I (mJ I I I m2ll cul(m3/mll m ll (!lil I Cml I I Cml I (ml I ·I 
l---------------l-----l------l-----l------l----l--~-l------l-----l-----l-----l-----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
I 58. ':';!AJE:> ;·iATER I I I I I I I I I I I I I Hand excavated; stiff fissured London I 
:,\~'.:':lC:<:::TY, I I I I I I I I I I I I !clay. Handexcavatcd;firmtostiffl 
I.J'J':''.L'C?J s·~·.~sR. I I I I I I I I I I I I l\veathercd London Clay. Full facet 
I(C'!<cillY & I I I I I I I I I I I !machine (mini-tunnel) excavated; firm! 
J:;e\;, 1532) I I I I I I I I I I Ito stiff weathered London Clay. I 
al 117.1 I 1.78 I 9.611 3.8 1180 11.89'1 2.49 10.09613.86 10.0 1.12 30.0 I 25.0 I I 
bl I 3.4 I 1.78 I 1.911 3.7 I 90 10.7!)91 2.49 10.01910.75 2.0 2.25 6.0 I 5.0 I 1 
I cl !' 4.9 I 1.52 I 3.221 7.1 I 9 1.091'! 1.81 10.05412.98 3.0 3.95 9.0 I 7.5 I I 
l---------------l-----l------l-----1------1---- ----1------1-----1----- ----- ----- -----i-------t-------------------------------------1 
I59.3RIS~OL CITY! 6.0 I 3.4 I 1.76 20.0 I 18 6.6~ 9.08 10.25112.8 5.0 2.94 15.0 I 12.5 !Hand excavated within shield with! 
I ~·:GI;:;o::::~s DEPT. I I I I I I I I I compressed air; soft to very soft I 
li\VO:l;~oU?!I 2, I I I I I I I I I alluvium overlain \-lith fill for I 
I sr::·.n:H.AGE SCHEt1E I I I I I I I I I rnotorway embankment I 
l(Too:;:bs, 1980) I I I I I I I I I 1. 
1---------------1-----1------1----- ------1---- ----;,---~--1-----:----- ----- ----- ~----l-------l----~--------------------------------1 
160. Lo;::JO!·l 114.061 4.13 I 3.4 4.0 1230 1.22113.46 10.07810.6 7.8 3.78 23.4 I 19.5 !Hand excavated (no shield); cast iron! 
I?~'.! :sro;>.T I I I I I I I I lining; London Clay. l 
! ::::·:·.::_-:::<c::.;,::GE I I I I I I I I I I 
I s~::•iliY ·'~':' !<INGS I I I I I i I I I 
I C!·:oss, :.mmon. I I I I I I I I I 
I <;·;est et al, I I I I I l I I 1 
I 1981 l I I I I I I I • I I I 
1---------------1----- ------1--~--1------1---- ----1------1-----1----- ----- ----- -----l-------1-------------------------------------l 
l6l.TC:~\:SS 11.t\TF.Ril1.7 2.82 I 4,151 2.2 1200-10.78"1 6.24 10.0281 0.44 5.0 I 3.55 15.01 12.5 !Full face machine in shield; stiff! 
1 i\.:JT:-IL•!U'!''.: I I I I 400 I I I I I I I heavily overconsolidated fissured 1 
I c::?c::.:> ·::::INK I I I I I I I I I I I clay {oxford clay) • I 
I o·;·;:;:-;,LL SF.:\·iER. I I I I I I I I I I I 
I ( 0 'F.eill:: & I I I I I I I I I I I 
i ~:e•,,, 1:182 l I I I I I J I I I I 1 
i- -----------·--- J __ .... _ ------1-----1--- ··--1--.. -1-·-- -1------ 1-----! ----- -----1----- ----- ----:---1------------------------------------- l 
152.;·::;':-:;~.:LLJ:m I I I I I I I I I :Handexcavated\>o·ithin5h.:..tld;iooscto! 
!:::Ps~;;( s:;·.:rm. I I I I I I I I I lr;'ledium sand ~1ith some gravel. !land; 
!(0'?cil:\· & I I I I I I I I I I !excavated in medium to dense san~! 
I ~!£\·:, 19S2) I I I I l I I I I I !with some clay : cover of very stiff! 
a) I 4.7 I 3.6 I 1.311 78.0 I- I- 110.18 I 0.471 4.6 2.4 I 1.33 7.2 6.0 !sandy clay. Partially stabilized! 
b) I 9.0 I 3.6 I 2.5 I 19.0 I- I- 110.18 I 0.121 1.2 2.521 1.40 7.56 6.3 lr.1edium dense sand and gravel \>o'ith ai 
c) I 6.5 I 3.6 I 1.811 15.0 I - I - 110.18 I 0.061 0.6 1.591 0.88 4.77 3.98 !little clay. Fully stabilizcc! sand! 
dl I 6.5 I 3.6 I 1.811 20.0 I - I - 110.18 I 0.091 0.9 1.791 0.99 5.37 4.48 land gravel. 1 
e) I 6.5 I 3.6 I 1.811 7.0 I- I- 110.1 I 0.041 0.4 2.281 1.27 6.84 5.70 I 1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
't:r ~s"t:i!.lt!t.e~ value. (Continued ovcrl0~f) 
U1 
~ 
Table 2.1 continued. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I I I I I 
TUNNEL DATA I SETTL. I GEOTECH. VOLUMES I TROUGH I 
I I I PRO PERT. I I TUNNELLING METHOD AH!J 
TUNllEI, 1------------------1------1--------- ------ -----------1------.-------------------1 SOIL CONDITIONS. 
!Depth! Dia.m.l I I cu I v v I v I i I i/R I 3i lw·=2.5i I 
I z I 2R lz/2R I (rrun) l(kH/Io-z/ exc (m..S/1 5 I I I I I 
I I ( m l I ( m l I I I m2 l I cu ( m 3 /m l m l I ( % l I ( m l I I ( m l I ( m l I I 
!---------------l-----1------l-----l------l----l--~- ------ -----l-----l-----l-----1-----l-------l-------------------------------------l 
I63.NORT~l WEST I 8.4 I 2.0 L2 I 213.0 I -I - 3.14 0.231 7.1 I 3.2 I 3.2 I 9.6 I 8.0 !Hand excavated within shield with! 
I <ll.'l'EH l I I I I I I I I I I coxnpressed air; Vilriable loose silty I 
! ,'.:.J'::';!O!U'fY, I I I I I I I I I I I sand with some soft clay ; tunnelling 1 
I !~:l<S7;:Y STRSET I I I I I I I I I I I about 4m bclo•; \·later table. 1 
i ·;:o HOv!LEY I I I I I I I I I I I I 
! s;:•:JER. I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I { o' r:uilly & I' I I I I I I I I I I I 
I ncr.; , .l 9 !l 2 > I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1---------------1-----1------ -----1------1----1---- ------l-----l-----l-~---l-----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
l61.nGRT;!Ui1BRIANI 13.01 3.47 3.751 8.1.0 I- I- 9.64 I 1.48] 15.61 7.291 4.20121.871 18.23 !Hand excavated within shield; recent! 
IL'N.:':::R I I I I I I [ I I I I Ifill milterials, rubble, timber ,I 
I •'.tJ'l':iOlUTY I I I I I ; I I I I I household waste and ash in soft clay I 
I ~L:',ii::H.i\GS SCHC?lE I I I I I l I I I I I matrix. I. 
I tYJSS:1UI:!·l <Ji\LLEY I I I I I ! I I I I I . I 
I { u 'ncilly & I I I I I l I I I I 
I New, 1982) I I I I I I I I I I 1 
1---------------1-----1------ -----1------1----1----.1------ -----1-----1-----1-----1-----1------- -------------------------------------1 
I G5 .· 3U1JAPEST I I I I I ;1 I I I I I Shield tunnelling , hand excavated in 1 
I ::r::•r:to I I I I I 'I I I I I I Oligocene clay overlain by sandy silt.! 
I<'Jlricll,l974) I I I I I I il I I I I I Bolted concrete segmental lining. I 
i!l ll-S LIN<:> I 30. I 5.5 I 5,451 26 I - I - 123.76 0.831 0.291 9.231 3.35IH.66I 23.05 I 
I ~:u~nnuc '.i.'U~WEL I . I I I I I I I I I I I I 
III) E-\1 LINE I 30. I 5.5 I 5.451 37 I - I - 123.76 I 2.2 I 0.11120.25111.00 90.751 75.62 I 
I RUNUING 'L'!Jt!NSL I I I I I I I I I I I I 
l---------------l-----l------l-----1------l----l----l------l-----l-----l-----l----- ----- ------- -------------------------------------1 
loG. TY:r:; & \·l!::ARI 14.21 5.21 I 2.731 7.5 I 20011.4-11- 21.32 10.1321 0.6 I 7.0 I 2.69 21.0 17.5 Partial face machine excavated inl 
I ?hSS~;;JCER I I I I I ! I I I I shield with compressed air. <.laciall 
I ':.'EN1SPORT I I I I I I I I I I till, firm/stiff clay with !';Orne sand I 
l:::n:cu·nv<·:, I I I I ! I I I I I and gravel lenses. 1 
I I:L'::;•r:;c; :'l.i::t~.::.;:, I I I I I I l I I I 1 
I O:LDO'l SQUARE, I I l I I I I I I I I 
I ~;;;·:ICJ',:>'"'~E. I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I ( o ' Rc i 11 y & I I I I I I I l I l I I 
I New, 19 82 l I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
l---------------l-----l------l-----1------l----l---- ------1-----1-----1-----1----- ----- -------1-------------------------------------l 
167. S!C';IJ\GF. I 8.61 2.55 I 3.4 I 12.9 I - I - I I I I !Slurry mole , segmental lining. 1 
IPIPBLI!JS !-lo. I I I I maxi I I I I I I lcexnented fine (0.4mm) clayey sand ,1 
I352,1JC:II::lJ-C!lO I I I I 5 av.l I I I I I I !overlain by sand, clay and silty.! 
ji:J}\H.Al\I.(:.1iki i i I I I I I I I I I IH.:~ter table 5.4m a!Jove crown. I 
I c:t al, E'77 > I l I I I I I I I I I I I 
k Est i1aa ted. va}. ue. (Continued overleaf) 
U1 
U1 
Tau1e 2.1 Continued. 
----------------------------~-------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I I I ; I I I 
TUNNEL DATA I SETTL. I GEOTECH. I : VOLUt'l.ES I TROUGH I I 
I I I PRO PERT. I I I I TUNNF.LLING MF.THOD AHD I 
TUNNEL 1------------------1------1---------1-'-----------------1-------------------------1 SOIL CONDITIONS. I 
IDepthl ::>iam.l I I cuI I~ I V I V I i I i/R I 3i lw=2.5i I I 
I z I 2R lz/2R I {:=) ICkn/17-z/ I 1 exc l(rn3;; J s I I I I I I 
I I (rnl I (ml I I I rn2)1 cul<:n3/mll mll (%)I (ml I I (ml I {ml I I 
l---------------l-----l------l-----l------l----l----l~-----l-----l-----l-----l-----l-----l-------l-------------------------------------1 
I68.3ELFAST I 5 I 2.74 I 1.821 37.5 I 2.11 8.3115.9 I 0.121 2.0 I 2.1 I 2.751 2.001 8.00 l2.74m diameter shield, 2fi1 long+ lnl 
I SE'.VERAGE I I I I I I I I I I I I I I tail skin. CompresseG. uir spade I 
ISC!!EitE,::;YUEHAM I I I I I I I I I I I I I !excavation. 4lkN/m2 comi_)rc::;seC air! 
I :JSLF'l,ST. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I pressure' for yround support. Seven I 
I ( Glossop & I I I I I I I I I I I I I I precast concrete lir.in•J St!<J:nents, 0. G:nl 
I Fan1er, 1977) I I I I I I I I I I I I I I long. E.Jch ring grouter. ir,divi(luully l 
I · I I I I I I I I I I I I i I ir:unediately after shiel(~ shove; 3-.-: I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I !rings erected per shift. Belfast! 
I I I I I I I 1. I I I I I I I 'sleech' - soft organic ~ilty clay I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I h1ith a high raoisture content. I 
· • Zstirnated value. 
U1 
0'1 
APPLICATION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION. 
The finite element method has found one of its 
major applications in the solution of geological/ 
geophysical problems. The versatility of the method 
facilitates the detailed treatment o£ many complex~ cases 
unapproachable by analytical methods, provj.ded that the 
accuracy of the input data for the material involved in 
the analysis is acceptable for th(! degree of 
sophistication of the method. 
3.2 THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD. 
The technique of the finite element method is also 
- 58 ~ 
well established within many engineering disciplines. 
Although there may be considerable diversity in the 
formulation, the method can be distinguished by four major 
features : 
a) Representation of a body or a structure by an 
assemblage of discrete units called finite elements; 
b) Derivation of expressions for the variation of 
the functions within each element and the relationship of 
unknown variables at junctions 
elements; 
between neighbouring 
c) Establishment of a relationship between all the 
elements and the imposed mesh boundary conditions; 
d) Solution of the constitutive simultaneous 
equations. 
In the following Sections, the general procedure 
used in the finite element programming presented in 
Chapter 5 will be discussed briefly. 
3.3 FORMULATION PROCEDURE. 
The finite element displacement method of 
structural analysis was used. The governing equilibrium 
equations were obtained by minimising the total potentia~ 
energy of the system, represented by the internal strain 
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energy and work contributions of the body forces and 
distributed surface loads. The displacement is assumed to 
have unknown values only at nodal points, so that nodal 
values are described by means of an interpolation 
function. The basic steps for deriving a finite element 
solution to an equilibrium problem can be summarised as : 
sub-division of the continuum, evaluation of the element 
stiffness matrix and load terms, assembly of element 
stiffness matrix and load terms into a global stiffness 
matrix and load vector, solution of the resulting linear 
equations for the unknown nodal variables, and finally, 
evaluation of additional element quantities. 
3.3.1 IDEALIZATION OF THE CONTINUUM. 
The discretization of the continuum is carried out 
in such a way that a number of finite elements represents 
the entire body or structure under analysis. If the 
geological conditions are relatively dimple, it is 
possible to model the medium precisely. For complex 
conditions, it is necessary for the engineer, using his 
skill and his previous experience, to adopt a simplified 
model of the medium, taking into account every parameter 
and characteristic regarded as essential t0 the analysis. 
The final results depend largely on this idealization. 
There are no general rules for determining the 
- 60 -
exact number of nodes or elements required for a certain 
model to be adopted. Nevertheless, the depth and diameter 
of the tunnel and/or buried pipelines and the contours of 
different materials are well-defined parameters. The 
major difficulty of the idealization is to choose the 
appropriate number and size of elements, and the limits 
and boundary conditions of the mesh. In any case, it is 
always necessary to take into account the computing time, 
uniformity of material properties within each element, 
sequence and number of load increments to perform the 
calculation. The computing time is a particularly 
important factor in three-dimensional 
analyses. 
3.3.2 PRIMARY STATE OF STRESS. 
finite element 
The initial state of stress in the ground is a 
very important factor in simulating excavation process 
because it involves calculation of forces from the 
existing stresses on the surface to be exposed by the 
excavation. These initial stresses nre generally 
specified in terms of vertical and horizontal components. 
At any point of the medium, the pre-tunnelling vertical 
stress is usually taken as a product of the soil unit 
weight, y, and depth, z , of the point. The horizontal 
stress components at the same point are taken as a product 
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of the vertical stress and the coefficient of earth 
pressure, K (see Figure 3.1). An appropriate value of K 
must then be known. (K is here used without the subscript 
'o' to denote the ratio of horizontal to vertical stress 
in situ.) 
Tests to determine K have been derived both for 
the laboratory and in-situ. Often, the experimental 
determination of K is substituted by semi-empirical 
formulae which predict K from readily c:tvailable data. 
Many expressions have been developed and K has been 
calculated from the effective friction angle, ~', or the 
plasticity index. 
For normally-consolidated soft clays, the K values 
typically fall into the range 0.45 to 0.7. 
overconsolidation si-gnificantly affec-ts K, an-d - val ue·s of 
3 or more has been assumed for London Clay at ground 
surface (Burland et al, 1981). 
3.3.3 MATERIAL PROPERTIES. 
The basic material properties required in a finite 
element analyses are the modulus of elasticity (elastic 
modulus), E, and Poisson°s ratio, v. The main difficulty 
in the use of these parameters arises from the selection 
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of numerical values because soils o.re extremelY 
complicated engineering materials. The soil response is 
influenced by a number of factors, including its density, 
water content, mineralogy, structure, particle size1 
stress history, confining pressure, drainage condition~, 
duration of loading, and so on. Beca~se of thi~ 
complexity, a simple and realistic constitutivb 
relationship capable of describing the soil behaviour i~ 
still unavailable. 
spite of the 
This is also 
sophisticated. 
the reason why today, in 
analytical procedure~ 
available, results obtained by theoretical ~eans have ih 
many instances remained rather poor. 
The stress-strain behaviour of soils has been a 
subject of research for many years, and the advent of the 
finite element method of analysis has given additional 
impetus to this effort. 
The finite element method has bee!1 applied to a 
wide range of geological problems, involving materials 
that obey linear or non-linear constitutive laws. The 
linear behaviour of material requires only one application 
of the solution process to obtain results for a particular 
loading case. Meanwhile, there are two cowmon approaches 
for treating the soil as a non-linear material, 
characterizing it as piecewise linear or elastic-plastic. 
~· 63 ·~ 
Specific applications to non-linear problems 
include the use of hyperbolic formulation, spline 
functions, empirical equations, and tabular or digital 
forms. All these models have given sat~sfactory results 
if compared with field observations, but two common 
difficulties are revealed. The first one is the ability 
to predict accurately the initial value of Young's 
modulus, and the second is the ability of any particular 
function to describe adequately the soil response over the 
entire range of interest. 
3 o 3 o 4 CHOICE OF THE ELErliENT AND ADVANTAGES OF THREE-
DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS. 
Selection of the most suitable element for a 
particular problem is not an insignifica~t question. The 
complexity of programming, the accuracy oi the solution, 
the total computation effort and its cost are strongly 
dependent on the element type. There are no well-defined 
rules for choosing the best element for a particular 
problem. All depends on the problem type, the boundary 
conditions, the computer capacity, the geometry of the 
boundaries, the accuracy desired, the maximum allowable 
computing time, as well as many other factors. The 
question of economy may generally dictate the choice of an 
appropriate element. The use of higher order elements 
- 6£!, -
requires some justification because the additional 
complexity compared with simpler elements requires more 
computer time to perform calculationso 
A further economy in computing time can be 
obtained by efficient calculations of the element 
stiffness matrixo 
With the three-dimensional finite 8lement method 
of analysis, the cost of computation is higher than for 
any other numerical method of calculationo It inherently 
involves a large number of degrees of freedom, and even 
with a reasonable number of elements the resulting system 
of equations can easily have 
unknownso 
several thousands of 
Although many difficulties exist it was felt that 
the three-dimensional finite element analysis would be 
essential to carry out the work presented in this thesis 
in order to simulate more realistically the tunnel 
excavation and the response of buried pipeliaes to ground 
movements. It is clear that both problems are inherently 
three-dimensional in charactero 
Several analyses have been perforined over the past 
years using two-dimensional plane strain models, but they 
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do not model the true development of dE.formations and 
stresses during the process of tunnel construction. For 
instance, taking a transverse section to the tunnel centre 
line, as the tunnel face approaches and passes during the 
process of construction, there is a gradual deve-lopment of 
deformations and stress variations. Nhen a lining is 
installed at this section displacements have already taken 
place behind the face and prior to the onset of ground-
lining interaction at the section in question. This 
effect cannot easily be taken into account in a two-
dimensional formulation. 
Another important effect which cannot be modelled 
in two-dimensional analyses is the fact that as the tunnel 
face advances, the excavation takes place in a zone ahead 
of the face in which the stress condition has already been 
modified by the approach of the face. 
In summary, the three-dimensional finite element 
analysis is able to take into account all these effects 
although some limitations and difficulties exist. 
One of the most popular three-diwensional finite 
element configurations avail~ble is the tetrahedral 
element, although occasionally it is difficult to 
subdivide a region into this type of element only. This 
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difficulty is aggravated, particularly in geotechnical 
problems, because of complex physical conditions involved 
in the analysis. For this reason, added to relative 
simplicity in programming and good numerica~ accuracy, the 
isoparametric hexahedral rectangular element, as shown in 
Figure 3.3, was chosen. Obviously, the choice was made on 
the grounds of economy, since more complex elements 
require correspondingly more calculatio:1 time and larger 
computer systems. 
3.4 FACTORS AFFECTING FINITE ELEMENT CALCULATIONS. 
Economical solution of problems by the finite 
element method is based on using the comput.er efficiently. 
In order to improve computational effiuiency it is 
necessary to balance each process involved in the 
calculation. A rational approach to confirmation of the 
solution integrity in finite element analysis requires a 
categorization of the sources of error. A general scheme 
of such sources is presented in Figure 3.2. 





}--- d y ----v CJy = CJx = K 0 C5z 
T xy =t yz = 1 zx = 0 
F I G . 3 .1 ) In i t i a l stress i n t h e so i t. 
l FACTORS AFFECTING fiNITE ELEMENT SOLUTIONS 
I Physical-~ \ Numeric l r Human 1 
,_ 
; Formulation, · Model Precision, alternatives, 
adopted 
,- Stability, interpretation, 
etc other dec is ions 
. Mesh 1! Hardware I a ndl 
- i f t" 
Idealization r:e 1nemen f Software 
-.1 
·-
Total cost 1 
L--- ---- -- I 
FIG. 3.2) The finite element scheme. 



































































THE FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQUE TO SIMULATE TUNNELLING. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION. 
The problem of predicting the actual ground 
deformation due to the tunnelling in soft ground provides 
a severe test for any method of calculation because, as 
noted earlier, conditions found in the fiel-d are quite 
different from those simulated in the analysis. It was 
realised at the beginning of this research that the finite 
element method could be more appropriate than any other 
analytical method because it accommodates specific actions 
involved in the tunnelling process that other methods 
cannot take into account. This Chapter presents the 
general procedure used in this work for modelling tunnel 
excavation. 
- 71 -
4 o 2 SIMULATION OF' EXCAVATION AND CONSTRUCTION o 
During the tunnelling process, the ground around 
the tunnel is disturbed. If the magnitudes of the 
displacements exceed a certain limit they ~ay damage the 
structures present in the area affected by the excavation. 
This potential damage is not only related to the maximum 
vertical movement, but is also significnntly dependent on 
the distribution of horizontal movement. 
In a finite element analysis, the actual 
tunnelling process starts with the in-situ stress 
condition and is followed by one or more stages of 
excavation and support installation, if and as necessary. 
The excavation process is modelled by dividing the 
region of the soil to be removed into a n•.1mber of parts. 
Each of these parts will represent one load increment, and 
it is assumed that after each sequence of simulation the 
stresses on surfaces exposed by excavation will be zero. 
In early techniques to simulate excavation, the loads 
required to create such conditions wer~ obtained by 
multiplying the computed stresses at the nodes on the 
exposed surface by the projected area on which they act 
(Clough and Duncan, 1969). Then a cycle of finite element 
calculations is performed to find variations in stresses 
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due to the application of such loads. At the end of each 
cycle, the variations of stresses are added to the 
stresses computed in the previous stage. Often, the 
stresses for computing loads were found by interpolating 
stresses at the centroids of surrounding elaments. 
It was shown by the use of the foreg~ing procedure 
(Christian and Wong, 1973) that, for excavation in elastic 
soil, this procedure yielded different results for 
different numbers of load increments. The discrepancies 
were only reduced by using a least-squares extrapolation 
function to evaluate stresses on the boundaries between 
adjacent elements. 
Later, an alternative technique was developed by 
the use of the displacements computed during the previous 
-
stages of excavation. This procedure does not require use 
of an auxiliary extrapolation model, and it has been shown 
that for excavations in an elastic medium ~he calculated 
stresses and displacements are independent of the number 
of steps employed to simulate the same stage of excavation 
precess (Ishihara, 1970~ Chandrasekaran and King, 1974). 
An approach based on this latter procedu~e is adopted in 
this work and will be presented in Section ~.3. 
The aim of the finite element calculations used to 
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simulate excavation is to determine the change of state 
(displacements, stresses and strains) at specific points 
in the medium resulting from the removal of a stressed 
portion of the system. The excavation is simulated by the 
process of releasing forces calculated initially from the 
stresses acting on the surface which will form the 
boundary of the excavated region. The subsequent forces 
are calculated considering the effects of previous steps. 
Each stage of the excavation process is slmulated by the 
application of nodal force relaxation i~ the model. 
Details of this procedure are explained in Section 4.3. 
All the elements assigned to the internal portion 
of the tunnel are initially active. At a designated step 
when the excavation takes place these elements are 
deactivated, that is, the stiffness matrix of this element 
is not assemf>led in the global s-~iffness matri* -of the 
system. The installation of a support system is simulated 
by the inverse operation : first, the stiffness matrix of 
elements representing the supporting structure is 
calculated by using an appropriate elastic modulus and 
then assembling it into the global stiffness matrix. 
4.3 SIMULATION PROCESS. 
The procedure was proposed by Char.drasekaran and 
King (1974). One important feature of this procedure, 
when applied to linear analysis of geotechnical 
engineering problems, is the consistency demonstrated by 
the final results regardless of the number of load 
increments used. This is particularly important when 
loading history is an integral part of the problem. 
To illustrate the simulation pracess, we consider 
that the tunnel excavation is carried out in N stages, 
corresponding to surfaces s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4 , ..• ,s1,!,respectively, 
as shown in Figure 4.1. Each excavation surface is 
defined by the face proper and the wall of the tunnel. 
Initially the forces {F1 }, {F2 }, [F3 }, {F4 }, ... , {FN} 
are defined on the surfaces s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4 , ... ,SN. 
The first stage of an excavatian process is 
carried out by applying the force -{F1 } on the surface s1 , 
1 1 
and deactivating the removed elements. Let {dF2 } ,{dF3 }, 
{dF!} , ... , {dF~} be the variation of {F2 } ,{F3 } ,{F4 } , ... , 
{FN}, respectively, due to the first stage of excavation. 
Each component of these variations is obtained from the 
product of the stiffness matrix of elements located on the 
surfaces s 2 ,s3 ,s4 , ... ,SN and the corresponding first stage 
displacements. 
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now be expressed as 
* + { dF~} {F2} = {F2} 
* + {dF;} {F3} = {F3} 
* + { dF!} {F4} = { F 4} 
in which the first member of each expression represents 
the nodal forces equivalent to the stressed portion of the 
soil to be removed. 
The second stage of excavation is carried out by 
* applying forces -{F2 } on nodes located on the surface s 2 
and neglecting (or deactivating) the removed elements. At 
the end of this stage the forces acting on the remaining 
surfaces are given by, 
** * { dF~} {FN} = {FN} + 
in which 2 2 2 the v·ariations of the { dF 3 } I { dF 4 } I • • • I { dF N } are 
respective forces due to the second stage of the 
excavation. They are now calculated b·.r 
"' 
the use of 
corresponding second stage incremental displacements. 
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For the following stages, the procedure is applied 
successively as described above. At the en~ of each stage 
of the excavation process the incremental displacements, 
stresses and strains are added to the previous values. 
4.4 FORMULATION. 
For the initial opening, the releasing forces {F1 } 
are simply calculated by integrating the virgin stresses 
along the faces of elements around the opening : 
IF1 J = J[B)· {a}dV 
vol 
in which, (B) is the strain/displacement matrix and {a} 
is the stress vector for each node. 
For subsequent analyses, the e~fects of previous 
loadings are considered by the use of the following 
equations to calculate the releasing forces { F . } : 
J 
{F.}= {F. 1 }- {dF.} J J- J 
and, 
{dF.} = (K)•{d.} 
J J 
in which, j is the increment number, {dF.} the variation 
J 
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of the force, (K) the stiffness matrix and 
displacement vector calculated in increment j. 




In practice,when the face advances during tunnel 
contruction, a certain length of the opening is left 
unsupported and this will change the stress field in the 
ground. Most of the load will be supporteQ by the lining, 
particularly by the last ring. A signific~nt part of the 
load is also transferred to the unexcavated ground ahead 
of the face, a process which cannot be accepted easily 
into a two-dimensional formulation. Then a new segment of 
lining is erected and the whole pro~ess is repeated 
cyclically. A pattern of movements always takes place 
between the installation of two cons~cutive lining 
segments. 
The procedure used in the finite element method to 
simulate the lining placement involves the reactivation of 
the elements representing the support system. The nodal 
forces equivalent to the new portion to be excavated are 
applied and the response of both the ground and support 















































THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAMo 
Sol INTRODUCTIONo 
A Finite Element Program (see Appendix B) for 3-
Dimensional Elastic Solution (FEP3DES) wan written in the 
Fortran IV language, level G, using the Uni~ersity (NUMAC) 
IBM 370/168 mainframe computer with 2Mbytes core storage 
capacityo 
A short program (GRAPH), (see Appendix C), was 
also written in order to select desiqnated variables 
calculated by FEP3DES to be contoured using the General 
Purpose Contouring Package (GPCP) public p1.ogramo GPCP is 
run separately from the FEP3DES and graphics subroutineo 
The main program is comprehensive and automatic in 
many features such as generation of missing input data, 
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stiffness assembly, node fixing, solution of equations, 
stress and strain computations and output data. It was 
written taking into account a limit of computing time and 
the storage capacity of the computer used. 
The following Sections present vriefly some of 
main features, limitations and advantages c.f the program. 
5.2 SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM. 
As pointed out previously, a ttree-dimensional 
finite element method applied to tunn~l construction 
analysis requires a large and fast computer, This was the 
reason for writing the program FEP3DES in as simple a 
manner as possible. The following features and scope of 
operation are included 
a) The program is intended for geotechnical 
applications. 
b) Physical properties of materiuls are linear 
elastic, homogeneous and isotropic. 
c) Loading can be in the form of discrete forces 
or prescribed displacements applied to selected nodes. 
d) The simulation of tunnelling process is made by 
calculating initial releasing forces from the primary 
stress in the ground. For subsequent .':;teps (if the 
incremental procedure is used) the releasing forces are 
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obtained from displacements calculated at the end of each 
step. 
e) The finite element mesh is generated 
automatically. 
g) Geometry and material properties do not change 
longitudinally. 
h) Primary state of stress is expressed in terms 
of lateral, vertical and longitudinal stres8es. 
i) Elements representing the excavated portion of 
the soil are 'deactivated' to simulate the excavation 
process. 
j) 'Deactivated 1 elements are 'reactivated' at a 
specified distance from the advancing face if tunnel 
support installation is simulated. 
5.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM. 
The program consists of a main routine and 25 
subroutines. The action of these subroutin~s is described 
in Appendix A, the logic of the program is shown in Figure 
5.1, and the program is listed at the end of this thesis. 
5.3.1 MESH AND STORAGE DETAILS. 
As indicated in Section 3.3.4, the finite element 
used in this program has 8 nodes located on corners of the 
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element as shown in Figure 3.3. 
In order to reduce the input data to a minimum, 
coordinates, stresses, displacement conditions and element 
node numbers are given in a similar way to that in two-
dimensional analysis. Associated with each node are 
numbers defining the displacement cond:~ tion, coordinates 
and initial stresses. The maximum number of nodes and 
elements are 1122 and 840, respectively, and the permitted 
maximum semi-bandwidth of the global matrix is 351. 
Although the number of nodes and elements is considered 
adequate for most problems, this numbe:r: may be increased 
if necessary. 
5.3.2 EQUATION SOLUTION METHOD. 
In order to minimize the required core storage, 
only the upper half of the banded global stiffness matrix 
is stored in the designated array. The equations are 
solved at each step using the Gauss elimination method. 
The displacements obtained by the solution of equations 
will generate the stresses and strains. 
5.3.3 LOGICAL UNITS. 
Four temporary files numbered 1, 3, 9 and 11, and 
one permanent file numbered 12 may be used .i..n the program. 
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These units must be declared at the begining of the 
execution. File number 9 is only required if the lining 
placement during tunnel construction is simulated. 
5.3.4 INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA. 
Data for the FEP3DES program must be input in 
appropriate format using any set of consistent units. The 
values of displacements, stresses and strains calculated 
at the end of each step will correspond to the units 
adopted. 
5.4 COMMENTS. 
The finite element method of analysis not only has 
to be economically sound but also precise enough in its 
output information. This requirernent can only be checked 
through careful comparison between calculated results and 
field measurements. The results will mainly depend on the 
implemented stress-strain behaviour of materials. As 
discussed briefly in Section 3.3.3, a general constitutive 
relationship describing this behaviour is still 
unavailable. At the present time, the most common 
procedure for approximating stress-strain properties of 
soils is based on results obtained from laboratory tests. 
Although some limitations exist in this procedure, the 
relative simplicity and availability of the apparatus make 
it attractive for practical purposes. 
Typically soil behaves non-linearly, but many 
workers have performed linear finite e:ement analyses on 
actual cases. Linear elastic analyses were used in the 
present research, the reasons for this b~ing discussed 
later in this thesis. 
For many practical problems, particularly in 
three-dimensional analysis, too 
points are involved so that the 
input data becomes extremely 
many elewents and nodal 
task of preparing the 
lengthy and tedious. 
Consequently, some unintentional human errors may be 
introduced during the preparation of thousands of data 
entries and may remain undetected in spite of the checks 
which are usually made. The presence of euch errors will 
inevitably bring about incorrect results &nd, if detected 
at this stage, would require a further calculation on the 
computer after correcting the input data. However, if the 
errors remain undetected the consequences may be very 
serious because incorrect results lead to incorrect 
engineering decisions. 
data errors can be 
generation feature of 
The risk of introducing such input 
reduced by the automatic mesh 
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the whole domain automatically by the computer 
minimum amount of information necessary to 
the mesh geometry and the requisite mesh 
In addition to the two important factors discussed 
above, the following requirements wer= regarded as 
essential during the writing of the prograrr. : 
a) The introduction of the stress-strain law in 
the analysis should not lead to high computing cost .. 
b) The applied mechanical properties of soils 
might be determined by common labor·atory testing 
techniques. 
c) The calculated results have to be close enough 
to reality for practical purposes. 
d) There must be easy understanding of the program 
in order to allow further changes if neces~ary. 
e) Realistic representation of the excavation and 
construction procedure is required. 
f) The program should allow 
response of buried pipelines to the 
caused by tunnel construction. 
analysis of the 
ground movements 
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Read problem title 
geometry , material 
properties , initial 
boundary conditions 




stresses and strains 
Read loading datal~===-==, 
Assemble global stiffness 
matrix, set up load vector 
and boundary conditions 
Solve linear equations 
Calculate stresses 
and strains 
Print out summary of 
input data and results 
FIG. 5.1) Flow chart for the program FEP3DES. 
SITE AND MODEL USED IN THE ANALYSES. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION. 
The capabilities of the three-dimensional finite 
element technique for analysing stresses and deformations 
in engineering problems with complicated geometries have 
been well established in the past literature. However, 
the use Of this analytical tool in geologic&! protil~ms hcis 
been resisted, partially because of its high cost, both 
in manpower and computer time. 
It is attempted, with the following analyses, to 
put a more quantitative perspective on this objection by 
examining the advantages of a typical three-dimensional 
finite element study. An attempt has been made to 
investigate procedures which would avoid the great expense 
and some inefficiency inherent in the methods more 
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generally used. 
The elastic approach has been userl throughout the 
research to analyse the distribution of st~esses, strains 
and displacements. Although it does not predict specific 
failure conditions, it does provide estimates of service 
behaviour and of possible failure mechanisms. 
Even with the present state of finite element 
methodology and computer technology, three-dimensional 
analysis for simulation of tunnel construction and its 
effect on nearby structures can be quite expensive due to 
the size of the mesh and large number of steps required. 
While this approach may be feasible for studying on a 
case-by-case basis, parametric studies re~uiring several 
analyses of a general problem appear to be impractical at 
this time. A compromise has been attempted by combining 
the finite element method and an empirical approach using 
one set of material properties. In spite of these 
limitations, it has been considered that a simple three-
dimensional linear elastic idealization ~auld provide 
preliminary infor~ation when attempting to model ground 
movement caused by tunnel excavation and/o~ the possible 
response of buried pipes to these movements. 
Simulation of the excavation process was performed 
by varying the releasing forces at thE tunnel surface 
until a 0 best fit' between results calculated by the 
empirical method and the finite element approach was 
achieved. 
It is not intended in this work to discuss fully 
all aspects of the tunnelling process in clay soil, nor 
the effect of tunnelling on buried pj.p~lines. This 
presentation will concentrate on aspects of soil behaviour 
relevant to tunnelli~g, with or without lining 
installation, and the possible response of pipelines to 
ground movements, essentially as seen f~om the point of 
view of the engineer. 
6.2 DETAILS OF THE SITE ANALYSED. 
Figure 6.1 shows the plan of the area (Tyneside 
Sewerage Scheme at Collingwood Street, ~ewcastle upon 
Tyne) used in this study. The depth of the tunnel axis at 
this section varies between 13.36m and 13.72m. Three gas 
pipelines lie parallel to the tunnel centre line at depths 
varying from 0. 8m to 1. 7m . A 18" diame·ter pipeline lies 
under the pavement 6.5m from the tunnel centre line. The 
smallest diameter pipe (12'') lies 1.7m f~om the centre 
line and the largest diameter pipe (24") lies directly 
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above the tunnel centre line. For ease of finite element 
idealization, it is assumed that all three pipes ar8 
located at a depth of l.Sm and the tunntl axis at a depth 
of 13.5m, as shown in Figure 6.4. 
6.3 GEOLOGICAL CHARACTER OF THE SITE. 
Ground investigations carried out in the area 
involved the putting down of boreholes as indicated iM 
Figure 6.1. Four different types of deposit were found g 
1) A variable depth of fill, comprising soft clay, 
stones, ashes, bricks, sand, gravel, timber and corli 
fragments, cover~ the whole area from a thickness ot 
between l.Om to about 12.0m. 
2) Silty clays, often finely laminated with sartd 
or silty intercalations. Clay thickness varies from about 
l.Om to 6.0m. 
3) Stiff to very stiff boulder clay, usually sandy 
or silty and containing cobbles, boulders and gravel in 
variable proportions~ it underlies the laminated clay. 
4) Sand and gravel horizons var.yii1g in thickness 
and depth and containing clay bands and pockets of clay. 
From the analysis of the site investigation data 
Nor grove et a~.(l979) suggested that most of the 
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tunnelling would take place in boulder 
the range of soil types they also 
clay. Because of 
suggested the 
convenience, for analytical purposes, of considering the 
deposits in three categories by grouping the sandy clays 
with the boulder clay. 
6.4 SOIL PROPERTIES TRIAXIAL TESTS. 
Because of the large number of factors which 
influence the ground response, some simplifications and 
constant parameters have to be used in order to reduce 
computer time calculations. Values of Young's modulus (E) 
and Poisson's ratio ( v) for the ground were constant 
throughout the analyses. The value of E was based on 
triaxial tests while v was assumed to be equal to 0. 4 8 
based on local geological conditions. 
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the results of undrained 
triaxial tests carried out at the Northumbrian Water 
Authority's Central Site Office, Howdon on 15th September 
1977. These tests were performed on ~OOmm diameter 
undisturbed soil samples described in both Figures, 
retrieved at depths of 4.0m and lO.Om from borehole G2C. 
Obviously, any number of possible secant or tangent moduli 
can be obtained from both stress-strain curves. 
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Choosing the best value of modulus applicable to 
the problem is a difficult task. The s0lution is to 
choose that modulus which best represents the stress 
changes which are expected to occur in the field. If the 
condition is to represent a very wide vari~ty of stress 
levels, a secant modulus corresponding to one-half to one-
third the failure stress is often used (Lee et al, 1983). 
The reasoning behind this is that a safety factor of 2 or 
3 is usually applied to an assessment of strength, and 
hence on average the soil will be subjected to one-half to 
one-third the failure stress. However, Lee et al.(l983) 
pointed out that such an approach must be used with 
caution because the stress-strain curve is influenced by 
many factors such as the minimum principal stress. 
Bearing in mind the lack of test results and general 
uncertainty in estimating E, further refinement in 
obtaining the modulus va~ue was cons~dered unnecessary. 
Thus, values of 0.6 MN/m2 and 1.0 MN/m2 have been obtained 
from Figures 6.2 and 6.3, respectively, nsing one-half of 
the failure stress. 
Because the tunnel at Collingwood Street was 
excavated below the water level, and the simulation of 
tunnelling is performed for an undrained condition, a 
Poisson's ratio value of 0.48 is used in the finite 




A sketch of an idealized model. of the site with 
values of the ground physical properties used in the 
analysis is shown in Figure 6.4. 
6.5 PIPES MATERIAL PROPERTIES. 
The three pipes under investigation are made of 
cast iron and they are assumed to respond elastically to 
deformation. The tangent Young's modulus and Poisson's 
ratio were taken to be 65~10 3 MN/m2 and 0.26, 
respectively. Table 6.1 shows the charar.teristics and 
symbols used for the pipes throughout thE analyses. 
6.6 'EQUIVALENT STIFFNESS' APPROACH. 
At the interface of a pipe and foundation there 
can be a significant change in stiffness of the different 
elements. In order to illustrate the numerical problem 
which may develop, Wilson (1977) has pres~nted a simple 
numerical example consisting of a small-size element 
having large stiffness connected to the other elements 
with comparatively small stiffness. He pointed out that 
although most modern digital computerR n0rmally operate 
with seven to fourteen significant figures, the numerical 
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sensitivity can still cause problems. To overcome such a 
problem, a logical and simple approach without affecting 
computer time requirements involves applying the 
'equivalent stiffness 1 approach to the pipes. The idea of 
this method is to replace the original stiffness of the 
pipe with a reduced stiffness on a transformed cross 
section of the pipe in such a way that the response of the 
replaced pipe is the same in terms of deflections. If 
this approach is used, the bending and direct stresses 
output from the computations will have to the transformed 
back to actual values. 
The following values have been used in the 
analyses : 
a) PIPE A' External diameter (De) = 0.650 m 
Internal diameter (Di) ::::: 0.610 m 
Elastic modulus (E) 65Xl0 3 MN/m 2 = 
Moment of inertia ( I ) 19 . 9 2 sx 10 - 4 4 = m 
Stiffness ( EI) 128.94 MN.m 2 = 
* Values of I or I have been obtained by using the 
following expression 
I = ( TI' I 64 ) · ( De4 - Di 4 ) 
Taking the wall thickness equal to 6-times the 
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actual thickness, the internal diameter of the transformed 
section is 0.4064m. Thus, the 1 equivalent' moment of 
* inertia (I ) is 
* * * if EI = E I , where E is the 'equivalent' Young 1 s modulus. 
Then Ett = 17.45 x10 3 MN/rn2 
Using a similar procedure for the remaining pipes, 
we have 
b) PIPE B' 
* -4 I = 5.79Xl0 4 m 
* Then E = 3 2 20.88Xl0 MN/m . 
c) PIPE C' I*= 7.35Kl0-4 m4 
* -4 4 I = 25.66Xl0 m 
Then E*= 18.6Xl03 MN/m2 • 
In addition to the primary reason for using such a 
procedure, this approach avoids the use of excessively 
distorted elements to represent the pipe. 
6.7 DISPLACEMENT FIELD APPLIED TO FINITE EL.r'.:MENT MESH. 
Because the dimensions of the pipelines relative 
to those of the idealised media of the site is too small, 
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the response of the buried pipes was analysed by isolating 
regions of design interest and applying to these regions 
the displacement fields calculated by the ground movement 
theory developed by Attewell and Woodman (1982). The 
input displacement field data were gene:-:ated using a 
program run on an Exidy Sorcerer microcomputer at the 
University of Durham and written by Reeves ~1982). 
Clearly, 
depends on the 
the success of such a method totally 
realism and accuracy of the input 
displacements to the finite element program. 
6.8 FINITE ELEMENT MODELS. 
In constructing a finite element model for 
analysing the behaviour of a buried pipeline and/or the 
ground due to the tunnelling, careful consideration must 
be given to the number and the shape of the elements to be 
employed in the mesh. An important question arises as to 
what extent of the region should be discretized for the 
finite element solution. The idealization should be such 
that the accuracy of the solution is comp~tible with the 
precision with which the soil properties could be 
determined and to which the standards of the site practice 
could be controlled during construction. To model a semi-
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in£inite soil around the pipe and/or tunnel, a convenient 
boundary for the finite element model had to be chosen in 
order to duplicate as nearly as possible the stresses and 
deflections that would occur in the free field away from 
the region perturbed by the applied load. 
Determination of the location of the external 
boundaries for the mesh was based on Figures 7.1.1 to 







is hOt transversely 
one half of it is 
considered because the size of available computer core 
storage is incapable of accommodating data for the entire 
system discretized by finite elements. 
Predicting the response of a buried pipe to ground 
movement is difficult because of the indete:-:-minated nature 
of the soil-pipe interaction. 
In the past, several assumptions have been made in 
order to formulate a simple theoretical model of the soil-
pipe system for obtaining a practical method of design. 
These assumptions mainly relate to the djstribution of 
load in the soil-pipe system. The finite element method, 
which does not require such an assumption, enables 




a soil-pipe system might 
of the reason pointed 
be subjected. However, 
out pr2viously, the 
behaviour of a buried pipe is analysed by applying a 
displacement field to two different finite element meshes: 
one considering the pipe and surrounding soil as a system, 
and the other considering the pipe alone. 
The analyses of soil-pipe and soil-lining systems 
were performed assuming a perfect bonding b~tween soil and 
structure. 
6.9 GENERAL COMMENTS. 
Although considerable 
the analysis and design of both 
study has been devoted to 
rigid and flexible buried 
cylinders, little attention has been given to the response 
of buried pipelines to the ground movements caused by 
tunnelling. The present investigation is aimed at 
improving the tools necessary for pr~dicting their 
behaviour. 
In all the cases studied and reported in this 
thesis, numerical techniques are used and presented as 
follows 
a) Simulation of a tunnel excavation without 
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lining installation. This 
the lining is installed 
represents 
after the 
displacements have developed. 
the case in which 
full potential 
b) Simulation of the response of a soil-pipe 
system to the ground movement caused by tunnelling in soil 
without modelling the surrounding soil in the finite 
element mesh. 
c) Simulation of the response of a soil-pipe 
system to the ground movement caused by tunnelling in 
soil. 
d) Simulation of a tunnel excavation in a soft 
soil with lining installation. 
Cases b) and c) have been analyse~ by applying a 
displacement field to the finite element mesh. The 
analyses of cases a) and d) were performed on finite 
element meshes without considering pipes lying parallel to 
the tunnel centre line. 
The finite element meshes used j.n the analyses 
were defined in such a way that the geometry and material 
properties remained unchanged along the longitudinal 
direction. The transverse planes are parallel to each 
other and equally spaced. 
The integration scheme used in thi& work is prone 
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to numerical instability beyond a certain range of finite 
element idealization. In the examples presented herein, 
the double precision statement was used in the program in 
order to overcome this problem. The general question of 
the choice of a best scheme hav-ing optimum economy and 
accuracy from among a large number of available finite 
element schemes is a difficult task, and further 
investigations were not carried out because this matter is 
out of the scope of this research. 
As pointed out earlier, analyses were performed 
assuming the medium to be incompressible. This asswnption 
may lead to numerical difficulties because stresses are 
related directly to the elasticity matrix (U): 
{o} =(D).{£} 
For an elastic .isotropic medium Poisson' t~ ratio should be 
equal to 0.5, and for this value all terms in the 
appropriate elasticity matrix become infinite. 
Consequently, the solutions obtained by this numerical 
technique are unreliable if v is too close to 0.5. 
Although the tone of the discussions outlined in 
this Section may have appeared to ~mphasize the 
difficulties encountered in the accurate modelling of the 
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tunnelling process and the response of a buried pipeline 
to ground movements, it is nevertheless p.:>ssible within 
the imposed limitations to examine various aspects of the 
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FIG. 6.1} Plan of the area ( Nor grove e t at, 1979) 
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FIG.6.4) Sketch of the idealized site profile. 
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TABLE 6.1 Characteristics of three pipes lying parallel 
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FINITE ELEMENT CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION. 
7.1 INTRODUCTION. 
The computer code FEP3DES described in Chapter 5 
has been used to carry out the analyses outlined in the 
previous Chapter. To illustrate the possible applications 
and difficulties in using the three-dimensional finite 
element linear analysis for predicting displacements, 
-
stresses and strains caused by tunnelling in soft ground, 
and its possible effects on buried p~pelines, four 
examples are presented in the following sections. 
As a prelude to evolving an incremental elastic-
plastic analysis, the present work deals with the elastic 
analysis. In particular, various factors that affect 
calculated results are considered, incl•Jding relative 
stiffness between soil and pipe, and the finite element 
mesh employed in the analyses. Each example is prefaced 
-~ 108 -
by a summary of the assumptions employed in the analysis, 
and which outlines the essential problemu in setting up 
reasonable models for behavioural studies of soil masses 
and/or nearby structures subjected to a programme of 
tunnel excavation. Only static deflection analysis is 
considered, and a summary of results discusse-d in this 
work is shown in Table 7.1. 
7. 2 TUNNELLING IN SOIL 
STRAINS. 
PISPLACEMENTS, STRESSES AND 
Given the factors outlined iP the previous 
section, it was decided to establish a rational criterion 
of analysis which could provide appropriate information 
for practical assessment and design purposes. A logical 
conclusion for this stage of study was that, with the 
present state of the art in tunnellL1g, the analysis 
cannot be expected to repr~sent all the important factors 
influencing the ground displacements. Therefore, many 
researchers have performed reasonable analyses by 
assigning a Gaussian probability curve to the shape of the 
transverse settlement trough over tunnels, as discussed in 
Chapter 2. Thus, it was decided that the displacements 
calculated by the finite element method should be compared 
with displacements calculated by the approach of Attewell 
and woodman ( 1982} • Adoption of a Gaussian curve is 
supported by the literature survey reported in tabular 
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form in this dissertation (Table 2.1). 
Before starting finite elem~nt calculations, the 
displacements and strains were calculated and plotted 
using an Exidy Sorcerer microcomputer, as noted above. 
T~e plots, s:ornprisiJ?.g 10% (of ma~,:l_Ill.\lifl)_ 90ntQur _ lines, are 
shown in Figures 7.1.1 to 7.1.6 inclusive, and they were 
also used to limit the boundaries of the finite element 
meshes. These Figures have been obtained using a value of 
5% for Vs' together with Ka and n values equal to unity, 
as suggested by Norgrove et al.(l979) for this site. 
7.2.1 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL. 
The finite element mesh is shown in Figure 7.2.1. 
This Mesh was designed to represent only the major tunnel 
opening and giving smooth stress e.nd displacement 
variations around- the opening. Only one half of the 
system was considered and the three pipes lying parallel 
to the tunnel centre line were not taken into account 
because of the limitation of storage capacity of the 
computer used in the analysis. 
Analysis of the excavation proces.a was performed 
to include the following : 
a) the soil mass was modelled as a linearly 
elastic, isotropic and homogeneous material. 
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b) the virgin stress field was simply assessed on 
the basis of stress for depth, with the horizontal 
stresses calculated by multiplying vertical stresses by 
the coefficient of earth pressure, Ko 
c) the lower boundary of the -meRh is restrained 
from moving in any directiono 
d) the vertical surfaces of the wesh, except for 
the frontal one, are prevented from moving perpendicularly 
to the surface consideredo 
e) all points in the interior, g':-ound surface, and 
in the frontal surface, except those located on the edges 
of the mesh, were given no restrictions to 11ovement. 
f) no external loads or body forces were applied. 
g) the only sources of deformation are the 
relaxation forces due to the excavation. 
h) since only an elastic analybis was available, 
th~ si~ulation procedure was p~rformed 1n one single step 
of excavation. The shaded portion of the mesh in Figure 
7o2ol represents the surface exposed by excavation. 
i) no support structures were modelled in the 
I 
analysis a 
j ) no in-ground structures were :nodelled in the 
analysiso 
k) transverse sections of the mes!l were equally 
spaced in the longitudinal (parallel to the tunnel centre 
line) direction in order to facilitate comparison between 
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results calculated by the finite element method and the 
normal probability curve asslimption. This distance was 
taken to be equal to 3.375m {i/4). 
1) output data were plotted once the 'best fit' 
between transverse settlement troughs .:::alculated by the 
-- --
finite element method and the normal probability empirical 
approach was achieved. 
m) three transverse sections were selected in 
order to achieve the previous objective 3i behind the 
tunnel face, at the tunnel face, and i ahead of tunnel 
face, as indicated in Figure 7.2.2 by pl.:-.tnes ABCD, EFGH 
and IJKL, respectively. 
n) matching of surface settlemen~ troughs was 
performed by varying the applied horizontal forces only. 
o) the maximum settlement is assumed to be 
achieved above the tunnel centre line and 3i behind the 
face. 
p) once the 'best fit' was assumedto be achieved 
using transverse sections indicated in mi, the ground 
surface and longitudinal section, indicated respectively 
by planes MNOP and OPQR in Figure 7.2.3, were also 
consided. 
7. 2. 2 COMPARISON BET~·.JEEN FINITE ELEMENT AND NORMAL 
PROBABILITY CURVE RESULTS. 
Included in this Section is a qualitative 
discussion on the adjustment required to be made to the 
curves obtained by finite element calculations in order to 
give a more accurate approximation to a normal probability 
curve. 
Four surface settlement troughs for each 
transverse section were calculated and plotted in terms of 
percentage of maximum settle1nent, as shown in Figure 
7.2.4. The value of maximum settlement was taken at the 
point located on the surface above the tunnel centre line 
3i behind the tunnel face. 
Three finite element calculations were performed 
considering one case in which the horizontal forces were 
not reduced, and two cases reducing 5- and 10-times the 
values of the forces calculated from the virgin stresses. 
The resulting--vertical displacements bi1 tlie ground surface 
had to be adjusted based on the condition that no movement 
would occur on the ve·rtical boundary parallel to the 
tunnel centre line. Thus, the displacements of nodes 
located on the upper edges of this boundary were set to 
zero and every node located on the same transverse section 
was reduced by the same amount of displacement. This is 
equivalent to a translation movement of eA.ch transverse 
settlement trough by an amount of corresponding vertical 
movement of the node located at the upper edge of the 
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vertical boundary parallel to the tunnel centre line. 
Results are plotted in Figure 7.2.4. The dashed 
lines (1) represent the normal probability curve and solid 
lines ( 2, . 3 and 4) represent rcsul ts qbtained by the 
finite element method. 
The transverse settlement curves obtained by both 
approaches have. shown the following ~ 
a) Transverse section 3i behind the tunnel face. 
- the maximum slope of curve 1 is steeper than 
those for curves 2,3 and 4. 
- the maximum slope of curve 2 ~-s the steepest 
of the finite element results. 
- the inflexion points of all four curves are 
located approximately at the same distance from the centre 
line. 
- the distance from the tunnel centre line of 
the interception point of curves 2, 3 and 4 with curve 1 
increases with decreasing horizontal forces. This means 
that for distances smaller than i from the centre line, 
the difference in the percentage of maximum settlement is 
larger for smaller horizontal forces. The inverse applies 
for distances gr~at~r than i from the tunnel centre line. 
b) Transverse section at the tunnel face. 
the maximum slope for the finite element 
models increases with the decrease in horizontal forces. 
- the maximum discrepancy betw~·en curves 1 and 4 
is approximately 2% for the same point. 
the percentage of maximum settlement on this 
section calculated by the finite element reethod is lower 
than 50%. 
-the percentage of.maximum settlement over the 
tunnel centre line increases with 
horizontal forces. 
the decrease of 
c) Transverse section i ahead of tunnel face. 
As expected, all four profiles hdve given lower 
percentages of maximum settlement i-f -compared with both 
previous transverse sections. Compar.o_tively, the 
in terms of percentages between them are discrepancies 
larger than in the other two transverse SElctions, but it 
these differences are not significant for 
purposes because the magnitudA of displacements 
seems that 
practical 
developed in this section is small relative to the maximum 
settlement developed in the medium. 
Bearing in mind all th~ limitations outlined in 
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previous Chapters and a lack of 
data, the succeeding finite 
substanti?e geotechnical 
element calculations to 
simulate tunnel construction were carried out based on the 
model adopted for obtaining curve 4 in ~igure 7.2.4. The 
follpwing observations can be made frou the results 




An attempt was made to define some of the 
mechanisms by which lateral displacements can accompany 
settlement, and to investigate the nature of such. 
movements that develop when a tunnel ~s driven in soil 
under the condi tiorts outlined in Chapter 6. 
Contours of equal lateral displacements in 
millimetres for all five sections were plotted, and shown 
in Figures 7.2.5 through 7.2.8, where a positive sign 
means towards the tunnel centre line. The following 
observations can be made with respect to th~se Figures : 
a) There is no lateral movement on the ground 
surface above the tunnel centre line (Figures 7.2.5 to 
7.2.8). 
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b) At each location the direction of the lateral 
movement is toward the point of maximum settlement; that 
is, the displacements are always positive. 
c) The point of maximum lateral 1novement on the 
ground surface (Figure--7.2.8) and- the inflexion-point of 
the fully-developed transverse settlement trough (Curve 4, 
Figure 7.2.4) are loc~ted at approximately equal 
horizontal distance~ from the tunnel c~ntre line (l.Si). 
7.2.3.2 VERTICAL. 
The magnitude and distribution of vertical 
displacements calculated by the finite element method are 
shown in Figures 7.2.9 to 7.2.13. contours of equal 
displacements are shown (positive sign meanr. upwards), and 
the following can be observed : 
a) The largest settlement of each transverse 
section is located above the tunnel centre line. 
b) The maximum settlement may be taken at the 
point located not less than 3i behind tunnel face (Figure 
7.2.13). 
c) The magnitude of the maximum settlement is 
approximately twice as large as the magnitude of maximum 
se_ttlement generated on the transverse 
the tunnel face (Figures 7.2.9, 
7 0 2 013 ) 0 
section containing 
7.2.10, 7.2.12 and 
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d) The vertical displacement beyond i ahead of the 
tunnel face (Figures 7.2.12) is less than 2% of the 
maximum settlement. 
e) The magnitude of the vertical displacements 
decreases from the tunnel axis (centre) upwards, towards 
ground surface (Figures 7. 2. 9 and 7. 2.10). 
f) The springline of the tunnel moves slightly 
upwards (Figures 7.2.9 and 7.2.10). 
7.2.3.3 LONGITUDINAL. 
The distribution of longitudinal displacements in 
millimetres is plotted and shown in Figures 7.2.14 through 
7.2.18. From these Figures, the ~following can be 
observed, taking the positive sign in the dlrection of the 
tunnel advance: 
a) The ground surface moves iL an opposite 
direction to that of the tunnel advance (Figure 7.2.17). 
b) Longitudinal displacements on the ground 
surface increase towards the tunnel face (Figure 7.2.17). 
c) The sh~pe of the curves representing contours 
of equal longitudinal displacements abo7e the tunnel face 
are approximately circular with the largest radius 
approximately equal to i (Figure 7.2.17). 
d) The maximum longitudinal displacement is 
achieved on the tunnel springline (Figure 7.2.14). 
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7.2.4 STRESSES. 
Distributions of all three normal (tv each primary 
plane of section) stress components we:t;e plotted and shown 
in Figures 7.2.19 through 7.2.33, with a negative sign 
indicating compressive and . a -positive sig·n indicating 
tensile stresses. These Figures highlight the following 
points : 
7.2.4.1 LATERAL. 
a} Cdmpressive and tensile lateral stresses 
develop on the ground surface (Figure 7.2.22). 
b) There is no significant varia+,ion in lateral 
stresses beyond section i ahead of the tunnel face 
(Figures 7.2.21 and 7.2.23). 
c) The transition line between compressive and 
tensile itress~s on the g~ound ~ririace runs parallel to 
and at about 2i distance from the tunnel centre line until 
a transverse plane including the tunne~ face (Figure 
7.2.22) is reached. 
d) The absolute value of maximum compressive 
stress is greater than the absolute value of maximum 
tensile stress on the ground surface (Figur~ 7.2.22). 
e) The tunnel excavation induces the same lateral 
stress pattern on soil sections located behind the tunnel 
face (Figures 7.2.19,7.2.20 and 7.2.23). 
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7o2o4.2 VERTICALo 
Although the ground surface is dn unrestrained 
boundary of the finite element mesh, the normal vertical 
stresses develop on it because of the transvers~ 
displacement restriction imposed on the la-teral -boundary 
of this surface. Associated with this cond~tion, there is 
another reason for such apparent ground surface behaviouro 
The finite element used in the program gives constant 
stress (also strain) on an entire volume of the element. 
This means that any point in the element, obviously 
including the nodal points, will have th6 same magnitude 
of stress (or strain). Then, the ve~tical stress 
distribution on any plane parallel to the ground surface 
intercepting the elements representing the ground surface 
will have the same pattern of distribution as shown in 
Figure 7.2.27, except for the plane comm0n to the adjacent 
elements. Bearing in mind the limitations outlined above, 
the following observations may be made : 
a} Compressive and tensile vertical stresses 
develop on the ground surface (Figure 7. 2. 27). 
b) On the ground surface, the vertical stresses 
are tensile ahead of tunnel face and compressive behind 
tunnel face (Figure 7.2.27). 
c) Observations b ahd d made for lateral stresses 
a~so apply for vertical stresses. 
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7.2.4.3 LONGITUDINAL. 
Further conunents on longitudina::. stresses are 
considered unnecessary because observations made for 
lateral stre§se& also apply to lofigitudinal. stresses. 
7.2.5 STRAINS. 
In a similar manner to the stresses, Figures 
7.2. 34 to 7. 2. 4 8 show the distril;)ution of tl1ree components 
of normal strains in the transverse sections ABCD, EFGH 
and IJKL, ground surface section MNOP and longitudinal 
section OPQR. 
A positive sign indicate tensile strain and a 
negative sign indicates compressive strain. 
7-.2 o 5 .1 LATERAL. 
a) Lateral strains. on plane OPQR (Figure 7.2.3) 
are compressive (Figure 7. 2 • 3 8) o 
b) The contou;r of zero lateral strain on the 
ground surface is sensibly parallel to th~ tunnel centre 
line (Figure 7.2.37). 
c) The contour of zero lateral strain on the 
ground surface is located approximately 1.5i from the 
tunnel centre line (Figure 7.2.37). 
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d) On the ground surface the magnitude of maximum 
lateral strain in compression is greater ·.:han the strain 
in extension (Figure 7.2.37). The approximate respective 
values are 0.075% and 0.025%. This ratio is larger than 
the theoretical ratio according to normal probability 
curve theory. 
7.2.5.2) VERTICAL. 
Observations made for vertical stresses on the 
ground surface also apply to vertical strains. Then, the 
following can be observed 
a) The maximum tensile vertical strain on the 
ground Sl1rface is located above the tunn~l centre line and 
behind the tunnel face (Figure 7.2.42). 
b) The maximum compr~ss_ive vertical strain on the 
ground surface is located laterally 2.51 from the tunnel 
centre line and i behind the face (Figure 7.2.42). 
c) The patterns of vertical strair distributions 
on any transverse planes distant more than i/2 behind the 
tunnel face are similar (Figures 7.2.39, 7.2.40 and 
7.2.43). 
7.2.5.3) LONGITUDINAL. 
a) Contours of equal longitudinal strains on plane 
OPQR d~veloped within 2i ahead and 2i behind the tunnel 
face are approximately syrrunetric relati·ve to the vertical 
transverse plane located i/2 ahead of th·~ tunnel face 
(Figure 7. 2. 4 8) • 
b) The· magnitudes o£: _longi_tudinal str~ins _on t~1e 
transverse section at the tunnel face are much smaller 
than on sections 3i behind the tunnel fac~ and i ahead of 
the face (Figures 7.2.44 to 7.2.46). 
c) The patterns of the longitudinal strain 
distribution contours shown in Figures 7.2.44 and 7.2.46 
are similar, but a contour representing compressive strain 
in one of the Figures (Figure 7.2.44) corresponds to a 
tensile contour in the other (Figure 7.2.46). 
7.2.6 DISCUSSION. 
From the example of numerical· ana·lysis presented 
above, some relations may be predicted between 
displacements, stresses and strains that are likely to 





From contours of results calculated by the finite 
approach for the model adopted, and presented in 
7.2.5 through 7.2.48, the following can be 
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a) A pattern of differential ver"l:ical movements 
always exists with the magnitude of settlem~nt increasing 
from near zero at the outer edg~s qf a settlement trough 
to a maximum at some point behind and on the line of a 
moving disturbance source. 
b) ·The point· of --maximum -1-at:-'!ral · movement 
corresponds to the point of zero lateral strain (Figures 
7.3.8 and 7.2.37) 
c) The pattern of movements and strain 
distributions oh the ground surface obtained by the finite 
element and normal probability approaches are similar. 
d) The position of the maximum ext~nsional strain 
ahd zero strain are predicted to be approximately the same 
by the finite element and normal probability approaches. 
e) The prediction that the maximum lateral 
displaqement, zero lateral stress and zero lateral strain 
on the ground surface should occur approximately at the 
same point was not confirmed in the finite element 
calculations (Figures 7.2.8, 7.2.22 and 7.2.37). This 
situation may well be caused by the boundary conditions 
adopted for the finite element mesh. 
f.) The mesh boundary cqnd±ticms adopted for the 
finite element calculations may cCl,use t:r.e development of 
spurious normal stresses on the ground surf~ce. 
Additional information r~lating to the analysis 
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FIG. 7.2. 3) Longitudinal section & ground surface. 
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FIG. 7.2.4) Transverse settlement trough. 
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1.3 EFFECT OF GRO'(JND MOVEIVIENTS ON BURJ;ED PI:P~Lil\JES. 
was ma:de to analyse a poss:ible 
resppnse of buried pipelines to the ground movement caused 
by tunneiling in soil. Ail three pipes stUdied irt this 
example lie parallel 'to the tunnel drive. 
7.3.1 THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL. 
The basic configuration of all thr.ee pipe meshes 
used in the analysis is presented in Fi~ure 7.3.1. As 
shown in the Figure only the pipe is modelled in the 
finite element mesh in order to attempt to overcome the 
problem of a high stiffness ratio between pipe and 
surrounding so:i,l • The positions of t:he pJ,pes relative to 
the tunnel qxis are shown in Figure 6. 4 . 
The pi:,ocedure used· to find- stresses ana sti"a.il1s in 
the pipe is to apply a specified ground displacement field 
on the boundaries of the mesh of the pipe (Figure 7.3.1). 
Dis.placement field data for the soil al-one (pipe 
inclusions at that stage being absent) were first 
generated by using a program, based on the normal 
probability approach, on an Exidy sorcerer microcomputer 
and then inputting all the d_ai::.~ manually to the finite 
element prO<Jram through the maiD-_:l;rame computer terminal. 
It is noted 'that, in effect, this operation generates a 
,: . -~ --
-1:57 
pessimistic s,train condition in the pipe since, with th~ 
pip? in place, the soil displace,ments at the pipe boundary 
would be less than those displacements at the same point 
without the pipe being present. 
------- ·--
As the d.f:fferentlal di~placemen:ts i.n the :x:, y and 
z directions in the pipe cause-variations in pipe stresses 
and strains, :the finite element .Pi'OIJ:ram coriveni~ntly 
adj us.ts these qisplacements J:?efor~ transforming them into 
equivalent forces. This adjustment is equivalent to a 
rigid body translation movement which is made by setting 
to zero the smallest nodal displacement in one direction 
and subtracting t;he same amount from the remaining nodal 
displacements in the same direction. After the removal of 
such a translation movement, the resulting displacements 
are transformed to equivalent forces by applying the 
following expression 
{F} = (K)•{d} 
~here (K) is the element stiffness matrix and {d} is the 
adjusted displacement. 
The input displacements calculated by the 
empirical approach, as outl,ined in section 6.7, were 
obtain~d by assuming that the tunnel face is located 
halfway along the pipe length (that is, the length between 
the cross ~s~ct:io1;1 boundaries of the fini t:e ~l~emeht mesh) 
~it~ tlie tot:al length (27m or 4i) taken to ·be equal to 
tW:i:ce the depth of t:he tunnel axis ( 13 .,sm or 2 i) • 
of ded:ermined 
---- - - -
by 
analysing Figu~es 7.1.1 to 7.1.6. As c~n be seen in these 
Figures, the longitudinal comppnents of di:-3p:lacemenns and 
stra·ins may be assumed to be predominant parameters to 
determine the appropriate position of the boundaries. 
This pr.edominance is related to 'the ground surface ahead 
of the face affected by the tunnelling process, assuming 
that the contour of 10% of maximum long·itud.inal strain is 
an appropriate value to limit the pipe length of interest. 
In retrospect, it would have been preferable to have 
adopted boundaries beyond the 10% (of maximum) strain 
contour. 
The secant elastic modulus and PoJ..sson°s ratio 
were taken to be 94Xl03 MN/m2 and 0.26, re£pectively, for 
all three pipes. 
7.3.2 RESULTS OF THE FINI'!'E ELEMENT ANALYSIS • 
. '_...,_._-
7.3.2.1 DISPLACEMENTS. 
Values of s6iJ. displacements at the levels of all 
three pipe axes calculated in the. last example .;~.re plotted 
. ~ ' . 
'• ~ · .. :-_." . 
in F:i,.gu:t:~s 7. 3 • 2 through 7. 3 • 4 i.n terms ,of percemta,ge qf 
ril01ximum seb1:"1¢ffi.~nt q :Whi:qh was takrom (;om the po;int located 
on 'tne CJI"¢\ihd surface over th'e tunne-l 'cent.re tine and 3i 
behind the·c iurfn~l face. values of each pO;i.nt pto·fteq in 
th~se Fig~ures repr~sent the average displaC-9J!l~il.t Of four 
~ . - - -· 
- node-sc- surr<::rung-:i:ng- the pipe 'axois-·at eiH~ntr·arisverse-sec~tion 
used in tJ;le finite element mesh. 
As ex:pected, these Fi.gur·es show that the soil 
lateral displacements a,t pipe axis lev·els C\re sma-ller for 
p:ipefs located near to the tunnel centre i.ine. On the 
other hand, and again as expected, the vertical and 
longitudinal displacemen-ts are greater o 
In Figur,e 7 o 3 o-4, <the e~·fec;t of the boundary 
. -
conditions are .considera-ble, but the 'Figure shows that the 
-maximum value of longitudinal di-splacement is locatecd at 
th~ tunnel face. 
7.3o2.2 STRESSES. 
Values of stresses on pipE;!S A' , B' and c' were 
derived and plotted through Figures 7 o3. 5 to 7 o 3 o 7 o Four 
fibres upper fibre, lower fibre, outer right-hand side 
fj.J::>re and outer left-:-hand side fibre were chosen in order 
to analyse the longitudinal stres~es lj:-kely to develop on 
. such pipe-lines due to the tunnel e#c.:lvat$qrt. In the 
: -~ ,· 
'' _,:._~ . 
following discusBions, the term 0 lqngitudina]; stress 0 
r~fer~ to the sum of longitudinal bending s,tiess and 
direct stress in the x direction. 
The information provided by F,igu;-es 7.:3.5 to 7.3.7 
indicates that the verti;cal differential. movement in the 
longitudinal direction is a predominant 
cond.ttioning the longitudinal bending respons,e of pipes·. 
Af3 the pipes experience larger differential movements in 
the vertical direction it was expected that the fibres 
l.o.cated on the crown and invert of the pipes would 
experience higher (ten1;3ile or compressive) longitudinal 
stress levels than in any other position. This prediction 
was confirmed and can be observed in all three pipes 
(Figures 7.3.5 to 7.3.7) wnere the upper fibre is 
Sllbjec-ted to the abso·lute highest and lowest longitudinal 
stress l~vels ahead of and behind ~he tupnel :!:ace, 
-· -~ - --
respectively. 
Figures 7.3.5 to 7.3.7 show that the outer right-
hand side and left-hand side fibres are subjected 
approximately to the intermediate longi?:udinal stress 
levels between stresses on the upper and l·::>wer fibres in 
each cross-section of the pipe. Figure 7.3.7 shows that 
fibres located at the spring).ine of pipe C' present 
different characteristics from those shown in Figures 
7.3.5 and 7.3.6. The magnitude of ·the longitudinal 
- 1:6'1 -
sttesses on the outer r:\.ght...,ha_nd side fibre a:r~ closer to 
the in,agnitude of lofj.g,itudinal stresses on the upper fibre, 
and those for the outer 1eft...-hand side fibre are c):~ser to 
tne magnitude of longitudinal stre~ses on t."'le lower fibre. 
Although long-itudinal bending compressive stre'sses 
must be induced on the lower fibre of the pipe ahead of 
the tunnel face as a result of the vertical differential 
displac,ements, -the finite element results have shown that 
all point-s ahead of the tunnel face are subjected to total 
longitudinal tensile stress. Similarly, all points behind 
the tunnel face are subjected to total longitudinal 
compressive stress even though bending tensile stre!;;ses 
must be induced on the lower fibres. This pipe behaviour 
rna~ be ca~sed by the bound~ry d_±·f'?plac~rnent conditions 
imposed on the finite el.ement mesh, great rigidity of the 
pipe in the x direction and an assumed perfect bonding at 
the interface between· sOil and pipe. 
The contributions of displacement boundary 
condi-tions and rigidity of the pipe in the x direction are 
related to each other. Then, any force acting in the x 
direction will induce development of high stress levels 
(direct stress} in the x direction. The magnitude of 
direct compressive (or tensile} stres3 at one point is 
greater than the magnitude of longitudinal bending tensile 
(or compressive} stress at the same point, so causing an 
ent:i.te CpOf?S~s~ction of the pipe to J:>e subj~c:::ted to tne 
tat~l longi tudina1 caYrtpress;i;ve (or tensile) str~esses. 
I;f perfect bonding between soil and pipe is 
as'~s.umed in the finj.te element mpd'el, any movement in the x 
direction of the s.oil located ad'jacent to the pipe will 
contribu.te to an increaae in longitudinal s-tresses on the 
pipes. If the loc;id is such thpt no signifi.:cant ClffiO,unt of 
relative slip occurs between soi;J.. and pipe, it may be 
admissible to a~sume that those materials remain perfectly 
in con-tact. However, in practice and in some instances 
there may be relative slip, lead'ing to local de-coupling 
between soil and pipe and a wave of closing and opening of 
the soil at the soil--pipe interface. 
Besides these factors, there are others that may 
also contribute to the response of pipas as discussed 
above, such as flexibi).;ity: of pi'pelines ir. the zx plane, 
diameter of the pipe, depth and diameter of the tunnel. 
It is obvious that the magnitude of the 
deformations induced by the tunnelling proc'ess on flexible 
pipes would be greater than on rigid pipes having equal 
dimensions and occupying the same position in the ground 
relative to that of the tunnel. consequently, greater 
longitudinal bending deformations would tend to b~ induced 
()n flexible pipes. In a similar manner (and now assuming 
~ -, ~:·- ... ~._ --. 
___ , 
__ , . .:._~:e- -~ '"· 
. ~~- .,.._;. 
saine rc\agnituc:te of d.eformat..ions at axis 
lEwe'ls) , larger diameter p}.pe:lines w;i.ll be subjected to 
gr:eater bending stresses than those having smaller 
d.tarnet,ers. 
The magnitude of the deformations introduced to 
the ground by tunnel exc~vation are obviously related to 
the diame;ter and the depth of the tunnel, and these 
deformations control the behaviour of the pipes. The 
effect of both these tunnel parameters on the ground 
movements are not d'escribed here beca,use they have already 
been discussed in Chapter 2. 
In all three cq.ses an~ly.~ed, the output qata have 
shown that the maximum compressive and the maximum tensile 
s.tresses are located behind and ahead cf tne tunnel face 
(Figures 7 0 3 0 5 to 7. 3 0 7) , respective-ly I both at a disia'nce 
approximately equal to half the depth of the tunnel axis 
( 13. Sm) • 
Variations in direct and bending str~sses in the 
upper fibres of the pipes are shown in Figures 7.3.8 and 
7.3.9, respectively. As expected, thesE) Figures indicate 
that pipes located closer to the tunnel centre line 
experience higher levels of st-ress in both direct trac.tion 
and bending. 
= 1'64 ~ 
The longitudinal stresses in the s0il at pip~ axis 
levels, calculated in the example presented i,I1 Section 
7.2, are shown in Figure 7.3.10. The graph shows ~hp.t th~ 
1-ong-i tudinal stress varies p.ccording to the r_e:;l,,a:ti ve 
p_Q~~.t~Jm of ~h~ pipes in th_e ex~a'\lctt~d :tegi_o_n .. T}lus , a 
pipe located on the centre line is e~pecte.d to e:Kperienqe 
greater longitudinal str~ss (lqhg:itudinal bending and 
direct str.ess) disturbance, and this was confirmed and 
shown in the Figure. 
7.3.2.3 STRAINS. 
In a similar manner to the long.:o.tudinal stress, 
longitudinal strain refers to the sum of longitudinal 
bending strain and direct strain in·the x direction . 
. 
As predicted., the ~pat:terns of- longitudinal -straii1 
distributions on pipes are similar to those for 
longitudinal stresses. The reasons for this similarity 
lie in those same factors discussed in Sect.~on 7. 3. 2. 2. 
Figure 7. 3 • 11 shows the longi tudinar strains on 
the upper arrd lower fibres of pipes A 1 , B 1 and c 1 • The 
maximum compressive and maximum ten~ile longitudinal 
strains develop behind and ahead of the tunnel face, 
:resp¢ctively. This Figure also shows tha·c both ma:ximum 
qirect and maximum bending strains take place oh a pipe 








- 16.5 = 
the tunnel den·tre line at 
lgca,tion the grotm(l experienc_e 
rno.vemehts than in· arty other posi tiOI}. According to the 
,gr:aph, the points of rriCixlfnum longitudinal compressive aiJ.d 
maximum lqng~tudin,al tensile s:t.ra±ns are located 6m beJ;i.ind 
arid 6m ahead of the tunnel face, respectively. This 
distance corresponds approximately to 90'% of the assumed 
infle~ion d.i.stance i ( 6. 75m) • 
Predicted: longi tud.1na1 strains in the soil at pipe 
axis levels, also calculated in last example, were 
obtained in a similar manner to displacemen·ts and shown in 
Figure 7.3.12. This graph also shows that: the maximum 
strains are located above the tunnel centre line and 
approximately 6m f:,:om the tunnel face. 
7. 3. 3 DISCUSSION. 
The results obtained from the three-dimensional 
finite element analyses of displacement, str•'!SS and strain 
in three pipes along Collingwood Street, Newcastle upon 
'fyne, promote several observations. However, the re.sults 
mt,]st be interpre:ted with respect to the limi.tations of the 
approach adopted. Nevertheles$, information provided by 
this study may be useful for practical purpcses. 
One important conclusion drawn f-ro:n the analyses 
(·_ .. 
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±s that the tot~l long:± t:ud.inal stress q"t ary pdi:p:t behind 
(·or ahe<2d) the t~nneJ. face is co$pr~~siv3 (or tensile) 
•. 
di:fferenti~l displacements and the introduction of bending 
tensions ( or compressions) to the lower :fiih1~e of the pipe. 
For the particular model adopted in this analysis, the 
following may contribute to such pipe behaviour : 
a) Great rigidity o:E the pipe in the longitudinal 
(x) direction. 
b) Assumed (for the model) perfect Londing between 
pipe and soil. 
c) Depth of the tunnel axis. 
e) Diameter of the tunnel. 
f) Diameter of the pipe. 
h) Boundary displacement conditions of the finite 
element mesh. 
i) Length o:f the pipe. 
Actual ground movements, and their effects on 
these pipes, have been monitored at this location on 
co:tlingwood street, Newcastle upon .Tyne. Recorded values 
of direct ( longi tudina1) strains, vertical Lending s,trains 
and horizontal bending strains for the particular location 
shown in Figure 7.3.13 are presented in Figure 7.3.14. 
Analysing the field d(;!:t.a, Hurrell ( 19.83) poj-nt~d out that, 
although ground movements measured in Collingwood Street 
'. ·; 
were in fq;ct negligible, a de£inite r.¢spon~e of the pipe 
tb these movements hao been ob~e:rved 6 F:tom 9:t;raih 
measufi)e:hts on the pipeline there are sighs of a tensile 
di:tect st:ta:i,n w.ave deve:it)p:j.p.g §pme 18m in ?.<lv:ance of tl}e 
tunnel face, beGoming compr~ssive and then t-9nding to zero 
4$ the face mbved forward. 
From GOI{lf>arison with the actual field 
measurements , the finite elemen-t results have provided 
useful qualitative i:Qformation on the response of a buried 
pipeline to the ground move~ents induced by a moving 
d'isturbance source. The basic differenc~ between the 
f·ield measurement results and finite element calculations 
shown, respectively, in Figures 7.3.11 and 7.3.14, is the 
position of the tunnel face rela-tive to the point (line) 
representing zero strain. several factors may contribute 
to this difference: unavoidable simplifications made for 
the finite element model (silch 'aS the leng·ch of pipe, the 
finite element mesh boundary conditions, no consideration 
of the effect of adjacent buildings on i-nduced gr~ound 
displacements), the assumed input displacem<:int field data 
bas.ed 
. · ..- '~- ..,_ on the normal probability appr.)ach, material 
properties used in the analysis, and so on. 
256 el e,ments 
544 nodal points 
Pipe Au - R = 0.650 m 
, B' - R :: 0.325 m 
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FiG. 7. 3. 3 ) Predicted vertical movements in the soil at pipe axis leveL 
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7.4 EFFECT OF PIPE STIFFNESS ON SOIL MOVEMENT. 
In this example, an attempt has been made to 
analyse the effect of pipe stiffness on the ground 
movements caused by the tunnelling process. 
A general procedure for analysing, by means of a 
finite element mesh, the interaction behaviour of a soil-
pipe system with a tunnelling operation, is to model the 
entire medium ·disturbed by the excav~tion. In this 
example, it was not possible to apply this technique 
because of the 
scale of the 
approach had 
Accordingly, a 
small size of the pipes ~elative to the 
ground 
to be 
section, and so an alternative 
used 
displacement 
for studying the problem. 
field was applied to an 
isolated region of design interest, that is, the region(s) 
in the vicinity of the pipe(s). 
Two meshes shown in Figures 7.4.1 and 7.4.2 were 
used because using a single finite element mesh to 
represent all three pipes would not be feaRible. 
One of the meshes (Figure 7.4.1) in~ludes pipes A' 
and B', because it was considered that interaction between 
them could be more significant than that between pipes B' 
and c•. This consideration stemmed from the fact that the 
distance between pipe A' and pipe B' is smaller than that 
~ 183 ~ 
between pipes B 1 and C 1 • Figure 7.4.2 shows the mesh 
which considers pipe C' isolated from the others. Contours 
of typical transverse sections for both meshes are 
indicated in Figure 6.4 by dashed lines abed (MESH 2) and 
efgh (MESH 3). Also the positions of pipes A 1 , B' and C1 
relati-ve to the tunnel -axis are indicated in the same 
Figure. 
Using the procedure outlined in Section 6.6, 
Young's moduli adopted in this example were 17.4xlo3 MN/m2 
20.9xl0 3 MN/m2 and l8.6x103 MN/m2 for pipes A', B1 and C', 
respectively. One single value of Poisson 1 s ratio, 0.26, 
is used for all three pipes. For the soil, the parameters 
used in both models were 0.6 MN/m2 and 0.48, respectively, 
for E and v • 
The displacement fields, plotted by means of the 
GPCP package program on the NUMAC compute= system, are 
related to three transverse sections 1.5i behind the 
tunnel face (plane ABCD), at the tunnel fac~ (plane EFGH), 
and i ahead of the tunnel face (plane IJKL), for both 
meshes. Perfect bonding at the interface botween soil and 
pipe was assumed in the finite element model. However, 
some additional observations are made related to this 
assumption. 
The pipe (the strength of whict is much higher 
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than that of the surrounding soils) and soil materials are 
assumed to be linearly elastic in this analysis. When two 
or more linearly elastic structural elements couple to 
share a common load, the portion supported by each of them 
depends on the relative stiffness of the coupled elements. 
The stiffer elements attract a greater portion of the 
load. If one of structural elements is linear and elastic 
and the other is non-linear and inelastic, then the 
concept of relative stiffness loses meaning in a 
quantitative sense. However, in a qualitative sense the 
concept of relative stiffness is still vali6. 
The above observations indicate that, at the 
present time, the forces acting at the soil/pipe interface 
cannot reasonably be analysed. In a~dition, a finite 
element idealization of a three-dimensional soil-pipe 
system which ta_kes full accQ_\lnt of the soil-pipe interface 
behaviour would not be practical for thP- present study 
because the cost of computer time requirements would be 
too high. A mesh finer than that shown iP Figures 7.2.2 
and 7.2.3 would be required in a soil region close to the 
pipes together with additional elements a~ the interface 
between the soil and the pipes. 
7.4.1 RESULTS. 
Contours of three componen~ (u, v and w) 
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displacements on the transverse sections described above 
were plotted and shown in Figures 7.4.3 to 7.4.20, 
inclusive. In all these Figures, the effect of boundary 
conditions on the ground movements can cleacly be noticed 
on th~ botto_m and lef-t=hand side -of ~he Figures, ~ainly on 
the sides where larger displacements take place. 
Obviously, the soil adjacent to the pipe is expected to 
experience smaller displacements because of the presence 
of the stiffer pipe material. This was confirmed and can 
be seen in Figures 7.4.3 to 7.3.20. 
Attention should be drawn to the fact that the 
magnitudes of the computed displacements in the soil 
adjacent to the pipe could, in practice, be larger than 
shown in the graphs because perfect bonding between soil 
and pipe has been assumed to .~pply in the finite element 
model. The effect of this factor on soil behaviour will 
not be discussed in this example because it has already 
been covered in the last exampleo 
As expected, contours of equal displacements have 
shown that perturbations due to the presence of pipes, on 
the trends of the soil displacements, are m~re significant 
where the soil mass experiences larger displacements. 
This can be observed in Figures 7.4o3 through 7o4.20. The 
effect of the presence of pipe A' o~ the soil lateral 
- 186 = 
movements cannot be noticed in Figure 7.4.3 because this 
pipe is located above the tunnel centre lir.e (the point of 
transverse symmetry where there is no later.ll displacement 
of the ground). On the other hand, the pre5ence of pipe C' 
_in the medium considera,bly affects the soil lateral 
movements because it is located c1ose to the soil region 
where the largest lateral displacements are induced by the 
tunnelling process. Again, as expected, the effect of 
pipe B' on the ground lateral displacement .ls not as large 
as with pipe C', because it is locate0 c~oser to the 
tunnel centre line. These observations can be applied to 
all three transverse sections ABCD (1.5 behind the tunnel 
face), EFGH (at the tunnel face) and IJK~ (i ahead of the 
tunnel face) . 
For vertical displacements shown in Figures 7.4.9 
to 7.4.14, the predicted behaviour of all three pipes was 
confirmed qualitatively. Pipes located closer to the 
tunnel centre line affect more strongly the soil vertical 
displacements than do pipes located at greater distances 
from the centre line. 
Further comments on longitudinal displacements 
(Figures 7.4.14 to 7.4.20) were considered unnecessary 
because observations made for vertical disDlacements also 
apply to movements in the x direction. 
- 187 -
7.4.2 DISCUSSION. 
The results obtained in this eX;lmple indicated 
that soil displacements around (in close proximity to) 
--
pipes would be ~arger if the presence of- the pipes is not 
taken into account during computations. This fact is more 
significant in a soil region where larger displacements 
take place. 
As shown in Figures 7.4.3 to 7.4.20, the 
differential displacements are caused by the high 
stiffness ratio between soil and pipe materials, which is 
particularly great in the x coordinate di=ection. These 
differential movements may be reduced if the behaviour of 
soil-pipe interface is modelled in a finite element mesh. 
Figures 7.4.3 to 7.3.20 also indicate that future 
analyses must more comprehensively model the interfacial 
behaviour of pipe and soil, accommodating the fact that 
slippage may well occur, and thus substanti~lly affect the 
movements in both ground and pipe. 
From the results obtained in thls example the 
following conclusions may be drawn ~ 
a) Movements in the soil adjacent to a pipe are 
- 188 ~ 
reduced by the presence of a pipe. 
b) The relative stiffness of the soil-pipe system 
dictates its performance. 
c) It may be overly conservative tc design buried 
structures - based dh the strains developed in the free 
field. 
d) The approach used can be expanded to analyse 
the response of different soil-structure systems. 
e) If a buried pipeline is subje0ted to large 
displacements, and perfect bonding is assumed to exist 
between soil and pipe, potential errors may be introduced. 
f) The magnitude and distribution of 
displacements, particularly in the longitudinal {x) 
direction, may be affected by the bou~dary displacement 
conditions associated with the distance t'ro~1 the source of 
soil disturbance. 
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FIG.7.4.2) Soil-structure system iclealization(plpe ('). 
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Contours of equal lateral disp:..acements (rom). 
Transverse section l.Si behind tunnel face. 
(MESH 2- Pipes A 0 & B'). 
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FIG. 7.4.4 ) Contours of equal lateral d:lsplacement!3 (rom). 
Transverse section l.Si be~lnd tunnel face. 
(MESH 3- Pipe C 0 ). 
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FIG D 7 D 4 D 6 
Transverse section at tunnel face. 
(MESH 2- Pipes A' & Bu). 
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Contours of equal lateral d~.splacements (mm). 
Transverse section i behinc tunnel face. 
(MESH 2- Pipes A' & B 1 ). 
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Contours of equal lateral disp).acements ( mm) • 
Transverse section i behind tunnel face. 
(MESH 3- Pipe C'). 
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FIG. 7.4.9 ) Contours of equal vertical displacements 
(mm). Transverse section l.Si l.>ehind tunnel 
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FIG. 7.4.10) Contours of equal vertical displacements 
(mm). Transverse section l.~i behind tunnel 
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FIG. 7.4.11) Contours of equal vertical displacements 
(mm). Transverse section at tunnel face. 




















FIG. 7. 4 .12) 
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Contours of equal vertical displacements 
(mm). Transverse section at tunnel face. 
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FIG. 7. 4.13) Contours of equal vertical c~.i·splacements 
(mm). Transverse section i ahead tunnel 
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FIG. 7.4.14) Contours of equal vertical displacements 
(mm). Transverse section i ahead tunnel 
face. (MESH 3- Pipe C'). 
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FIG. 7.4.15) Contours of equal longitudinal displacements 
(mm). Transverse section l.Si behind tunnel 
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FIG. 7.4.16) Contours of equal longitudinal displacements 
(mm}. Transverse section l.Si behind tunnel 
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Fl'G. 7.4.19) Contours of equal longit~dina1 displacements 
(mm). Transverse section i ahead tunnel face. 
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FIG. 7.4.20) Contours of equal longitudinal displacements 
(mm). Transverse section i ahead tunnel face. 
(MESH 3- Pipe C' ). 
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7.5 SIMULATION OF AN ADVANCING EXCAVATIO~ FACE AND LINING 
INSTALLATION. 
7.5.1 INTRODUCTION. 
This example is concerned with the three-
dimensional finite element simulation of the short-term 
effects that develop when a tunnel is driven in a soft 
ground and a lining is installed. 
The excavation process is simulated by applying 
seven sequences (or steps) of load increment, which values 
are obtained as outlined in Section 4.3. The element 
stiffness matrices are calculated ac...:ordingly and 
assembled into the global stiffness matrix as described in 
section 4.2. Again, all th:t;"ee pipes lying parallel to the 
" ttifinel centre line are assumed not be present in the 
analysis. 
The presence of an unsupported z1~ne between the 
face of the excavation and the leading edge of the lining 
is considered. The length of this unsupported zone is 
assumed to be equal to half of the inflexion distance, i, 
(3.375 m) for this particular tunnel dep~h configuration. 
The concrete lining is assumed to be monolithic, so this 
= 200 -
does not strictly replicate the actual con~rete segmental 
lining which does permit slight articulation about the 
longitudinal jointso Such articulation tends to shed a 
little vertical load and mobilize a l.it.tle horizontal 
load, thereby creating a more uniform radial stress 
distr:i,.bution in the immediate vicinity of the tunnel 
extrados" Clearly, this effect is not r~plicated under 
the present modelling conditions. 
The first step of the analysis consists of 
calculating stresses and deformations in the medium 
without the presence of a lining. In the following steps 
of the simulation process (or loading increment) the 
lining is considered in the manner outlined in Section 
The geometry of the idealized mf.Jdium and soil 
properties (Figure 6a4), the finite element mesh (Figure 
7.3.1), the ground surface and the longitudinal section 
(Figure 7a2.3) used in this analysis are same as those 
used in the example presented in Section 7a2. 
Young's modulus for the concrete lining was taken 
to be equal to 1.4xlo3 MN/m2 , obtained by using the 
equivalent stiffness approach (see Section 6.6). 
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Although a large number of output results has been 
obtained, only those results considered "~o be particularly 
important- are presented for- se-lected sur-faces-. 
components of displacement and normal strain, 
calculated in steps 3, 5 and 7 for the ground surface 
(plane MNOP) and longitudinal section (plane OPQR) , are 
shown in Figures 7.5.1 to 7.5.3, inclusive. Typical 
variations of three compo~ents of displacewent and strain, 
calculated between two consecutive steps, are shown in 
Figures 7.5.34 through 7.5.44. These results correspond 
to those obtained between steps 4 and 5. Before plotting 
them, each of the variables was multiplied by 1000 to make 
the results suitable for use as input data for the GPCP 
package program. Thus, the note on the Figure captions 
-3 -3 1 ( 10 mm) ' and 1 ( 10 %) 1 is an intruction to the reader 
to multiply each contour value by that number. 
7.5.2.1) DISPLACEMENTS. 
All the Figures presented in this example show 
clearly that the ground disturbance wave follows the 
tunnel face advance concordantly. 
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The maximum lateral displacement on the ground 
surface located behind the tunne~ face, and 1.5i from the 
tunnel centre line, is shown in Figures 7.5.1 to 7.5.3. 
Figure 7.5.1 shows that no lateral movement takes place on 
of tunnel face. 
Contours of equal vertical movements on the ground 
surface, shown in Figures 7.5.4 to 7.5.12, indicate that 
the maximum vertical displacement is located above the 
tunnel centre line and approximately 3i behind the tunnel 
face. From Figures 7.5.4, 7.5.5 and 7.~.6 the vertical 
displacements may be considered negligibl~ for the soil 
mass 2i ahead of tunnel face; they may also be considered 
negligible fo:r: the soil mass located beyond the line 3.5i 
parallel to the centre line. 
The vertical movement on the grc,und surface and 
above the tunnel face is less than 50% of the maximum 
settlement (Figures 7.2.13, 7.2.14 and 7.2.15). The point 
above the tunnel centre line showing 50% of the maximum 
' 
settlement is located approximately i/2 behind the tunnel 
face. 
The ground surface affected by •;he tunnelling 
process moves longitudinally in the opposite direction to 
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that of tunnel advance, and its maximu•n value occurs 
behind the tunnel face (see Figures 7.5.7, 7.5.8 and 
7.5.9). 
. -- - --
Fi-gures T.=5.l<h ~7.5.11 and 7;;5.12-show that··there 
is no significant vertical movement in the soil region 
below the tunnel axis and ahead of the tunnel face. 
Figures 7.3.7, 7.3.8 and 7.3.9 related to ground 
surface movements have shown that the bouh~ary conditions 
adopted for the present analysis strongly influence the 
longitudinal displacements dalculated for nodal points 
located on the edge of the finite element mesh behind the 
tunnel face. This effect may arise from the installation 
of the lining which replaces the removed soil with much 
stiffer material than existed previously. 
The longitudinal movement distribution on section 
OPQR is shown in Figures 7.5.13 to 7.5.15. These Figures 
indicate that the magnitude and distribution of 
longitudinal displacements in the soil region located 
above the tunnel centre line and between ve:ttical lines i 
behind and 2i ahead of tunnel face are similar for steps 
3, 5 and 7. These Figures also show the distinct 
behaviour of the ground close to the tunnel face. At the 
tunnel axis level, results have shown that the soil moves 
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forward while the soil above and belm.r the face moves 
backwards. This behaviour may be cause~ by the assumption 
made in the analysis that the soil is inco~pressible, and, 
perhaps, by numerical instability (too-small displacements 
-in =front _:_oJ;-- -the tunne_l -fac~e-) caused by- -excessive 
distortion of the elements used to model the tunnel. 
7.5.2.2) STRAINS. 
Contours of lateral strains on the -Jround surface, 
plotted in Figure~ 7.5.16 through 7.5.18, have shown that 
the boundary line between compressive and tensile strains 
runs parallel to and 1.5i from the centre line with the 
tunnel face advance. The strong in£lnence of mesh 
boundary conditions can also be obserFed on the edge 
opposite to the longitudinal section OPQR. 
vertical strains on the ground surface, as 
calculated in steps 3, 5 and 7, have been plotted in 
Figures 7.5.19, 7.5.20 and 7.5.21, re~pectively. The 
distribution of vertical strains ahead of tunnel face is 
similar for all three steps. Basic differetoces in contour 
configurations between these Figures is to he found behind 
the tunnel face and close to the tunnel centre line. As 
the face advances, contours of equal vertical strains tend 
to become parallel to the tunnel centre line. If the 
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maximum vertical strain is assumed to be equal to 0.0004%, 
taken from Figures 7.5o20 or 7.5.21, this maximum tensile 
vertical strain has already been developed in step 3 
(Figure 7.5.19). 
Figures 7.5.19 to 7.5.21 also show that the 
vertical strain on the ground surface over the tunnel face 
is compressive and smaller than 50% of the maximum 
compressive strain. 
Longitudinal strains on the ground surface are 
shown in Figures 7.5.22 to 7.5.24. The effect of mesh 
boundary conditions on these strains is strong, 
particularly on the edge of the mesh towards which the 
tunnel face is advancing (Figure 7.5.24). 
Figures 7.5.25· to 7.5.27 show th~ lateral strains 
developed on longitudinal section OPQR. I11 these Figures 
lateral strains on large areas are compresHive and the 
magnitude of these strains is not significant for soil 
regions ahead of the tunnel face. It is also demonstrated 
that contours of equal strain become parallel to the 
tunnel centre line with the face advance. 
From Figures 7.5.19 and 7.5.21, it cnn be observed 
that the maximum vertical strain has already been 
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maximum vertical strain is assumed to be equal to 0.0004%, 
taken from Figures 7.5.20 or 7.5.2l, this maximum tensile 
vertical strain has already been developed in step 3 
(Figure 7.5.19). 
Figures 7.5.19 to 7.5.21 also show that the 
vertical strain on the ground surface OV'3l.' the tunnel face 
is compressive and smaller than 50% of the maximum 
compressive strain. 
shown 
Longitudinal strains on 
in Figures 7.5.22 to 7.5.24. 
boundary conditions on these 
the ground surface are 
The effect of mesh 
strains is strong, 
particularly on the edge of the mesh towerds which the 
tunnel face is advancing (Figure 7.5.24). 
Figures 7.5.25 to 7.5.27 show the lateral strains 
developed on longitudinal section OPQR. In these Figures 
lateral strains on large areas are compressive and the 
magnitude of these strains is not signlficant for soil 
It is al~:o demonstrated 
become pa.!:"allel to the 
regions ahead of the tunnel face. 
that contours of equal strain 
tunnel centre line with the face advance. 
From Figures 7.5.19 and 7.5.21, ~t can be observed 
that the maximum vertical strain has already been 
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developed on the ground surface for :'.ncrement 3, and 
little change take place in the soil mass behind the point 
of maximum strain as a result of subsequent load 
increments. Similar behaviour can :be observed on the 
longi. tudinal section OPQR ,-as shown Jn Jf:.i..gu:r;es_:. _7 .-5.-:28- to_ 
7.5.30o 
With respect to longitudinal strains on the ground 
surface, the strong influence of boundary conditions on 
edges MP, MN and ON can be perceived in Figures 7.5.22 to 
7.5.24. However, the distribution contour of longit~dinal 
strains around the tunnel face, say between -i and i on 
both sides of the face, presents a constant shape and 
follows the tunnel face advance. 
Contours of longitudinal stra:i.n .on longitudinal 
section OPQR- ( ~igures -7.5 • 31 to 7.; 5. 33) .:Jhow that the line 
(surface) separating compressi';re and tEmsil(-! strain passes 
close to the tunnel face. Generally, tne longitudinal 
strains behind this line are compressive and ahead of it 
\_ 
are tensile, except in a small portion of the soil mass 
located approximately at the tunnel axis level and i ahead 
of the tunnel face. This ground respon~e can be observed 
in all three Figures. 
Figures 7.5.34 to 7.5.44 show the three components 
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of displacement and strain on ground surface section MNOP 
and longitudinal section OPQR. The val•.xes plotted in 
these Figures were calculated for a single load increment, 
and correspond to those obtained between the 4th and 5th 
~_t(2!pS--cUJ- l!lentione_(i __ ea;,;:lier~. - -Val:'U.?_s shOW;:'l~--in -thes_~_ J?igures 
represent typical variations of displacement and strain, 
which values are added to th0se calcul~t&d in previous 
steps. 
7.6 GENERAL DISCUSSION. 
This Section considers, in a general way, the 
information obtained from the examples presented in the 
present Chapter. Difficulties faced during development of 
this work, together with limitations and aevantages of the 
approaches used will be discussed in genera). terms in the 
following paragraphs. 
The finite element method whi~h was used in all 
four examples discussed above, should !:eplicate, with 
adequate precision, the field prototype situation. The 
quality of this replication can only be checked through 
comparison of the finite element results with measurements 
on site. With any real problem, the i~put data are not 
usually available in their entirety, and the missing data 
have to be estimated. 
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In practice, any appraisal of calculated results 
is made by comparison with measured data available for 
only a few points (limited areas). Although complete and 
precise measured data are not always available, judgement 
of- the computed -modeT o-utput- is~--necessa-rily- augmented by 
input engLneering experi~nce. If the r~sults of the 
modelling do not coincide with tho.ae expected, the 
mechanical laws are modified empiricallyo This much-used 
and popular method may not always be academically 
legitimate, but is often apparently unavoidableo 
The results obtained by the finite element 
calculations are subject to certain limitations because 
the geometry and the material proRerties in the model 
remain the same along the longitudinal d~.rection o This 
will rarely be the case in practiceo Therefore, in view 
-- - . ·-· -
of a lack of ideal conditions for computer calculations, 
the author believes that the use of such a representation 
is (must be) satisfactory as a first approx.:i.mation. 
The method of combining structure ond soil a$ one 
unit has been shown to provide some answers for some 
particular factors involved in the analysis. But the 
major advantage of the approach used in this work is its 
flexibility in being able to analyse practical problems 
without needing to make assumptions far from the usual 
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practice in finite element calculations such as for 
loading, material properties, structural shape, and so on. 
The examples presented above have been chosen to 
illustrate_ a-few of the many-.::tunnelling process and~soil;.;.. 
pipe interaction problems that occur in practice. There 
are other processes that could be modelled using the 
system developed by the writer. 
Although a simple form of pipeline has been 
studied (the presence and effect of joint~, for example, 
have not been considered), the response of a pipe to the 
ground movement is clearly a complex probleu1, particularly 
if related to the tunnelling process, which itself 
generates numerous ground response complexities. It is 
obvious that if such complex behaviou= has to be 
understood~ detailed field measuremeri·<:.s for the 
acq-uisition of suitable input parameter values and also 
for checking model conclusions must L~ considered 
essential. 
The effectiveness of any finite el~ritent analysis, 
and particularly any three-dimensional ana~ysis, may not 
be considereQ. by some tunnel designers to bn particularly 
useful in view of the high cost and time required to 
prep(ire input data, conduct analyses and interpret 
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results, when compared with other nv.merical methods. 
These designers are correct if only the preliminary design 
stage is considered. However, the cases analysed and 
presented in this work provide examples of problems in 
. which--finite ~lemel'l~ ~naiysis ca_n...: b~_:--used--_ef_fectiyely. In= 
other cases, for example if the non~linear. behaviour of 
soil and if more complex excavatio~ and support 
installation sequences are simulated, th~ cost would 
obviously be higher. But, in the present author's 
opinion, the costs of these analyses will no~ be generally 
prohibitive, especially if compared to the total cost of 
the tunnelling project. 
A combined (hybrid) 







ground ·movements caused by tunnelling on b\;ried pipeline 
has been described. -This technique was used because field 
data for the site used in the analysis were not available 
at the time of development of this work aud also in view 
of the difficulties of modelling an entire region of 
interest in a single finite element mesh. I":l view of the 
difficulties associated with predicting grcund movements 
in the context of soil/pipe interaction in a realistic 
manner, it was thought that the simpliest initial method 
of predicting the ground movements involve.i the use of the 
now-accepted normal probability approach. 
An 'equivalent stiffness 0 approac~. has also been 
described and used in this work. The reason for using 
· this procedure lies in the fact that excessively distorted 
and stiff (representing pipes) elements cou!,)led with much 
so,fte~ (-representing:_ soiLt :elements --·induce nume-rH:::al 
instability during computations. 
In the case where the tunnel excavation was 
simulated 
modelling 
without lining installation, and without 
the pipes in the mesh, the vertical 
displacements calculated by the empi~ical approach formed 
the basis of comparison with the finite element results. 
The normal probability method was also use~ to generate 
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FIG. 7. 5. 33) Contours of equal longi tudin:aJ. strains 
( 10:..3 %) • Longi tudina1 section. Step 7. 
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<::ONCLUSIONS. 
A three-dimensional finite element me_thod has been 
• -' - > 
used for analysing ground ·movement~? caused by tunnelling 
with or without lining installation, and for investigating 
the r~sponse of superadjacent buried pipelines to those 
movements. The effect of these movements on above-ground 
structures has not -been considered- in this - wor::k. An 
alternative hybrid technique combining analytical/ 
empirical and finite element approaches to overcome some 
d,_iffic_ul ties such as finite elelnent ici.ea.lization of the 
meq:ium, and the computational precision necessary to 
analyse the soil/pipe system subjected to the g-round 
movements, was examined. Sequences of construction, 
difficulties and limitations of the procedure adopted to 
~nalyse a tunnelling proce~s with lining installation have 
also been discussed. 
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From the expariepce gained during the course. o~i 
\ 
studying case history data of tunnelling in soft grouricl 
and performing three-dimensional finite element analtse~ 
of tunnelling in soil (with or Kithout lihing 
following observations can be made : 
1) Differential vertical movements always exist 
when a tunnel is excavated in soft grouad. The magnitude 
of the settlements increases from near ze:::-o at the outet 
eO.ges of a settlement trough to a maximt·.m at some poin-h 
behind and on the line of a moving disturbance source. 
2) The fini.te element results have shown that ih til. 
settlement trough caused by tunnel excavation in soil, the! 
points of maximum lateral displacement on the ground· 
surface correspond to the points of zero lateral strain.· 
~ 3-) In a buried pipeline lying close to anc:i 
parallel to the tunnel centre line, the section of the 
pipe located behind (or ahead of) the tunnel face may be 
subjected to direct longitudinal compressi ·Je (or tensile) 
str$ss higher than the bending tensile (o:::- compressive) 
stress induced by differential vertical displacements. 
4) The fixity conditions on the boundaries of the 
finite element mesh together with the positions of pipes 
and their directions relative to that of the moving 
source of ground disturbance dicta~e the pipe response to 
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the ground movements. 
5) The quality of 
caused by tunnelling is 
pr?diction of ground movement 
dependent on the character, 
particularly the complexity, of the local surficial (soil) 
---geology-_.- I± - -is -nec_essary_-:::to- adopt--empir.:tua:r-geot-echnical 
parameters representative of the local ground conditions. 
6) The development of mathemati0al models in 
applied geomechanics must be conqitioned by the following 
points 
a) The nature of the four interacting inputs : 
prescription of the ground material, the pre-existing 
state of stress, the imposed loading/unloading conditions 
and the geometrical profile of the tunne]_ in-situ (its 
size and depth). 
b) The d_ependence of the soil properties on their 
stress and deformation history (aithough in most instances 
these factors c.:fn only be conject\lred} 0 
7) Despite great progress irt recent years on 
numerical computational methods, a clear and precise 
definition of the safety factor for tunnnl construction 
does not exist even today because of difficulties in 
modelling the soil behaviour and soil-support interaction 
mathematically. 
8) The presence of rigid structures in soft ground 
reduces significantly the computed strains in some areas 
of the medium because the rigidity of the included 
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structures provides resistance to potent:!..al deformation of 
the medium" Therefore, it may be over-conservative to 
design such a structure based on the ~trains develop~d in 
the free field and assuming that thesA strains are 
-~ac_cepted_ by~-the ~str-u-ct-u:tef=-concor-dan-tly~ - ~ 
9) Improved knowledge and understanding, of soil-
structure int~raction effects is required if safe and 
ec-onomical designs are to be produced in areas to be 
disturbed by tunnelling" 
10) The combination of analytica~./empirical and 
finite element methods of analysis would seen, from the 
experience in this work, to offer some advantages over 
each method used singly" It has been purtj.-cularly useful 
in the present work for resolving displacenents, stresses 
and strains in a structure that is small en the scale of 
the disturbing fieldo 
-
- 11) -Any computational method, sophisticated as it 
may be, can never represent real tunnel construction and 
its effects on nearby buried pipelines in all their 
comple~ities without much more detailed .:..nformation on 
ground geology and in-situ deformation measurements for 
checks on computational veracity. 
12) The selection of a suitable method for 
predicting ground movements at a particular site to be 
tunnelled is not an easy task for the Jesigner engineer. 
It depends on the importance of the project, availability 
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of a laT-ge computer facility, the time in-hand before 
construction, the funds available and so on. However, it 
is hoped that, in the course of t:i.me, more actual 
observations and measurements on tunnel excavations and 
···-- - --
closer -
matching to theoretical/analytical/ numerical calculated 
data will result in improvements on presently-available 
methods o'f analysis and/or development of new techniques 
that will enable an engineer to predict more accurately 
the ground movements caused by tunnelJing and their 
effects on structures. 
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APPENDXX A 
SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS AND DETAILS . 
. ACTIVE - Calculates _the . element _ stiffnes~ matri_x and 
stores it in· file · number 9. This·· routine·· is 
called wnen elements are activated at a 
des,igriated step. 
MESH -Read input da:ta. Coordinates, s-::resses, boundary 
conditions and el,ement n6de nui:nbe~s are gi,vem ir). 
a. similar way to that in two - dim(3ns'ional 
analysis. The routine will generc:•.tEf the ·mesh 
au,tomatically in the direction -o.f the turu1el 
centre line., 




- Defines the surface of tunnel to be excavated. 
- Def-ines the geometry of the opening in the first 
transverse section. 
- Calcula,tes the inverse Jacobian matrix and the 
strain/stress matrix-. 
AMATRX - ]:lrepares :the abscissa and weigh·i: coefficients 
for·the Gaussian quadrature integration. Three 
in1:egration points for eaqh direction were used. 
FORCEl - Calculates the equivalent 
boundary of the opening 
stresses. 
nodal forces on the 
from the initial 




- Stores stiffness matrix 
between first and second 
the mesh in file 11. 
of elem~nts located 
transver~e sections of 
- Calculates the element stiffness matrix. 
- Defines the boundary of loading fo~ces. 
DISPLAC - Reads input prescribed displacemen-=s. 
FORCE3 - Calculates the equivalent forces 
prescrib~d d~splacement~. 
LODTYP - Reads and defines loading conditions. 
S~EPS - Defines applied forces for each step. 
LODCON Rea-ds-concentrated forces. 
LLOAD Defines applied forces for each noae. 
to input 
STIFF - Assembles the global stiffness matrix and sets 
up load vectors., Requires'file number 3. 
MODIFY - Sets up mesh boundary conditions i:1to the global 
stiffnesscmatr1x. 
FORCE2 - Calculates forces equivalent to the displacement 
on nodes locatedon the excavated surface. This 
rdu~ine is called if the excavatioD;is simulated 
in incremental process. 
BANSOL - Solves system , of linear equation:J by the Gauss 
elimination method to. obtain jncrements o'f 
nodal displacemertts. Requires file numbers 1 
and 3. 
COMPUT - Calculates stresses and strains for each node. 
OUTPUT - Prints out calculated results. 
FILE12 - stores nodal coordinates , displacements 
stresses and strain in file number 12. 
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APPENDIX B 
-- -----LISTING -OF-THE--PROGRAM FEP3DES o 
A·listing of the program is include~'! at the end of 
this thesis, and its general description is presented in 
Chapter 5o 
Detailed action of each subroutine included in 
FEP~DES is described in Appendix Ao 
- 250 -
APPENDIX C 
LISTING OF THE PROGRAM GRAFo 
A listin9' of the program G&'E\.PH ~s included at the 
end of this thesis, This program selects appropriate 
variables (displacements 1 stresses or strains) calculated 
by the program FEP3pES and prepares them to be contoured 
by u~dng GPCP public package program o 
A P P r= ~ 0 I X B 
~******************************************************************* 
C FEP1DES : ~!NI~E ~LEMENT PROGRA~ FOR 3-D ELASTIC SOLUTION US!NG 
C 1-NOO: HEXA~~CRAL RECTA~GULAR EL~MENTS (ZIB8lo 
~ REQUIRES 3 T~M~ORA~Y FILES : 1,3 AND 11 (nR 4 TEMPORARY 
C ~ILES (1,3,9 & 11) IF L~N!NG PLACEMENT IS SIMULATED) AND 
C ON~ PE~MAN~NT =ILE (12)" 
C LAST REVISION : 14/JUN/S3o 
C******************************************************************* 
COMMON /BLCKQ1/ TITLE(~Q), NUMEL, NLMNP, NUMPLN, NP 0 LN, NELINT 
COMMON /BLCK02/ D~SLOC(3,1122), ~EFCRC1122,6), SIGMA(1122,6), NODE 
COMMON /~LCK03/ CENTR0(2), RAO!US, CFPTH, FACTOR, LINER, NSTEPS, 
1 LOAD ( '.) 
COMMON /~LCK04/ OISPLC6732), NP0(3) 




Jvr::z = c 
C ~EAD AND GENERAT~ MISSIN~ INPUT OATAo 
C t. L L 1'1 :: S H 
C ~EAD MAT~RIAL ~ROP~RTI~So 
CALL LINEA~ 
C OUTPUT MES~ DA~A. 
CALL ~-1SHOUT 
JO 18 I = 1, NUMNP 
DO 1 0 J = 1, 3 
!jEFOt;:(I,J) ::: 0.0 
o~~O~(I,J + ~) = OoO 
FXYZ(J,!) = t'Jon 
DESLOC(J,:) = Oon 
1C DISPLC~*: + J - 3) = J.C 
C INPUT SONTRUCT:ON ~P. LOAQ:NG TYP~o 
CALL LOJiYP 
C COMPUTE APPLIED FC~C~S ~OQ ~ACH STEPo 
CALL ST~PS 
C COMPUTE ANJ STO~E STIF~~~SS MATRIX oc ~LEMENTS TO BE ACTIVATEOo 
CALL RIGin 
PRINT SO 
2~ JVEZ = JV~Z + 1 







I~ (JV~Z o~1o NST~PS) STOP 
GO TO 211 
:: ~ F 0 i? 111l.. T P '1 A 4) 
4G FORM~T (//, • ~~P3D:S : FINITE EL~MENT PROGRAM FOR 1=n ELQSYIC SOL 
1Ui}:QN USrl!r. ~=NC!Ji: 1-!:-XE·:~=:JRAL Rf:CTL\f\!GULAJ:? o::u=w:f\JTS (ZI38)•"' fp 1XP 
2 ?(•*•), 3X, 9~(·~·)"' /, 11X, 
3 ·~R!TT~N A~ UNIV~~S~TY OF DURHQ~ BY M.TSUrSUMI (1Q33)•, /, 
4 11X"' 5~c·~·), /, 11XP •LAS? Q~VISION : 14/JUN/1933o•, /, 
) 11XP ~ 7 (•=•)) 
5C FORMAT (//, 3QX, 34(•*•), /, 2~X, • *** DATA PR~PARATION CCMPL~T~ 
1~ ***·, t, 3nx, 34<'*.'' 






CO~MON /BLCK01/ TITL~(~Q), NUM~L, NUMNP, NUMPLN, NPPL~, NELINT 
CO~MON /BLCK12/ O~SLOC(3,112?), DEFCR(11?2,6), SIGMA(1122,6), NOD~ 
COMMON /BLCK03/ CENTR0(2), RAO!US, OEPTH, ~ACTOR, LINER, NSTEP$, 
1 LOA!)(8) 
CO~MON /RLCK06/ IXC94Q,9), KL 
CO~MO~ /BLCKn9/ COOR0(~,1122l, FXYZ(~,11'2), ZDIST, NCODEC1122l 
CO~MON /RLCK12/ GLOBL( 7 02,)51), M8ANO, NUMBLK, NEQBLK 
C NPPLN ~ NUM~ER OF NOD~S ?ER SFCTIO~. 
C NELINT = NUM3ER OF ELEMENTS RETWE~N TWO CONCROSS SECUTIVE SECTIONSo 
C NUMPLN = NUMBER OF CROSS SECTIONSe 
C ZDIST = DISTANCE 3ETWEFN TWJ CONCROSS SfCUTIVE CROSS SECTIONS. 
READ 27J, (TITLE(!),I=1,20) 
READ 300, N?PLN, NELI~T, NUMPLNP N~C~, ZCIST, cACTOR, RADIUS 
C CENTRO= co~aROINATE OF TUNN~L C~NTR~(X-~IR=i;Y DIREC=?.) 
C LINER=1 ==> IF L:NING IS jLACEDa 
c 
LINER = Cl 
IF (RADIUS aNE. 0.0) R~AD 310, LINf~, CCENTRO(I),I~1,2), DEPTH 
N U t·1 B L K = 0 
NEQBLK = 0 
NUMNP = NUMPL~ * NPPLN 
NUMEL = N~LINT * (NUMPLN- 1) 
I~ (NUMNP .LE. 11?.2 cANOe f\JUMEL cl!=c 340) GO T!) 10 
PRINT 12(), NUMN?, NUM~L 
STOP 
C INPUT DATA FOR NODES LQCAT~D IN THE ~IRST s=CT!.ON ONLYa 
c 
C JIRECTION X = HORIZONTAL CPOSIT:v= LEFT TO RIGHi) 
C OIR~CTION Y = VERTICAL (POSIT~VE UPWARD) 





~CODE~1 - R~STRAINED TO MCVE LATERALLY (X=~I~~CTION). 
NCODE~2- RESTRA:NED TO ~CVE VE~TICALLY (Y=OIRFCTION). 
NCODE=3 = RESTRAINEJ TO MOV~ PARALL~L TO THE TUNN~L CENTR~ LINE 
C CZ=DIR':CTION) o 
C ~l C 0 D E ~ 4 " .~ L L C W 1'.: f) T 0 i·l 0 V ::; I N Z ~ D I Q ': C I X () N 
NCODE=S = ALLCYE~ T0 M0Vf IN X=D~RECTinN 
NC00~=6 ~ ALLD~ED TO MOV~ IN V=JIR=CTION 










~ NC8D~ - ~ODAL C01E ACCOR~I~G T0 AEOVF LIST!NGc 
2 ~ ~ F: A D ~ 9 0 " : ~' ~J r: 0 ~) r: ( I ) ~' C 0 0 R J ( 1 ~' : ) " C () 0 ~ D ( 2 ~' 1: ) , S I G f~ A ( I ~' 1 ) ~' 
1SIGM!.IC::.,,) 
COORIJ(3.P~) = :leO 
SISMA(l,3) = SIGMA(I,1) 
t..iO 3C J :;: 4P 6 




r>SIG(J) = Oai'J 
30 SIGMA(I,J) = 0.0 
IF (I .~Q. (L + 1)) GO TO 5J 
IL = I = L 
OX = CCOORD(1,I) - COOQDC1,L)) I FLCATCIL) 
DY = (COORD(2,I) - COOR~(~,L)) I ~LCATCIL) 
uO 40 JL = 1, ~ 
40 DSIGCJL) = CSIGMACI,JL) - SIGMA(L,JL)) I FLOAT(!L) 
50 L = L i- 1 
IF CI = L) QQ, 80, 60 
60 NCOOE(L) = NCODE(L - 1) 
IF CNCODE(L) .NE. 7) NCCDE(L) = 0 
COOR0(1,L) ~ COOR0(1,L - 1) + OX 
COORDC2,L) = COORD(2,L - 1) + av 
COORQCJ,l.) = 0.0 
D 0 7 C ·'·1 N = 1 , 6 
70 SIGMA(L,MM) = SIGMACL - 1,MM) + OSIG(MM) 
GO TO 5J 
~0 IF CNPPLN - I) 90, 100, 20 
90 PRINT :no, I 
STOP 
100 CONTINUE 
U. :: N?PLN + 1 
DO 11J J = LL, NU~NP 
N C 0 D E ( J ) = N C 0 TE ( J - N P P L N ) 
CC0~~(1,J) = C00RD(1,J - NPPLN) 
COORD(2,J) = COO~D(2,J - NDPLN) 
COC~D(3,J) = COORO(~,J - NPPLN) + ZOIST 
00 110 1·1M = 1, 6 
110 SIGMA(J,MM) = SIGMACJ - NPPLN,MM) 
NPP = NUMNP - NPPLN + 1 
DO 120 NP = NPP, NUMNP 
NCODE(NP) = '1 
I~ (NCOOE(NP - NPPLN) aEqo 1) NCOCECNP) = 6 
I~ (t~ C 0 0 E C 11.1 P ~ N P P L N) .. E f.) • 2) N C 0 C E ( N P) = 5 
!F (NCODE(NP - NPPLN) uG~o 4) NCOD~CNP) = NCODE(NP - NPPLN) 
1~0 CONTINU': 
N = C 
INPUT 1ATA .FOR ELEMENTS LOCAT~D IN THE FI~ST vSLtCEv ONLY 6 o 
(INPUT FIRST F~U~ NOnE NUMSERS ONLY FCR EACH ELEMENT)o 
IXCeL~MENT,9) = MATERIAL NUMBER 
130 READ 210, M, CIXCM,I),I~1,4), IX(M,9) 
14') N ~ N -l> 1 
IF (t.~ ~ N) 17~, 1 7 0; 150 
~SC DO 1~0 I = 1, ~ 
160 IXCN,;:) = IXCN ~ 1,:0 ~ 1 
IX(Np9)--:;:-IX("I '"'1-;9)-
170 IF (rl.~ ~ 1\J) 1~J, 1l31); 140 
1RC I~ CN~LI~T = ~) 100, 1nc, 130 
1'?0 co~nrNu:: 
00 <r.o .~ ~ ,, N::L:~n 
J 0 2 :l .) I ::! 5 "' ;3 
2JC :XC~"':) ~ IX(~,I = 4> ~ NPPLN 
LL = NrLHJI ? 1 
?.1 0 
220 
00 2?0 : = LLP NUM~L 
!)Q ~1Q J ~ 1P 8 
!X(I,J) = IXCI - N~LINT,J) 
IX(I,9) = :x<: - N~l!NT,q) 
J ::: r, 
~ NPPLN 
c 
C 9A~D WIDTH COMPUTATIONa 
00 250 N = 1, N~LINT 
~0 25J ~ = ,, 4 
DO 240 L ~ r, 4 
KK = :X(N,I) = !X(N,L) 
:F (KK aLTo 8) KK = =KK 
IF (KK - J) ~4~, 24~, 230 
23~ J = KK 
JEL = N 
24C CONTINUE 
?~, CONTINUE 
MBANC = ~ * (J + NPPLN) + 3 
IF (MSAND aGTo 351) GO TO ~60 
RETUQN 
268 PRINT ~4n 
ST0P 
<70 FO~MAT C20A4) 
230 FORMAT (16!5) 
2q~ FORMAT C2IS, S~10on) 
30~ FORMAT (4!5, ~~10o0) 
310 FORMAT CIS, 7F1Co0) 
~20 FOQMAT c·OEXCESSIVE SIIE o~ M~SH, NLMNP =·, IS, o NUMEL =·, IS) 
33~ FORMAT (/, • ~Q~OR TN I~PUT DATA : NODE NUM8~R =·, IS, //, 
1 PQOGRAM STOPD~D DU~ TO ARCV~ ~QROR•, /, ~X, 13(•*•)} 






COMMON /BLCK0~/ YOUNGC1C), ~OISSC11), NMAT 
READ 30, ~MAT 
IF (NMAT cLEo 10) GO TO 10 
PRINT ~0, NMAT 
STOP 
10 DO 20 I = 1, NMAT 
~C READ 41, MA~, YOUNG(MAT), PO!SS(NAT) 
~~ FO~MAT (!5) 
40 FO~MAT CIS, ?.F10o0) 






COMMON /~LCK01/ TITL:C2C), NU~~L, ~UMNP, NU~PLN, NPPLN, NELINT 
COMMON /RLCK13/ C~NTRO(~), QA1IUS, C~P 7 H, FACTO~, LINER, NST(D~, 
1 LOAnCnl 
2 
CO~MO~ /8LC~r51 NEL~SC(100,e), N2~ACY(~), ~P~RONC55Q,~), 
NNFRON(~), N~LF~OC550,J), ~=LF(~), N~DEACC~SQ,S), 
NN~~AC(~), NSL~~E(3), N~l~CTC100,~), ~ACT(3) 
CO~MON /RLCK16/ IXC840,q), KL 
C~MMON /DLCK1:/ T~LESC(10J), IDEACT, IPFR0~(10~), !NFRQN, 
1 I~LFR0(10~), :EL=, ! 0 D~4C(1QC), INO~AC 
JACT = •) 
JDEACT = ·J 
JN!-RON :;;: 0 
JELF = .J 
JNDEAC = 0 
NSLIC = 8 
DO 1S I = 1, KKK 
10 NSLIC ~ NSLIC ? NSLICE(I) 
DO 20 I = 1, NSLIC 
DO 20 J = 1; IOEACT 
J~EACT = JDEACT ? 1 
2~ NELESCCJQ2ACT,KKK) = I~LFSC(J) ? (I = 1) * NELINT 
KSLIC = NSLIC ? 1 
DO 3C I = 1, KSLIC 
DO 30 J = 1, INFqQN 
JNPRON = JNFRON + 1 
3C NPcRON(JNFRON,KK~) = IP~RON(J) + (I - 1) * NPPLN 
DO 40 I = 1, NSLIC 
DO 40 J = ,, IELC 
Jt:LF = JF.L~ + 1 
4S NELFROCJELF,KKK) = IELFRO(J) + (! - 1> * NELINT 
uO 50 J = 1, NSLIC 
DO 50 I = 1, INDF-AC 
JND~AC = JND~AC ? 1 
50 NPDEACCJNJEAC,KKK) ~ IPDEAC(I) + (J = 1) * NPPLN 
IF CNSL!C aGEa (NUMPLN = 1)) GO TO 90 
CO 60 I = 1, INOEAC 
JNFRON = JNFRON + 1 
60 NPFRONCJNF~ON,~KK) = I?C~AC(I) + NSLJC * NPPLN 
DO 7C I = 1, :~L~ 
JELF = JELF + 1 
78 N~LF~O(JELF,KKK) = IELFROCI) ? NSLIC * NELINT 
UO 80 I = 1, IDEACT 
JELF = J=LF ? 1 
30 N~LFRO(JELF,KKK) = ISL~SC(I) + NSL!C * NELINT 
90 I~ (NSLIC = (~UMPLN = 1)) 121, 100, 120 
10C DO 11J I :;;: 1, INDEAC 
J~DEAC = JNDEAC ? 1 
110 NPOEAC(JNDEAC,KKKl = IPDEAC(I) + NSLIC * N°PLN 
~2r. IF (LINER a~l.lo C> GO T0 14:"1 
NSLIS = NSLIC = 1 
IF (NSLIC aEf.la 0) G~ TO 141 
UO 1~0 I = 1, NSLlC 
DO 1~) J ~ 1, I~EACT 
JACi" = JACT + 1 
13C NELACTCJACT,KKK) = !EL~SC(J) ? CI = 1) ~ N~LI~T 
14~ ND~ACT(KKK} = JD~~C~ 
NNCRQN(KKK) ~ JN~PON 
NNDEACCKKK) = JNO~AC 
NEU:(KKfO ::: J::LF 
NACTCKK!<) ::: JA':i 
~R~N~ 16n, KKK, NDEACTCKKK), NN~RON(KKK), NNnEAC(KKK), NEL~(KKK), 
1 tJAC: T ('<K 10 
prn: rn 1? 1 
PR:NT 1~1, (~~L~5C(I,KKK),I~1,JD~ACT) 
?~INT 1'1·1 
PR!~T 151, (NP~~0~CL,KKK}rL=1,JNf~0~) 
PRINT 1 ')1 
?~INT 130, (NPDEACC:,KKKlr!=1rJNQEAC) 
PRINT :n~ 
PRINT 150, CNELFRO(I,KKK),!=1,JcLF) 
IF (JACT .E:;}. ')) ~-;;TURN 
PRINT 210 
PRINT 150, CNELACT(I,KKK),I=1,JACT) 
150 FO~MAT (16I~) 
160 FORMAT (/, • ST~P NO.u, !2, u ~EXCAVATION DATA•, /, 1X, 29c·~·), 









• 1.2 NUMqE~ OF NODES EX 0 0S~C BY EXCAVATION ••••••••••• =u, 
I4/' 1.3 NUMB~R OF NODES DEACTIVATED ••••••••••••••••••••• =· 
, "!4/ 
• 1.4 NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ~XPCSED BY EXCAVATION •••••••• =u, 
!4/' 1.~ NUMBER CF ~LEMENTS ACTIVAT~O •••••••••••••••••••• ~· 
" I4, /) 
17G FORt~AT 
180 FORMAT 
1 9 C: F 0 R t~ AT 
20:: FOR~1AT 
?.1 C· FORf~AT 
(/p • 2.D~ACTIVAT~0 ELEMENTS.•) 
(/, • 3.NODES ~XPOStD BY EXCAVATION.') 
(/, • 4.DEACTIVATED NODES.') 
(/, • S.ELEMENTS EXPOSED SV EXCAVATION.•) 





D!~ENSION ICUB0(3Q), MPC101), NELCOC(100) 
COMMON /BLCK01/ T!TL~C'G), NUMEL, NLMNP, NUMPLN, NPPLN, NELINT 
COMMON /BLCK03/ CENTR0(2), RADIUS, CEPTH, FACTOR, LINER" NSTEPS" 
1 LO.!\DC<'D 
COMMON /BLCK06/ IX(840,9), KL 
COMMCN /BLCK~9/ COOR0(~,11~2)" ~XYZ(3,1122), !DIST, NCODEC11?2) 
COMMON /8LCK13/ I~LESCC10Q), !~2ACT, I?FRONC100), INFRON, 
1 IELFROC100), IEL~, IPJEACC10Q), INDEAC 
IW=RON = 0 
IELF = 0 
NEL = !) 
ro=AcT = 1J 
:!:NDEAC = 0 
X1 = :ENTROC1) ? RADIUS 
X?. = C~N 9 R0(1) ~ RADIUS 
Y1 ~ CENT~0(2) ? x~~!US 
Y2 = C~NTRO(~) = RADIUS 
DO 2~ KL = 1, NELINT 
NELCO~ (KU = 1 
:10 1 o r = 1, 4 
.'-10 :;: IX(KL,I) 
IF (C:JORf')<?,NO) aGT. Y1 .OR. COCPJ(2,NO) .Lie V2) 
1 GO TO ~[l 
lF CCOORD(1,~0) .GT. X1 .O~a COOP~(1,NO) .LT. X2) 
1 GO TO 2'1 
1': CONTINUE 
~J ':: L :.~ N r: L ? 1 
!CU'1f1('\l~U ·~ KL 
20 CONTINUE 
F·1L = ·J 
DO 3A X = 1P NEL 
L ;;;: '1 
KL :;; !CUf.O(I) 
)0 6!1 J :: 1, 4 
NO = IX(KL,J) 
XNP ~ COOR0(1,~0) 
YNP = COO~~(?.,NO) 
COMP = SJRT((X~P = CENTQ0(1))**2 + (YNP - CENTR0(2))**2) 
IF (COr~P .EQ. 0 .. !1) GO TO SQ 
ANG1 = ASS(XNP = C~N?ROC1)) I CCMP 
ANG2 = ABS(YNP = C~NTR0(2)) I CCMP 
IF CANG2 .EQ. 1.0) GO TO 30 
XCSUP = CSNTR0(1) + Je95 * ANG1 * RADIUS 
XCMAX = CENTR0(1) + 1a05 * ANG1 *RADIUS 
XCINF = C~NTR0(1) - 0.95 * ANG1 * RADIUS 
XCMIN = CENTR0(1) - 1a05 * ANG1 * RADIUS 
!f (XNP .GT. X01AX .0~. XNP .LTa XU1!N) GO TO ~0 
It: (XN° eGT. XCHI'>= eAND. XNP .. LT. XCSUP) GO TO 50 
GO ... 0 40 
3~ YC~AX = C~NTR0(2) + 1.Q~ * ANG2 * RAOIUS 
YCSUP = CENTRO(~) + o.os * ANG2 * RADIUS 
YC:NF = CENTR0(2) - Q.Q5 * ANG2 * RADIUS 
YCMIN = CENTQ0(2) = 1a05 * ANG2 * RADIUS 
IF CY~P .GT. YCMAX eOR. Y~P .LT. YCM!N) GO TO 80 
If (HIP .. LL YCSUP .ANn. YNP .GTo YCINF) GO TO 50 
4C ML = ML + 1 
MP { 11L) = f'IO 
50 L = L + 1 
60 C'JNTINUE 
IF (L - 4) .30, 7(), GO 
70 IDEACT = IDEACT + 1 
IELESC(IDEACT) = KL 
NELCOO CKU = 0 
30 CONTINU.= 
NL = 1,1L - 1 
DO 9'i I = 1, NL 
N1 = fclP(!) 
K ::: I + 1 
D 0 9 ') J = K , /~ L 
N2 = MP(J) 
I F U.J1 e E :1 a N 2 ) ~1 P ( J ) = r1 
90 CONiii\JUE 
DO 100 I = 1, ML 
IF (MP(I) aEQu 0) GO TO 100 
INFRON = INFRON + 1 
IPFRONCINF~ON) ~ MP(I) 
1~C CONTINUE 
DO 130 I ~ 1, IDEA~I 
'<L ;:;: IEL::SC(I) 
[lQ 1~("1 J = 1, 4 
N~ = IX(KL,J) 
~0 11~ K ~ 1, INi-RON 
N:: :.: !PF!HJN(K) 
IF (NO aEGo NF) GO TO 1"';0 
11c cowr:tJUE 
I~1~AC ~ ~NC~AC t 1 
XP~E~CCtN~~AC) ~ ~0 
I~ (INJEAC a~la 1) G0 TO 13J 
I1 ~ INf'lr:P.~ = 1 
LL !';; INDF.AC 
JO 1?.0 I~ = 1, I1 






!3 :: I + 1 
DO 120 !4 = I3, LL 
N2 = roo=AC<t4) 
IF CN1 .NE. N2) GO TO 12 
INOEAC = INDEAC - 1 
GO TO 130 
CONTINUE 
CO JT!NUE 
DO 160 Kl = 1, NELINT 
IF CNELCOD(Kl) .EQ. 0) GO TO 160 
DO 140 I = 1, 4 
NO = IXCKL,I) 
DO 140 J = 1, INFP0N 
NPF :: !PC:Rt')N(J) 
IF (NO - NOI=) 14!), 1 sc, 140 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 16'"' 
IELC = :ELF + 1 







DIMENSION F:NC3,~), RJAC8(3,~), RIJACB(3,3) 
COMMON IBLCK101 3(3, ), A(l,~?), DET, XEC8,3), W(27) 
FIN(1,1) = (1. - A(2,K)) * (1. - A(3,K)) I 8. 
FIN(1,2) = (1. + ~(2,K)) * (1. - A(3,K)) I 8. 
F!N(1,3) = -(1. + A(2,K)) * (1. - A(.,K)) I ft. 
FIH1,l.) = -(1.- A(2,K)) * (1.- A(3,K)) I 8. 
F!N(1,5) = (1. - A(2,K)) * (1. • A(J,~)) I 8. 
FI~(1,6) = (1. + A(2,K)) * (1. + A(3,K)) I B. 
FIN(1,7) = -(1. + A(~,K)) * (1. + A(~,~)) I S. 
FI~(1,~) = -(1.- A(?,K)) * (1. + A( 7 ,K)) I 0 • 
FIN(2,1) = -(1. + A(1,K)) * (1. - A( 7 ,~)) I 
FIN(2,2) = (1. + A(1,K)) * (1. - A(3,K)) I 8. 
FIN(~,\) = (1. - A(1,K)) * (1.- A(3,K)) I 8. 
FIN(2,4) = -(1. - A(1,K)) * (1. - A(3,K)) I 9. 
FIN(2,~) = -(1. + A(1,~)) * (1. + A(3,K)) I 3. 
FI~(2,6) = (1. + A(1,K)) * (1. + A(3,K)) I 8. 
FIN(2, ) = (1. - A(1,Kll * C1. + A(3,K)) I 8. 
FIN(2,'\) = -(1. - A(1,K)) * (1. + A("t,K)) I 8. 
FI ( 7 ,1) = -(1. + AC1,K)) * (1. - A(2, )) I 8. 
FIN(~,2) = -(1. + A(1,K)) * (1. + A(2,K)) I 8. 
FIN(3,3) = -(1. - A(1,K)) * (1. + A(2,K)) I • 
FIN(~,4) = -<1.- A(1,K)) * (1.- A(2,K)) I 8. 
FIN(~,)) = (1. + A(1,K)) * (1. - A(2,K)) I 8. 
FI~( 7 ,6) = (1. + A(1,K)) * (1. + A(2,K)) I 8. 
FIN(3,-) = (1. - A(1,K)) * (1. + A(2,K)) I 8. 
FIJ(}, ) :: (1. - A(1,K)) * (1. - A(2,K)) I 8. 
00 1 C I = 1, 3 
0 1 J = ,, 3 
RJACB(I,J) = 0.0 
DO 1 0 r·1 = 1, 
10 RJACB(I,J) = RJACB(I,J) + FtJ(!,M) * XE(~,J) 
DET = RJACB(1,1) * CRJAC8(2,~)•RJAC6(3,3) - JACB(3,2)*RJACB(2,3)) 
1 - RJACBC1,2) * (RJAC3(2,1)*RJACB(3,J) - RJACB(3,1)*RJACS(?,3)) + 
2RJAC5(1,~) * (RJACR(',1)•RJACB(3,~) - RJACB(J,1)*RJACB(2,2)) 
RIJACB(1,1) = (RJACB(2,2)*~JACB(3,~) - RJAC8(3,2l*RJAC8(?,3)) I 
1DET 
RIJAC3(1,2) = -(RJ4C8(1,?)*~JACaC3,3) - RJAC~(3,2)•RJAC8{1,3)) I 
1DET 
RIJACB(1,J) = (RJACB(1,2)*RJAC~(2,3) - RJACB(2,2l*RJAC8(1,3)) I 
1PET 
RIJACBC2,1) = -CRJAC~(2,1)*RJAC8(3,3) - RJAC8(3,1)*RJACo{2,3)) I 
1DET 
R!JACB(2,2) = (RJACB(1,1)•PJACBC3,3) - RJAC8(3,1l*RJAC8(1,3)) I 
1DET 
RIJAC8(2,3) = -C~JACBC1,1>•RJACBC2,3) - RJACB(2,1)•RJACBC1,3)) I 
1DET 
RIJAC8(3,1) = (RJACB{2,1)*RJACB(3,2) - RJACB(3,1)*RJACB{2,2)) I 
1DET 
RIJACBC3,2> = -(~JAC9C1,1)*RJAC~(3,2) ~ RJAC3(~,1)•RJACBC1,2)) I 
10ET 
RIJACB(J,J) = (RJACBC1,1)*~JACB(2,2) - RJACB(2,1)*qJACB(1,2)) I 
1DET 
00 20 J = ,, .:3 
DO 2() ! = 1, 3 
B(!,.J) = 0.0 
r'O 20 M = 1, 3 
20 BCJ,J) = S(!,J) + RIJACBCI,M) * FINCM,J) 






COMMON /8LCK10/ 8(3,£), A{3,?7), ~ET, XE{8,3), W(27) 
Q1 = 0.7745f6669~4 
Q2 = o.o 
01 ~ 0.555555555:6 
02 = 0.8883988 8 9 
DO 1 f'l I -: 1, 9 
A(1,~*I - ~) = -Q1 
A(1,~*I - 1) = Q2 
A(1,3*Il = Q1 
A c~, I) = -Q1 
AC3,I + O) = Q2 
10 AC3,r + 1a> = 01 
DO 20 I = 1, 3 
K = 9 * (I ~ 1 )· 
DO 20 J = 1, 3 
A(2,J + K) = -Q1 
A( ,J + K + ) = Q2 
20 A(2,J + K + 6) = Q1 
w<1> = 01 * ot * 01 













w ( 1) 
w ( 1) 
\H1> 
1,-j ( 1) 





DO 30 I ·- z, 1":!; 
31'J WP*I) = ~H2) 





w (11) = w ( 5) 
W(13) = W(5) 
w ( 1 5) = ~~ ( 5) 
W(17) = ~~ ( 5) 










DIMENSION FOR(3,g), SI~(3) 
COMMON /3LCK01/ TITLEC2C), NUM~L, NUMNP, NUMPLN, NPPLN, NELINT 
COMMON /BLCK~~/ nESLOC(~,112~), DEFCRC11~2,6), SIGMAC1122,6), NODE 
C011MON /9LCK03/ SENTR0(2), RADIUS, Oc?TH, ~ACTOR, LINER? NSTEPS, 
1 LOAD(P.) 
CO~MON /~LCKJ5/ NELESCC10Q,8), NnEACT(R), NPcRON(55Q,~), 
1 NNF~ONCA), ~ELFR0(551,8), N~LF(8), NPDEACCSSQ,g), 
2 NN~EAC(R), NSL:CE(S), NELACT(10Q,~), NACT(8) 
COMMON /SLCKn6/ IX(840,9), ~L 
COMMON /BLCKQO/ COOR0(~,1122), ~XYZ(3,1122), ZOIST, NCODEC1122) 
COMMON /9LCK10/ B(3,q), Q(3,27), 9ET, XE(3,3), W(27) 
CO~MON /~LCK11/ F~~CEX(112~,8), ~ORCEY(1122,n), FORCEZC1122,R) 
JN~R0N = ~NFRON(KKK) 
DO 1~ ! = 1, JNFPON 
FORC~X(I,KKK) = ~.n 
~o~CEY(I,KKK) = 0.0 
1~ FORCEZ(I,KKK) = 8.0 
JEL::: = NF.L!=(KKK) 
DO 61 MM = 1, JELF 
KL = N~L~~O(~M,KKK) 
DO 21) I = 1, 8 
JL = ~X(KL,I) 
DO 20 K ~ 1, 3 
FOC!(K,I) = 0.0 
20 XE(I,K) = COORn(K,JL) 
JO 311 K = 1, 27 
CALL JAC08(K) 
DO ~(') I = 1, 3 
\!0 = IX(KL,I) 
'10 30 LL ~ 1, <: 
)~ FORCLL,:) = ~o~CLL,I) t S(Ll,I) * SISMA(NC,LL) * Q~T 
lie 5'1 r :-: 1, 8 
NO ~ :xCKL,I) 
~n 48 J = 1, JNF?0~ 
NP = NPF~ON(J,KKK) 
IF (N0 .N~. ~~) GO T~ 41 
~~~:~X(J,K~K) = ~O~C~X(J,~KK) ~ ~OR(1,!) 
=o~CEV(J,KKK) ~ FC?C~Y(J,KKK) + FOR(',~) 
~o~C~Z(J,KKK) ~ ~ORC€Z(J,KKK) + ~C~(~,I) 




DO ?~ ! = 1, JNFRON 
NP = NPFRON(!,KKK) 
FORC:X(I,KKK) = ~Fo~CEX(I,KKK) 
CQRCEY(I,KKK) = =FORCEY(I,KKK) 
FORC~Z(I,KKK) = -FORCEZ(I,KKK) 
I!= (NP oGTo NPPLN oANDo NP aLTo (1\UMNP - NPI'UJ)) GO TO 7 0 
FORCEZ(I,KKK) = Oo8 
7:') CONTINUE 
Do an I = 1, JN~~o~ 
NP = NP=RONCI,KKK) 
FORC~X(I,KKK) = FORCcX(I,KKK) I FACTOR 






COMMON /BLCK11/ TITLEC?C), NU~EL, NUMND, NUMPLN, NPPLN, NELINT 
COMMON /~LCKn21 ~ESLOC(3,1122), D~FOPC1122,6), SIGMA(1122,6), NODE 
COMMON /9LCK03/ CENTR0(2), ~ADIUS, CEPTH, FACTOR, LINER, NSTEPS, 
1 LOA9(-3) 
COMMON /BLCK06/ :XC34Q,9), KL 
COMMON /3LCKn~t YOUN~(1C), POISSC10), NMAT 
COMMON /~LCK09/ COORD(3,1122), FXYZ(~,11?2), ZOIST, NCODEC1122) 
PRINT 40, (TITLE(I),!=1,20) 
PRINT SQ, NUMEL, NUMNP, NMAT, NUM?LN, NPPLN, NELINT, ZDIST 
r= CPADIUS oN~o na0) PRINT 110, RAOIUS, DEPTH, CCE~TRO(I),I=1,2), 
1FACTOR 
IF (LINER- 1) 20, 10, 10 
1C IF C~ADIUS oNEo Oarl) 0 RINT 1:-'J 
GO TO "30 
2S IF (RADIUS .NEo Oo0) PRINT 130 
3r PRINT 100, CMAT,YOUNG(MQT),PQ!SS(MAT),MAT=1,NM&T) 
PRINT 90, (I,NCODE(I),(COOQO(J,I),J~1,~),I~1,NPPLN) 
PRINT 60 
PR:NT ~a, (M,(~X(M,L),L=1,0),M=1,NELINT) 
PRINT ~0, (I,(SIGMA(I,J),J=1,3),I=1,NPPLN) 
4~ FORMAT (//, ~OA4, //) 
5~ FORMAT ("01oG~OM~TRIC ryATA OF THE MESH•/, 1X, ?8(•:a), I 
1 " ~UM~ER o= ELEMENTSooaoooooooooooooooaoooooooooooooooooo=· 
< , I 4/ 
3 ° NUMB~P, OF N0~4L PQINTSooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo=" 
4 , J.4/ 
5 3 NUM1E~ OF MAT~RIALSooooooooooooooaoooooooaoooooo~aoooao~q 
1) , It./ 
7 0 ~UM~~~ ~~CROSS SECTIQNSooooooooooooaoooooooooooooooooo~q 
;J p :4/ 
9 " I l U '·1 ::\ E: R n F N 0 D: S P F. R S f C T I 01\ o o o o o o o o o o a o o o o o o o o o o o a a a " o o :::: • 
* R HI 
1 " i'JU 1·1=1 !=: ~ 0 ::: C: l F. 'Ill t: ~J T S f.l, ~ HJ C.: ~I T t~ 0 C 0 N S F. C U T I V t: S ::: C T I 0 ~J S o o o o :::: • 





• OIST~NC~ ~E~W~~N TWC CJNS~CUTIV~ SECTIO~S (M)ooooooooaa=· 
.f r:12o4) 
(/, "84aEL~MF.NT DATA (8f:TW~E~ S~CTIONS 1 e ~ ONLY) 0 P /, 1X, 
44("~·), fp 2(o ~L I J K L ~·1 N 0 !' MI.\TL• 
, 6X>) 
70 FORMAT (~X, 18I4, ox, 1GI4) 
80 FORMAT (/i 'J5.INITIA~ STRESSES (TA~-XY=TAU~YZ=TAU-ZX=OuOl (KN/M2) 
1 - CFI~ST S~CTION ONLY) ', /, 1X, 76C'='), /, 2C 
2 ' NOCE SIG-XX SIG-YY SIG-Zz',9X), /, 
3 C1Xr!3,3E13a4,fx,x3,3E1~.4)) 
90 FO~MAT (//~ ' 3.NOOAL CO-ORC!NATES (M) - (FIRST SECTION ONLY)'/, 
1 1X, 47('='), /, 3(' I CODC. X Y Z , 
2 2X), /, (~!4,3F0e4,3X,2I4,3F9.4,3X,~I4,3F9.4)) 
100 FORMAT ('02aMATERIAL PROPERTIES,/, 1X, 21('='), I 
1 MATL YOUNG(KN/~2) POISS ', /, (1X,I4,2C2X, 
2 E12.4))) 
110 FORMAT (' RA~IUS OF THE TUNNEL (M)oe••••••••••a••••o••••••u•m•••a= 
1", E12.4/ 
2 ' DEPTH OF THE TUNNEL CENTRE LINE (Mlemoseeou•aaaoee•m•ea=' 
3 , t12.;4/ 
4 ' X-COOPD:NATE OF THE TUNNEL CENTRE LINE (Ml ••••••••••••• =' 
5 , £:12.4/ 
6 'Y-COORDINATE OF THE TUNNEL CENTRE LINE (M) •••• aee••j•e•~' 
7 , E12.4/ 
8 ' VERTICAL eoRCE/HORIZONTAL FORCE.~.e•••a•••~&ao•~•a•s•••=' 
9 , !:12.4) 
120 FORMAT (' LINING PLACEMENTosa~aaeeaaoeaaaaoeeaoeeaaeaeaaaaaeee•••= 
1 Y!:S') 
130 FORMAT (' LINING ~LACEMENT ••••••••• ~··••••••••ea•••••••••••••••••~ 






COMMON /BLCKQ1/ TITLE(2C), ~UMEL, NC~NP, NUMPLN, NPPLN, NELINT 
COHMON /BLCK07/ YOUNG(18), POISSC1Q), NMAT 
COMMON /RLCK06/ IX(340,9), KL 
COMMON /SLCK08/ 5(24,24) 
RE\HND 11 
DO 10 KL ~ 1, N=LINT 
CALL ZI38 
DO 1 0 I :i: 1, 2 4 
10 WRITE (11) ($(!,J),J~1,24) 
RETURN 
EN~ 
Cfnai*_*_*-** ** 1di-tr* *** *** * ** * * *** :~ifiiF**-** *** ** *?. ** *** * * * ·* k ** * * **-* * ** 
SUC3RCUTINF. ZX~~ 
C************************~************************************* 
CO~MCN /9LCK~5/ IX(84~,9), KL 
C0MMCN /~LCK~7/ YOUNS(1J), PO!SSC10), NMAT 
CO~MON /RLCKOl/ $(24,24) 
COMMCN /JL~Kn~/ COnRnC3,11??), ~XYZ(3,1122), ZDIST, NC0DE(1122) 
CO~MON /~LCK1~/ ~(3,P), A(~,,7), DET, XEC8r3), H{~7) 
i:JO 1C I ::: 1, 24 
90 1 0 J .~ 1, 2 4 
1 "' S. ( I , J ) ;; C c. 0 
MTYP~ = XXCKL,~) 
LO ~!J ! = 1, S 
J ::: IX(KL~Tl) 
DO 211 K = 1, 3 
20 XE(I,K) = COORO(K,J) 
C C - Y 0 UN G OfY Y P ~ ) I -( ( 1 e -} P 0 I S S ( M T Y P E ) ) * ( 1 a = 2 • * P 0 I S S OH Y P E) )) 
C1 = CC * <1. = ~OtSSCMTVPE)) 
C2 = CC * POISS(MTYPS) 
C3 = CC * C1s = 2a*POISS(MTYPE)) I 2. 
DO 40 K = 1, 27 
CALL JAC08(K) 
oo 30 r = 1" a 
DO 30 J = 1, 8 
5(3*1 = ?.,)*J = 2) = 5(3*1 = 2,3*J = 2) -} C1 * S(1,I) * 8(1, 
1 J) * DET + C3 * 6(2,!) * B(2,J) * OET + C3 * B(3,I) * 8(3,J) 
2 * OET 
S(3*I = ~'~*J = 1) = $(3•I = 2,3*J = 1> + C2 * B(1,I) * R(2, 
1 J) * DET + C3 * 3(2,!) * 8(1,J) * OET 
S<~*I = 2,3wJ) = S(3*I = 2,3*J) + C2 * BC1,I) * 8(3,J) * 
1 DET + C3 * B(3,!) * 9(1,J) * C~T 
S(3*I - 1,3•J = 2) ::: SC3*I = 1,3*J - 2) + C2 * B(2,I) * B(1, 
1 J) * OET + C3 * 8(1,I) * B(2,J) * OET 
SC3*I = 1,3*J 6 1) = S(3*I = 1,3*J = 1) + C1 * B(2,I) * B(2, 
1 J) * DET + C3 * B(1,I) * BC1,J) * DET + C3 * B(3,I) * B(3,J) 
2 * DEi 
S(3*I = 1,3•J) = $(3*I - 1,l*J) + C3 * B(3,I) * B(?,J) * 
1 DET + C2 * B(2,I) * S(3,J) * CET 
S{~*I,3*J = ~) = SC1•I,3•J = 2) + C2 * B(3,!) * B(1,J) * 
1 DE~ + C3 * R(1,I) * B(3,J) * DET 
S(3*I,3*J = 1) = $(3*I,3•J = 1) + C2 * 8(3,!) * S(2,J) * 
1 OET + C3 * B(2,I) * 9(~,J) * DET 
30 S(3*I,3*J) = S(3*I,3*J) + C1 * 3(3,I) * B(3,J) * DET + C3 * B(2, 







COMMON /BLCK01/ TITL~C?C), NUMEL, NCMNP, NUMPLN, NPPL~, NELINT 
COMMON /5LCK05/ NELESCC1J0,3), NDEACT(~), NPFRONCSSQ,g), 
1 NNFRON(S), NELFROC5~C,8), NELF(~), NPDEACC5SQ,8), 
2 NNDEAC(~), NSLIC~{S), N~LACTC10Q,~), NACT(8) 
COMMON /BLCK06/ IXC340,q), KL 
:ELF ~ 0 
JN~RON = N~FRON(II) 
PO _2i: I(L =- '1 P -NUt·~EL 
JO 1 ·l I :-.: 1, ~ 
DO 1J J ~ 1, JNF~O~ 
! F (1 X ( K L, I) o ~ E a ~I P;; R 0 N ( J,. n:)) r, 0 T 0 1 0 
~~lF = IELF + 1 ~ 
N~l~RO(I~L~,r~> ~ KL 
GO T') '.0 
1~ CO~TJ:iW~ 
?.S COf\l?J:NU':: 






0 Hl E N S I 0 N P D C 3 ) 
COMMON /BLCK01/ TITLE(~Q), NUMEL, NUMNP, NUMPLN, NPPLN, NELINT 
COMMON /BLCK04/ DISPLC67~2), NP0(3) 
COMMO~ /aLCKOS/ NELESC(1QQ,8), NOEACT(6), NPFRONC55Q,8), 
1 NNfRON(1), NELF~0(5~0,8), NELF(~), NPD~ACCSSC,8), 
? NND~~C(8), NSLICE(8), NELACT(1QQ,8), NACT(8) 
READ 2fJ, NPLN 
NN ~ 0 
DO 1.0 J = 1, ~PLN 
READ 20, JPLAN, NNOD 
DO 10 K = 1, NNOD 
NN = Nt-J + 1 
READ 30, NP, (PD(L),L=1,3) 
NP = (JPLAN ~ 1) * NPPLN ? NP 
NPFRONCNN,I) = NP 
DO 10 H = 1, 3 
10 DISPL(3*NP + M- 3) = PC(M) 
NN;=RO~J(l) = NN 
·zn FO~MAT C16I5) 






DIMENSION qMIN(3), VC24), DFC2A) 
COMMON /SLCKJ1/ T:TL~(2Q), NUM~L, NCMND, ~UMPLN, NPPLN, NELINT 
COMMON /3LCK02/ n~SLOCC3,112~)~ D~FC~(1122,6), SIGMA(1122,6), NODE 
COMMON /SLCK04/ DISPL(6732), ~P0(3) 
CO~MON /BLCKDS/ NELESCC1CQ,3), NDEACT(R), NP~R0~(55Qp3), 
1 N~~RON(R), NELF~O(SSQ,S), NELF(O), NPOEAC(55Q,R), 
2 NN~~ACCS), ~SLICE(8), NELACTC100~9), NACT(S) 
COMMON /BLCK06/ IXC~4Q,9), KL 
COMMON /BLCKC7/ YOUNGC1C), POISSC1Q), NMAT 
COMMO~ /~LCK08/ 5(24,24) 
COMMON /BLCKu?/ COORD(3,11~2), FXVZ(?.,1122), ZDIST, NCOOEC1122) 
COMMON /BLCK11/ ~~RC~XC1122,~), FO~CEYC112?,8), FORCEZC112?,8l 
JELF = NELF("{II) 
JN~RON = NNFRON(III) 
Do· H~ K K = 1 ? - J N P R (1 N -
FORC:XCKK,II!l = OaO 
FORCf.Y(KK,III) = Oa1 
10 FORCcZ(KK,II;) ~ 1o0 
KN~RCN ~ NN~~nNCIII) I 2 
LN:::RCN = KrJF RON 
IF ((KNFRON*?) aN~o N~=RON(!II)) LNFRON ~ KNF~ON + 1 
DO 2: ~ = 1, K~=~0~ 
~P1 = NPF~ON(I,I!I) 
~P? = NP~R~~(I ~ L~F~CN,III) 
28 PRINT 131, NP1, DISPL(3*N~1 = 2), DISPL(~*NP1 = 1), DISPL(3*N?1), 
1NP?, D~SPL(~*NP~ = 2), CISPL(3*NP~ = 1), D!SPL(3*NP2) 
IF ((KNFR~N*2) a~Go NN~RON(Ili)) GO TO 3C 
NP3 = NPCRON(LNF~ON,II-1 
PRINT 130, NPJ, DISPLC3•NPJ - ?), DISPLC3*NP3 - 1), DISPLC~*NP3) 
30 CONTTNU[; 
00 4C I = 1, 3 
40 RtUN(I) = 100')0 .. 
D0 SC I ~ 1, NPPLN 
NP = (NUMPLN - 1) * NPPLN + I 
DO SQ J = 1, 3 
50 IF (ABSCD!SPL(~*NP + J - 3)) oLT. ABS(RMIN(J))) RMIN(J) ~ DISPL(3* 
1NP + J - 3) 
DO 60 I = 1, ~UM~P 
DO 60 J = 1, 3 
60 DISPL(1*I + J - 3) = OISPL(3*I + J - 3) - RM!N(J) 
C 15 CONT;:Nu:: 
00 110 II = 1, JEL~ 
KL = NEL~RO(!!,III) 
CALL Zif1~ 
DO 70 J = 1, 8 
LL :: IXCKL,J) 
DO 70 L = 1, 3 
70 V()*J + L - ~) ~ D!SPL(3*LL + L - 3) 
DO 80 K = 1, 24 
:JF(K) ~ OaO 
DO :'3 0 J ~ 1, 24 
8D u~(K) = DF(K) + S(J,K) * V(J) 
no 1 oo LL = 1, 8 
NO = IXCKL,LL) 
DO 90 J ~ 1, JNFRON 
IF (NO .NE. NPFRON(J,III)) GO TO 90 
FORCEXCJ,III) = FORCEX(J,III) + ~FC3*Ll - 2) 
FO~CEY(J,!II) = FCR£~Y(J,III) + DF(3*LL = 1) 
FORCEZ(J,I!I) = FORCEZ(J,III) + OF(3*LL) 




POISSC1) = PPS 
120 COI\JTINUE 
PRINT 140 
130 FORMAT (2(!6,3~12a4,~X)) 
140 FORMAT (/, 1X, ·eQUIVALENT FORCss•, /, 1X, 17Cu=•), /, 
1 2<' N03E',6x,~~x~,1ox,'~y',10Xi°FZ',10x>> 
RETURN 
ENO 




C04MON /3LCKn1/ T~TLEC':), ~U~~L, NU~N~, NUMPLN, NPPLN, N~LINT 
COMMON /9LC~O~/ CENTR0(2), R~nrus, C~PTH, FACTOR, LINER, NSTEPS, 
1 lOIVH/1) 
C04MON /AlCK~4/ DISPL(67~~), NP0(3) 
COM~ON /RLCK05/ NELESC(1~0,~), ND~AC!(?), NPFRON(55Q,8), 
1 NNi=RONUD, NELF~0(5";.),~)J' N:::LF(1D" NPOE~C(550J'8), 
2 NNnEAC(3), NS~ICECa), N~LACTC1JJ,~), NACTCB) 
CATA EXCV 1•x•1, DISP t•p•/, CONC 1•c•tJ' 6LANK 1• •1, END /•N•/ 
NS'::';)s = o 
1 0 R E-A D 6 'J, ( T Y P = C I ) P I ::: 1 , 1 3 ) 
DO 5'1 I = 1, 1~ 
IF (TYPE(I) aE~a BLANK) GO TO SJ 
IF (iYPE<I {o 1) aE'~a END) RETURN 
NSTEPS = NSTEPS {o 1 
ND~ACTCNST~PS) = 0 
NNFRONCNST~PS) = 0 
N~LF(NSTEPS) = 0 
NNDEACCNSTCPS) = 0 
· ~SLICECNST~PS) ~ 0 
NACT(NSTE?S) = 0 
IF (7YPE(I ? 1) aEQa EXCV) GO TO 20 
~F (TYPE(I) aEQa CONC) GO ;o 40 
IF (TYP~(!) aEQo DISP) GO TO 30 
C DISTRI3UTEO LOA~ NOT INCLUO~Da 
GO TO 10 
20 LOAD(N$YEP5) = 0 
~EAD 70, NSLICECNSTEPS) 
GO TO 10 
3C LOAO(NSTEPS) = 1 
CALL DISPLCCNSTEPS) 
GO TO 1 :J 
40 LOAD CNSTF?S) = 3 
CALL LODCON(NSTEPS) 
GO TO 10 
5C' CONTINUE 
60 FORMAT (15A1) 






C0MMO~ /RLCK01/ TITLE(~C), NUM~LP NUMNP, NUMPLN, NPPLN, NELINT 
COM~ON /BLCK~3/ CENTRO(~), RADIUS, CEPiHP FACTOR, LINERP NSTEPSP 
1 LOAD(1) 
COMMON /RLCK~4/ OISPL(6732), NP0(3) 
COMMON /BL:KJS/ N~LESCC1CQ,~), NnEACTC~), ~PFRON(55Qp8), 
1 NNFRQN(8), NELFRCCS~Qp~), NELF(8), NPD~AC(SSQ,S), 
2 NNO=AC(8), NSLICE(~), NELACT(11n,3), NACT(3) 
COMMON /BLCK09/ C00RC(3,11~2)P FXYZ(3P1122), ZD!ST, NCODEC1122) 
COMMCN /6LCK11/ ~O~CEXC112?P9), FJRCEYC112?,~), FORCEZC1122P8) 
P~~NT 1-:1(') 
JK = 0 
C A L l tHi AT ~ X 
D0 11J I ~ 1~ NSicPS 
X~ (LOAD(I) aN~a 0) GO TO 10 
I~ (JK of1o u) CALL ~Ec~N 
CALL EXCVHJ(!) 
J I( ::: 1 
PR':fH 14') 
CA~L FO~C::1 (~) 
G 0 T 0 4, 'j 
1Q IF CL0A~(I) = 2) 2C, 110, 30 
2~ PRINT 15('; 
CALL :J~t:II\J('I) 
CALL FOR':E3(I) 
GO TO 41 
3C PRINT 16~ 
4~ JN~RON = NN~RCN(I) 
DO e~ II = 1, JN~RON 
NP = NPF~ON(II,I) 
NC = NCOD=(NP) 
IF (NC aF.Qa 1) SO TO ~8 
IF CNC aEQa 1 cORa NC aEQo 
yc CNC aEQo ~ oORo NC aEQa 
IF (NC aF.~o ' cORa NC a=Oo 
FORCEX(II,I) = DIS~L(3*NP = 
FO~C~YCII,I) = D!SPL(3*NP = 
FORCEZCII,I) = DISDL(3*~P) 






50 FORCEX(IJ,!) = OISPL(J*NP - 2) 
GC iO 50 
GO TO 60 
GC TO 7Q 
IF (NC aEQa 4) FORCEY(II,I) ~ JISPL(3*NP ~ 1) 
GO TO 88 
60 ~ORC~Y{II,!) = OISPL(3*NP = 1) 
IF CNC oEOo ~) ~ORCEZCYI,I) = DISPL(3*NP) 
GO TO ~Q 
7~ FORCEZ{II,~) = OISPL(3*NP) 
IF CNC aEQo 6) FORCEX(I!,I) = DISPL(3*NP = ?.) 
80 CONTINUE 
DO ~0 J ~ 1, NUMNP 
DO 90 K ~ 1, 3 
9C DISPL(3*J ~ K = 3) ~ 8o0 
NF = NNFRON(I) I 2 
LF = NC 
IF ((N~*?) aNEa NNcRON(I)) LF = LF + 1 
DO 100 J = 1, NF 
NP = NPFRON(J,I) 
N~1 = NP~RON(J + LC,I) 
100 PRINT 12J, ~P, FO~CEX(J,!), coqccy(J,!), FORC[Z(J,I), NP1, 
1 cQ~C~X(J + NF,I), CQRCEY(J + NF,y), ~ORC~Z(J + N~,r> 
IF ((?.*Nc) a=Ga NNFRON(I)) G~ TO 110 
NP3 = NPF~ONCNF + 1,:> 
PRINT 120, NP3, FORC~X(N~ + 1,I), PORCEYCNP + 1,J), FORCEZ(NF + 
1 1 , I ) 
110 CONTINUE 
12n FORMAT (~(I6,3E12a4,5X)) 
13C FORMAT (/, " CONSTRUCTION OR LOADING TYPEa", /, 1X, 23("*")) 
14J FORMAT (/, 1X, "AP 0 LifO F~RCES", f, 1X, 14("="), /, 
1 2c· NODE",6x,·~x·,1ax,·~v·,,~x,"Fz",9X)> 
15~ FO~MAT (/, 1X, "PR~SCRieEJ OISPLAC~~ENTS", /, 1X, ~4("="), /, ?( 
1 • Noo~·,~x,·ox·,1ox,·ov',10x,·oz·,ox>> 
16r FO~MAT (/, 1X, "CONC~NTRAT~D L~ADS", /, 1X, ,8("~"), /, 
1 2(" NOD~",6X,"FX",10X,"Fy",1CX,"FZ",QX)) 





COMMON /BLC~~5/ ~~LES:C10~,6), ND~ACTC8), NP~~CN(S~Q,3), 
1 ~N~~ON(1), ~EL=ROC55G,1), ~~L~(~), NPnEAC(550,8), 
2 NN9EAC(~), NSLI:EC~), N~LQCT(101,fl), ~ACT(~) 
COMMON /~LC~11/ ~oRC~XC112~,~), FO~CFVC1122,~), FOQCEZ(1122,n> 
~~AD 2J, NN~~ON(ISTP) 
NFORCE = NNFRON(!STP) 
DO 1n I = 1, N~ORCf. 
READ 30, NP, FORCEX(I,ISTP), FORCEY(I,!STP), ~ORCEZ(I,ISTP) 
1r. NP~RCN(I,ISTP) = NP 
20 FORI4AT (16!5) 






CO~MON /8LCK~1/ CENTQ0(2), RADIUS, CEPTH, FACTOR, LINER, NSTEPS, 
1 LOAD(8) 
C0,"1MON /'.SLCKD5/ NF.LE5CC1Q'),~), ~JO=!.l.CTU.n, ~lPFRON(55Q,g), 
1 NNFRON(~), NELF~O(SSQ,S), NELF(8), NPOEAC(55Q,8), 
2 N~DEAC(8), NSLI(E(R), N~LACTC1QQ,~), NACT(8) 
COMMON /BLCK06/ IX(34Q,9), KL 
COMMON /BLCK07/ VOUNGC1C), POISS(10), NMAT 
COMMON /RLCK~Q/ C00R0(),11<2), FXYZ{3,11~2), ZDIST, NCODE(1122) 
COMMON /BLCK11/ ~ORCEXC1122,8), FORCEYC112~,g), FORCEZC1122,8) 
PRINT 140, JVEZ 
JNFRON = NNF~ON(JV~Z) 
JDEACT = NDEACY(JV=Z) 
JACT = NACT(JV~Z) 
I F ( L 0 A D ( J v ~ z ) D ~I E D c ) G 0 T 0 3 0 
uO 12 I = 1, J~EACT 
Kl = NELESC(I,JVEZ) 
10 IX(KL,?) = 'J 
IF (JACT o~Qa 0) GO TO 30 
DO 2C : = 1, JACT 
~L = N~LACT(I,JVEZ) 
2Q XX(KL,()) = t') 
30 DO 4C I = 1, JNFQON 
N? = NP=RQN(I,JV~Z) 
FXYZ(1,NP) = FXYZ(1,~P) ~ ~ORC~X(I,JVEZ) 
~XYZ(2,NP) = FXYZ(2,NP) • =o~C~V(I,JVEZ) 
4~ FXYZ(3,NP) = FXYZ(3,NP) ~ CQRCEZ(I,JVEZ) 
IF CLOA9(JV:z> aNEa ';) GO TO sn 
PR!NT 11J0 
GO TO no 
5~ IF CLOAQ(JVEZ) = 2) 60, 70, A8 
6~ PRINT 11C 
GO TO 0 ) 
((J PRT"''T 120 
GO '?0 ·:n 
32 PR1NT 1 )·) 










(/, o ADPLI~C coRe=~ (JU~ TO EXCAVATION)•p /, 1X, 34(•=o)) 
(/, 
0 AP?L~E1 FO~CES (~QU:VALENT T() PRES~RI3[~ DISPLACEMENTS 
1X, 55(•:::•)) 
(/, • APPLI~D ~n~CES (~qUTV~L~NT TO DIST~~~UTEO LOADS)•p fp 
1x, 41 c•:::•n 
(/, o A~PL!~D FORCES (C,NCENT?AT~O LOADS)•, /, 1X, 1sc·~·)) 







COMMON /~LCK~1/ TITLEC2C), NUMEL, NUMNPr NUMPLN, NPPLN, NELINT 
COMMC~I /BLCK03/ CENTR0(2), RADIUS, DEPTH, FACTOR, LINER, NSTEPS, 
1 LO.AD(8) 
COMMON /RLCK04/ DISPLC6732), NP0(3) 
COMMON /eLCKOS/ NELESCC100,8), NDEACT(A), NPFRONCSSQ,8), 
1 NNF~ON(C), NELFR0(55Q,!), NELF(R), NPDE4CC55Q,8), 
2 NNDEAC(8), NSLICE(8), NELACTC100,g), NACT(8) 
COMMON /BLCK06/ IXC840,9), Kl 
COMMON /BLCK07/ YOUNG(1Q), POISS(10), NMAT 
COMMON /BLCK08/ 5(24,24) 
CO~MON /~LCK09/ COORD(3,11~2), FXYZ(3,1122), ZDIST, NCODEC1122) 
COMMON /BLCK12/ ~LOBLC702,~51), MBA~D, NUMBLK, NEQBLK 
JACT = NACT(JVEZ) 
IF (NSLICECJV~Z) aNE. 1) I~EACT = JACT I NSLIC~CJVEZ) 
RE~liND 3 
NB.:: 117 
NEQBLK =- "li. * N3 
ND2 = ~ * NEQBLK 
NU~1BLK ~ 0 
INTERV = NUMPL~ - 1 
CO 10 N ~ 1, ND2 
OISPL(N) = OaO 
JO 10 M = 1, MBAND 
10 GLDBL(N,M) = 0.0 
ASS~~BLE GLOBAL MATRIX. 




NH N~ * (NUMSLK + 1) 
N1'4 = N!-1 - W3 
NL = NM·~ NB 
KSHII=T = 3 * 
DO 110 KKL = 
RE'r.JINJ 11 
+ 1 
NL = 3 
1, PJTERV 
DO 118 KLL ~ 1, NELINT 
KL = KLL + (KKL - 1) * N~LINT 
MTVPE = lX(KL,O) 
DO 30 I = 1, 24 
READ (11) CSCI,J),J=1,24) 
IF (~TYPE) 110, 110, 4n 
DO 60 I = 1 .. 8 
p: <IX (KL, I) = t~L) 61, 50, 5Q 
IC (~X(KL,I) - NM) 70~ 70, 60 
CONT !tJU.: 
.:;o T') 11n 
7C CONTINU~ 
~XCKL,9) ~ =lXCKL,~) 
c 0 ·~ '1 :r ~ 1 17 ~ 
30 LM(l) = 3 * TXCKL,I) = 3 
C~ 100 X = 'ip '1 
'lO 1JiJ K ~ 1 .. :3 
II ~. LM(t) + K = KSHIFT 
KK = 3 * I = 3 ~ K 
no 1 DO J ~ 1 P ~ 
r.o 100 L ~ 1" :-; 
JJ = LM(J) + L - II + 1 - KSHIFT 
r:= <JJ> 1~Jo, 100, <;IQ 
90 LL = ~ * J - 3 + L 
GL03LCII,JJ) = GL03LC!I,JJ) + SCKK,LL) 
100 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 
IF (NM eGT. NUMNP) NM = NUMNP 
DO 120 N = NL, NM 
K = ~ * N - KSHIFT 
DO 120 ~1 = 1, 1 
120 D!SPL(K + M - l) = DISPL(K + M - 3) + FXYZ(M,N) 
C SET UP BOUNDARY CONOITIONSa 
DO 130 M = NL, NH 
IF 01- NUMNP) 130, 13('), 190 
130 IF CNCODEOO aEOa ~) GO iQ 180 
N = ~ * M - 2 - KSHIFT 
r ~ OJ c o o ~ < rn a s Q a 1 .. c Q. ~ N c o ') E < M > .. :: Q • 4 > Go r o 1 4 o 
I F ( N C 0 DE CD a E Q o 2 a 0 ~ • N C 0 0 e ( f<l ) • E Q • 5 ) G 0 T 0 1 5 0 
r F ( ~-1 (. 0 DE 00 " = Q e 3 a 0 R " N c 0 !J 2 ( ~1 ) " E Q B 6 ) G 0 T 0 1 6 0 
GO TO 171 
140 U = FXYZ(1,M) 
CALL MODI~Y(N02, N, U) 
IF (NCOJE01) eEQ. 1) GO TO 1QJ 
-u ::·FXYH2;M) 
N = N + 1 
CALL MO)I~Y(N02, ~, U) 
GO TO 1ZO 
15~ U = FXYZ(2,~) 
N = N + 1 
CALL MODIFY(ND2, N, U) 
IF CNCODEO~) .. f.f)o (.)GO TO 1R') 
u == Fxvzo,rn 
N ::: N + 1 
C~LL MODIFYCND~, N, U) 
GO T() 130 
160 u·= PXYZ(3,M) 




~ALL MODIFYCND2, N, Ul 
IF OJCODE(r1) .. EQ. 3) GO TO 1lJ 
u = r:xvzc1,M> 
N = ~! . - ~ 
Cl\LL MO~liFY (NO~, N, U) 
GO rn 1 qn 
u = :'=XYZ(1,M) 
CALL f•1 0 J! F Y ( N D ? , N, U) 
u ::: F X Y ! ( 2 , (1) 
N :;; Ill + 1 
CALL i·l 0 D : :: Y ( N D ~ , i~, U) 
u ::: r:xvzc3,M> 
N 
-
N <} 1 
CALL Mon:::.:~v c ~.JIJ?., N, U) 
C 0 N I 'HJ!J ?. · 
COi'JT:nJU-;; 
C ~~0~~ ~1~ATI0~S :NTO ~~L~ 3a 
DO 2~J N ~ 1, NE~~LK 
208 W~ITE (3) DlSPL(N), (GLCBL(N,~),M~1,MB4ND) 
80 210 N ~ 1, Ml~rLK 
K = ~J ?. ~J:: I) 8 L K 
~IS?L(N) = D!SPL(K) 
'JISPL(IO :-; 'JoO 
00 21~ M = 1, MBAND 
GLOBL(N,M) = ;LOBL(K,M) 
210 GLOSL(K,M) = D.O 





SUSROUTINE MOOIFYCNEQ, N, U) 
C************************************************************** 
COMMON /BLCK04/ OISPL(6732), NP0(3) 
COMMON /BLCK12/ GLOBL(702,351), MBAND, NUMBLK, NEQBLK 
DO 40 M = 2, MBAND 
K::;:N-.~+1 
IF (K) 20, 20, 10 
10 DIS?L(K) = DISPL(K) = GL06L(K,M) * U 
G L 0 B L ( K , t·l) = 0 a 0 
20 K = N + M - 1 
IF (NEQ ~ K) 40, 30, 3D 
30 OISPL(K) = D!SPL(K) - GL03L(N,-M) * U 
GL08L(t~;M) = Q.,-o 
4 0 C 0 t-.J T I N U ;: 
GLn3L(N,1) = 1.D 






C SOLV~ SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS BY GAUSS ELIMINATION METHOD. 
DOU3LE PR~CISION c, DIS, GSL 
COMMON /BLCK04/ DISPL(6732), NP0(3) 
COMMON /BLCK12/ GLOBL(7Q2,~51), MBAKD, NUMBLK, NEQRLK 
]\jl = NF:QBLK + 1 
NH = N~QBLK ~ NEQBLK 
R:tHND 1 
RE~.fiND 3 
NB ::: 0 
GO iC 30 
1 o N3 = ro + 1 
bO 22 N = 1, NEQRLK 
NM = NE'}RLK ? N 
DISPL(N) ~ QlSPL(N~) 
:.':::SPL(N~~) = C.J 
DO 20 M = 1, M3AND 
G L !)f.3 L { N, t1) ~ GLOP. L C N:-1 pf-'1) 
2 0 G L 0 3 L ( :-.Jf1 Pi~) ~ i;. '1 
IF (NU~~LK - ~g) 30, 50P 30 
12 D~ 4n N ~ ~L, N~ 
40 ~~AJ (~) n:SDL(N), CGL0~l(N,~),~~1,~9AND) 
:,: ~: ( N 13 ) 5 0 , 1 •J.., 5 0 
C GAUSS REDUCT!ON. 
SC CO 1:1 N ~ 1P NEn3LK 
~F (GL03L(Np1)) 60, 1CJ, 6~ 
68 GIS = 9~LE(OISDL(N)) I 03LE(GL08L(N,1)) 
DISPL(N) = SNGL(JIS) 
DO ?0 L = ~~ MBAND 
IF CGLO~L(N,L)) 70, 90, 70 
7C C = DBLE(GL03L(N,L)) I DBLECGL08L(N,1)) 
I = N + L = 1 
J = n 
DO 80 K = L, MBAND 
j = J + 1 
G3L = 03LE(~LORL(I,J)) = C * DBLE(GLOBL(N,K)) 
30 GLOSL(l,J) = SNGLCG8L) 
CIS = DBLE(DISPLCI)) - D8LtCGL08L(N,L)) * DBLECDISPL(N)) 
DISPL{I) = SNGLC~I$) 
GLOBL(N,L) ~ SNGL(C) 
91: CONTINU:: 
1DJ CO"JTINU!: 
IF (NUM3LK - N9) 1 10, 130, 110 
110 DO 120 N = 1, NE~BLK . 
120 WRITE (1) DIS?L(N), CGLOBL(N,M),M=?,MS~ND) 
GO TC 1J 
C BACK-SURSTITUTIJN. 
130 DO 150 M = 1, NEQBLK 
N = Nc·13LK + 1- ~1 
iJ Is- = D BL:: (DIS o L ( N) ) 
DC 140 K = 2, MeANn 
L = N + K - 1 
140 DIS = DIS = 08L2(GLOBL(N,K)) * DBLE(DISPL(L)) 
D :::: S P L 01 ) = S ~I G L C !JI S ) 
Nl-\ = N + NEQBLK 
DISPL(NM} = DIS~L(N) 
1 5 0 G L 0 8 L ( N 11, N B ) = 0 0 I S P L ( !\1 ) 
NB = N~ - 1 
IF (NS) 160, 2QQ, 160 
160 DO 170 N = 1, ~EQ3LK 
17C e)ACKSPACE 1 
DO 1~0 N = 1, NEQBLK 
180 READ (1) ~ISPL(N), (GL08L(N,M),M=2,~~AND) 
DO 190 N = 1, NEQBLK 
190 BACKSPACE 1 
GO TO 1 3C 
~oc K = (') 
DO 218 NB = 1, NUM~LK 
00 210 N = 1, N~QBLK 
N ~1 = N + N ':: Q 3 L K 
K::K+1 






~=~~NS~ON lG(6,1122), IUC11~1), QISP(3,S), Z1(~,~) 
DIM~NSXON l~~(P,~), STRA!NC142~,~) 
C 0 ~P-1 ~):~ I ?,-L C K 11 I T I "~' L f. <2 0 ) , N U t·1 ;:: l "' N lii'-~ N? , ~ tm P L N"' N P o l N"' N c L HJI 
CO~MON 11LCK02/ J2SLOCC3,1122), OEFCRC11~2,6)., SIGMQ(1122,6), NODE 
COMMON /BLCK03/ CENTR0(2), RADIUS, O~PTH, FACTOR, LIN2R, NSTEPS, 




/~L~Kn4/ GISPL(6732), NPO()) 
/3LCK05/ NELESCC1JQ,S), NDEACT(8), NP~RONCSSQ,g), 
NNFRON(A), N~LF~OC5S0,3), N~LF(8), NPOEACCSSQ,~), 
NNOEACCn), NSLICE(8), NELACT(1QQ,g}, NACT(8) 
































/9LCK07/ YOUNG(1C), POISSC1Q), NMAT 
/SLCKn9/ COORD(3,11~2), FXYZ(J,11~2), ZDIST, NCODEC1122) 
/BLCK10/ 3(J,(,), A(~,(7), o=r, XE(~,3), WC27) 
/BLCK12/ GL03LC7C2,351), MBAN~, NUMBLK, NEQBLK 
/3LCK14/ PQESC1122,3) 
= 1 0 
: 1a 
= ~1 0 
= ~1o 
= 1 0 
= 1 0 
= ~1o 
= ~1 0 
= ~1 0 




= -1 0 
= ~1 0 
= 1 0 
= 1 0 
:: ~1 0 
= 1 0 
= 1 0 
= 1 0 
= 1 0 
= ~1o 
= ~1 0 
= ~1 0 
= ~1 0 
80 10 N = 1, NUMNP 
D 0 1 ") ~1 = 1, 3 
DQ~S(Np/~) = OoO 
1C JESLOC(M,N) = OESLOC(~,N) + O!SPL(3*N + M- 3) * 1J00a 
DO 2('1 I ::; 1, 3 
20 NPO(I) =: 1 
DO 30 N = ~~ NUMNP 
DO 30 J :-:: 1, 3 
IF CABSCDESL~C(J,Nl) aGTa ABSC~~SL0C(J,NPO(J)))) 
1 NPO(J) = N 
31J CONTINUE 
DO 40 I = 1, NUMNP 
DO 40 J ~ 1, 3 
IF (D~SLOC{J,NPO(J)) o~Qo JoO) GO TO 4~ 
PD~S(I,J) = CDESL0C(J,Il/D~SLOC(J,NPO(J))) * 100o 
4('; COtlTINU~ 
~0 sr M ~ 1, NUMNP 
::u un = o 
no sn J!( = 1v- 5 
ST~AX~CM,JK) ~ OaO 
50 Z,G(Jt\,i'IJ):...: Co 
DO 111 KL ~ 1, ~J4fL 
lX(KL,0) ; !AB~(IX(KL,0)) 
r ..rry P :: :;;;: I X ( K L , ~ ) 
IF (MTYPE aE1o 0) ~0 rn 110 
CC:;;;: YOU~S(MTYP~) I CC1a ~ ~oiSS(~TYPE))*(1o ~ 2a*POISS(MTYP~))) 
C1 ~ :C * (1o - PQ~SS(MTYPE)) 
C2 ~ CC * PO!SS(MiYP~) 
C3 ~ CC * C1o = 2o*P0ISS(MTVPE)) I 2a 
oo 61 r = 1, a 
J ::-: IX(KL,I) 
DO 60 K = 1, ) 
XE(I,K) = COORD(K,J) 
61 DISP(K,I) = DISPL(3*J + K - 3) 
DO 70 ! = 1, 3 
1)0 70 J = 1, 6 
J'=FO,J) = OaO 
71J Z1 (J,!) = OJ) 
llO 9·~ K = 1, 8 
W(K) = 1o0 
CALL J.I\C03(K) 
DO 'iO I = 1, 8 
OEF(K,1) = DEF(K,1) + B(1,I) ~ DTS~(1,I) 
n=F(K,~) = DEf(K,2) + P,(?,I) * DISP(2,I) 
DEF(K,3) = O~F(K,3) + ~(3,I) * DISP(~,I) 
Dt~(K,4) = QEF(K,4) + B(?.,I) * D!SP(1,!) + 8(1,!) * DISP(2, 
1 I ) 
OE~(K,S) = D=F(K,S) + B(3,I) * D!SP(2,r> + B(2,I) * DISP(3, 
1 I) 
80 DEF(K,6) = O~F(K,6) + ~(),T.) * CISPC1,I) + 8(1,!) * OISP(3,I) 
Z1(1,K) = C1 * DE~(K,1) + C?. * Dcf(K,2) + C2 * DEF(K,3) 
Z1(2,K) ~ C2 * Df.F(K,1) ? C1 * CEF(K.,2) + C2 * DEF(Kp3) 
Z1(3,K) = C2 * DEF(Kp1) + C2 * CEF(Kp2) + C1 * DE~(Kp3) 
Z1(4,K) = C3 * DEF(Kp4) 
Z1 (5pK) = C3 * DEF(K,.S) 
Z1 (6PK) = C3 * Dt:F(K,6) 
90 CONTINUE 
'JO 100 J ~ 1, '\ 
I = :::X(KL;J) 
IU{I) = IUCI) + 1 
DO 1 :') 0 L = 1, 6 
STRAIN(I,L) ~ STRAI~(I,L) + ~EF(J,L) * 100o 
10() ~G(L,I) = ZG(L,.I) + I1 (LpJ) 
11"' CONTINU~ 
121) 
DO 1?0 I = 1, ~UMNP 
IF (!U(I) oE~a 0) IU(I) ~ 1 
DO 1?:) J = 1, f. 
ZZ = ZG(J,I) I :UCT) 
IF (ARSCZZ) aLTa OaCn0001) ZZ = OoO 
SIGMAC!,J) = S~G~A(I,J) + ZZ 
DO 13J I = 1, NUM~P 
CJO 110 J :: 1 "' f. 
~D = STRA:NCI,J) I IU(I) 
Ir C.i'I~SC:1D) aLTo OoG00!)0GJ01) 01.: = 
CEFOR(~pJ) = n=~OR(I,J) ? DD 
I~ (LO~D(JVEZ) oN":o ·:')) GO TO 1'3:1 
JNFRCN = ~NFR0N(JV~Z) 
~0 140 I ~ 1"' JN~~ON 
~ ~ NP~RON(:,JV~Z) 
fJO 14Q J ~ 1, ~ 
SIG~1/l(i<.,J):;: OoCl 
IF CNNlEACCJV~Z) oFQo 1) ~~TU~N 
JNDEAC = ~NDF~C(JV~Z) 
JO 160 I ~ 1, JNDF.AC 
I: = NPDEAC(I,JVEZ) 
f)Q 1:J•l J = 1P ~ 
DESLOC(J,:I) ~ 8a8 
JE~OR(II,J) = ~a~ 
OE~ORCII,J ~ 3) = OaO 
SIG~A(II,J) - 0an 






COMMON /BLCK011 TITLE(2Q), NUMEL, NGMN°, NUMPLN, NPPLN, NELINT 
COMMON /BLCK021 QESLOC(3,1122), DEFCR(1122,6), SIGMA(1122,A), NODE 
C 0 I 'if~ 0 N I B L C K 0 3 I C PJi ~ 0 ( 2 ) , R A D I U S , C = P T H , FA C T 0 R, l I N E R , N S T E P S, 
1 LOA0(13) 
C0'1MON /3LCK'J41 l)IS?l(6732), NP0(3) 
COMMON /3LCK141 PDE$(112~,3) 
IF (DESLOC(2,NO!l':) aNEa Ca')) GO TO 1C 
HOR :: OaO 
VERT = GaO 
AXL = OaO 
GO TO 20 
11 HO~ = D~SLOCC1,NP0(1)) I OESLOC(2,NO~E) 
V2RT = DESLOC(~,NP0(2)l I D~SLOC(2,NOOE) 
AXL = DESL0C(3,NP0(3)) I DESLOC(2,NCCE) 
2C PRINT 11n, NOD~, a~SLOC(2,NOJE), NP0(1), DESLOC(1,NP0(1)), NP0(2), 
1DESLOC(~,NDO(~)), NP0(1), DESLOC(3,NP0(3)), HOR, VERT, AXL 
DO 30 II = 1, NUMPLN 
PRINT 1:)0, II 
DO 30 K = 1, NPDLN 
NP ~ (II = 1) * NPPLN + K 
30 PRINT 60, NP, K' (DESL0C(J,N?),PD~SCNP~J),J:1,3) 
PR~NT 120 
DO 40 II = 1, NUMPLN 
PRINT 15('), I: 
DO 41 K = 1, NPPLN 
KP = <II = 1) * NPPLN + K 
4C PRINT 7Q, KP, K, CSIGMA(KP,I),!=1,6) 
PRINI 13t) 
DO 5C II = 1, NUMPLN 
PRINT 1 sn, II 
DO Sn L = 1, NPPLN 
LP ~ (II = 1) * ~PDLN + L 
sc PRINT 70, LP, L, cne~o~CLP,rl,!=1,~l 
II= (JVI=Z oEJa NSiEPS) PRINT 14.1 
6( fQOMAT C!S, •c•, !2, .,., ~CC1~o4,•c•,F6Q1,o)•)) 
7C FORMAT C:?, oc•, I<, .,., 6;:12a4> 
38 FORt"'A.T CIS, •c•, I?.,.,., ~r12a'Jl 
q0 FO~Mii (//, ~X, ~1<•••), /, SX, •*** STEP NUMaER•, !2, • ***•, 1, 
1 sx, 21<·*·>, I> 
401 FORM~T (/, • <<< S~S~!ON NOa•, I2~ • >>> •, 1, 
1 
'0 NOJi: x c L ~~? a ) < ~: r1 !\ x o > 
)tiXa) ') 
11~ ~ORMAT (II, • A) D~S~LA:~M~NiS o, /, 3X, 1~c·~·), 11, 




~ODE WtTH ~AXIMUM SfTTL~M~NTaoaaoaaaoooaaao=·, I4/ 















~ODE ~ITH MAXIMUM LATERAL DISPLdCEMENT ••••• ~·, 
MAX:MUM LATERAL D!SPLACEMENT (MM) •••••••••• =·, 
NODe WITH MAXIMUM V~RTICAL DISPLACEMENT •••• =•, 
MAXIMUM V~RTICAL OIS?LACEMENT (~~) ••••••••• ~·, 
NODE WITH ~AXIMUM LONGIT. DISPLACEMENT ••••• =•, 
MAXIMUM LnNGIT. DISPLACEMENT (MM) •••••••••• =·, 
MAX.HORIZ.DISOLAC~MENT/MAX.SETTLEMENT •••••• =·, 
~AX.VERT.OISPLACEMENT/~AX.SETTLEMENT ••••••• =·, 
MAX.LONG.DISPLACEMENT/MAX.SETTLEMENT ••••••• =·, 
I" A.2)*** AMPL!TUO~ CMM) ***") 
(//, • B) STRESS~$ (KN/M2) •, /, 3X, 16("=·)) 
(//, • C) STRAINS (%) •, /, 3X, 14(.=")) 
(//, 2(/,?SX,?4C•••)), /, 24X, • *** ~ND OF EXECUTION 
2(/,25X,24<••o)), //) 










2• NODE SIG=XX SIG=YY SIG=ZZ TAU=XY TAU= 
3YZ TAU=ZX ., 






t.:XX EYY EZZ 
. ) 
<<<S~CTION No.·, !2, • >>>', /, 
EXV 
170 FORMAT 





(/, ' <<< SECTION NO.~, !2, • >>>H, /, 






COMMON /BLCK~1/ T:TLEC2Q), NUMEL, NUMNP, NUMPLN, NPPLN, NELINT 
CO~MON /BLCKQ~/ DESLOC(3,1122), DEFCRC11~2,6), SIGMAC112?,6), NODE 
COMMON /BLCK04/ noSPL(6732), NP0(3) 
IF (JVt:Z .EQ. 1) GO TO 10 
R'=WIND 1 ~ 
WRITE (12) NUMNP, NUMPLN, NPPLN 
WRTTE (1~) ((COO~D(I,K),I=1,~),K=1,~UMNP) 
10 ~JRIT': C1 ~) Jv::z 




A P P E N D I X c 
c 
C****************************************************************** 
C PRbGR~Mi G~A~H 
C***~*~****~******************************************************* 
c 
. DIMENSION COORD(3,1122), XGRC300), YGRC~QO), FGR(300), OIREC(8Q), 
1 VARC80)i ~UNCC8,6,1122)~ NPL-(13), JNOOEC300) 
O~TA BlANK I' '/, HOR /'H'·/, RLONG /'L'/, END /'E'/ 




:READ :.(1"2) NUMNP, .NUMPLN, NPPLN 
READ- ( 12) ( (COORD C!, K), I=1, 3) ,K=1 ,NUMNP) 
READ 140, CVAR(I),I~1,ff0) 
0 0 _:1 0 I I = 1 , 8 0 
IF (VARCII) .• EQ.. BLANK)- GO TO 10 
IF CVAR<II> .EQ •. END).- STOP 
IF C VA R(I I + 3) · o E Q • 0 IS P LT N N N :;: 1 
IF (VA R (II +. 3) • E Q. EN 0) . N N N: :;: 2 
IF (VAR_<II + 3) ~EQ ... STRAIN.) N~JN = 3 
GO TO ·zo 
10 tONTINUf . 
20 ~EAD -140, (DIRECCD;I=1;~Q) 
RE)O 120, IDIR, IVEZ 
DO 40 II = 1, e 0 
IF CDIREC<tr> oEQo BLANK> GO TO 40 
IF CO!RECCIIJ .. EQ .. EN·D> STOP 
IF CDIRECC:I) .EQ. HOR) GO TO 60 
IF·: ( DI R E C ( I I> .. E Q .' R CON G ) G 0 T 0 50 
READ 120, LSECT 
N P P _ =· N P P L N . 
LL 1 = 1 
LL2-= 2 
DO 30 I = 1, NPP 
. NP- :;;:· CLSECT ~ 1) * NPP.LN + I 
30 JNOD~(I) -~ NP 
GOTO 90 
- . - . 
4D CONTINUE·. 
so· LL:1 .:;: ~ 
l-L? = 2 
GO T.O 70 
6 !J LL1 ::-: f 
LL2 :i ~ 
70 Rf.'.l.\0 1<0j;. NN 
RE~D 120, CJNODE(I),l~1)NN) 
NPP ';! I') 
DO 80 I ~ 1~ NUMPLN 
rio 80. J ::: 1i NN 
NPP ~ NPP ? 1 
S 0 J N 0 D t:; ( 1\! ~ P) !:: J N 0 DE ( J) 3· ( I = 1) * N PP L N 
LSEC.I :;: 1 
9D CONTINUE 
1Q·n R~AD (12) JVEZ. 
RE,A D M 2) ( ( r= UN C ( 1., J, K ) , J.= 1 , 3 ) , ( FUN C ( 2 , J, K) , J;; 1 , 6) , C F UN C ( 3, J , K ) , J::: 
1 1 , 6) , K~ 1 , N U M N P) c • 
IF (JVEZ ~~E. IVtz> GO TO 100 
NN = JNPOEif) . 
H1IN = FUN'C(NNN,!DIR,NN') 
FM.AX = FtHN 
X~1IN::: COORD(LL1,1) 
XMAX = XMIN 
YM~~ = COORO(LL2~1) 
Y.MAX .. YMIN 
DO 110 J = 1, NPP 
NP = JNODE (J.·) 
XGR(J) :: -CO.ORD$LL·t;,NPJ 
YGRCJ) = COORDCLL2,NP) 
F~R{J) = FUNC(NN~jiQ1R,NP) 
IF {FGR (J) ~LTa FMIN) F'MIN = FGR(J) 
IF (FGR(J) .. GT ... F-MAX) FJ1AX = F:GR(J.) 
IF CXGR(J) .LT;. XM;HD XMIN = XG-R(J) 
IF CXGR ( J;) • GT ... XMAX-> · XMAX = XGR (J) 
IF (Y:GR(J) .LT. YMtN;) .)'MIN =·YGRCJ) 
rt= (YG·RC.J> .GT. YMA)() Y~1AX = YGRCJ) 
IF CXGR(J) .. EQ .. Q ... p ... AND ... YGR·(j.) .. EQ .. Q.,Q) XGR(J) = O.OQ01· 
· WRITE· C4r130) ··XGR+J·lr.•YGR(J); ·FGR (JJ 
110 CONTINUE. . . . 
XGR(NP,P .+ -1) = .Q,Q 
YGRJNPP +·· 1> = ·· d:o· 
FGR·<NPP-+ 1> !;; o~·o-: 
WRITE. (4;130> '>fGR(NPP + 1•), YGR(NPP + 1), FGRCNPP + 1) 
BLEV = ABSCF~1AXL'+ A-SS(FMIN) . . 
OI\1 ~ = B L F. v l 60'' . . . . ·, 
PRJW{ 1'6(l).(VARCI);~r~-1i15), CDIREC(!),I~1;,15), i::?IRI IV.!:Z, LSECT, 
1NPP~ -r:m:N, FMA.x, orv, · xM.!N, X MAx', YtHN' YMAX 
PRI NT 1 50 . - . . 
120 FO~MAT Cf615) 
130 FOR_MAT C3F.1S.~> 
· 140 FORMAT. <.80A.n _ .. 
15· Q F 0 ~MAT (1J. ; 1 X, 60 C "* .. )) 
160 FORMAT ( J7Ji; "eFUNCJ;~O.N· TO BE· DRAWN!' e e" a a a ii a e e ~-ij <>e::=,- ·" p · 1'5.1\'1/ 
1 "·POSlTIOt\(OF·THE SECTION ............. ""'""· .. =", l~A1/ 
2 8 o'iR ECf;.lON ·o;F 'THE ·FUNCTIOt•h, 0 e e"" e ... ~"=~, !4/ 
3 "INCREMENT NUM.AER •••• .; .............. o•••·=~", 141· 
4 : ~UM~ER OF THE ;~E~,·po·N:~~.·~ues••••e-~~:·, l-4/ 
5 NUMBER .. OF<f\1,00~1;: P-O:j:NTS~a.·e<.'.; .... & .. .,,.,a.,=, I4l 
6 " NlNIMUM VALUE OF ·THE FUNCTION. o eaa.a-:;", Ef2o41 
7 "MAjxrr<iuM VA'I.;ue··or= rii'e FU.NCTION~o .. o~"="; er2o4~/ 
8 "SUGGESTED'·VAi.UE FOR BLEV;,.,a"~""aseo=", E1'2 .. 4l 
9 ° XMf.N-ooo·oooood··oooooo·ooo·oo~ooo·oooooou.=·"/l E1-2-a0/ 
* 
0 XHAXooo·o~·~·ooo,a·oo~e .. a.;,eoeoooo~·ooooaoo~", El2o4/) 
STOP 
!:NO 
_, .. __ .:-, . 
... . ] _, .. ·.:. 
